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ABSTRACT 

Pulmonary surfactant (PS) a lipid-protein complex secreted by type-IT 

pneumocytes is responsible for alveolar stability and prevents lung collapse at low 

volumes. PS lines the air-alveolar fluid interface with a putative ultra-thin monomolecular 

film, which by reducing ilie surface tension of that interface counteracts the contractile 

forces of lung collapse at low volumes. Monomolecular films (monolayers) are 

appropriate models for studying biological membranes, in which the lipids and proteins 

are organized in bilayers, and for pulmonary surfactant films. 

Interactions of the main phospholipid component of PS, dipalmitoylphosph

atidylcholine (DPPC) were studied with the other component lipids and proteins of PS 

at the air-water interface in monolayers. Over the last decade, epifluorescence 

microscopy has become a novel and powerful tool to study the organization of molecules 

in films. Epifluorescence microscopy of films formed in a surface balance of DPPC in 

combination with unsaturated phosphatidylcholine (dioleyl-PC or DOPC); 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG); cholesterol; and fluorescently labelled surfactant 

proteins SP-A, SP-8 and SP-C were performed. Visual observation of such lipid-lipid 

and lipid-protein ftl.m.s using epifluorescence microscopy allowed for cb.e semi-quanticative 

understanding of the surface chemistry, phase transition, association and interactions of 

such components of PS with each other, at the air-water interface. 

The unsaturated phospbatidylcholine, DOPC, fluidized fLlm.s of DPPC and were 

squeezed out of such films upon dynamic cycling (Chapter 3). Phosphatidylglycerol 
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(DPPG) condensed fllms of DPPC under the influence of calcium (Chapter 4). 

Cholesterol drastically altered the DPPC condensed phase structures and fluidized such 

films (Chapter 5). Hydrophobic surfactant protein- C (SP-C) perrurbed the packing of 

DPPC and DPPC:DPPG fllms, occupied the fluid phase and was present in the films up 

to high packing states (Chapter 6}. Films adsorbed from liposomes and solvent-spread 

ones of some PS components were found to display similar m.icro-architecrure and phase 

propenies in equivalent packing states, and SP-C enhanced the adsorption of DPPC 

vesicles (Chapter 7). Hydrophobic surfactant protein - B (SP-B) also perturbed the 

packing and associated with the fluid phase of DPPC, albeit differently than did SP-C 

(Chapter 8 and 9). Hydrophilic surfactant protein- A (SP-A) adsorbed to DPPC fllms, 

and was associated with the condensed-fluid phase boundaries of the lipid, and pertUrbed 

~ the packing of such films (Chapter 10). Porcine lipid surfactant extract (LSE) films 

showed fluid to condensed phase transition upon compression, and probably other 

complex transitions which was indicated by a decrease in the amount of condensed 

domains with increasing packing states (Chapter 11). The condensed phase of LSE ftlms 

were increased under the influence of millimolar calcium dissolved in the subphase 

compared to the ones without the cation. Dissolved SP-A in the subphase, adsorbed on 

to solvent-spread LSE fLlms and altered the distribution of condensed domains (Chapter 

11). Some of the propenies of LSE fllms (Chapter 11) were correlated to those exhibited 

by its component combinations in ftlms (Chapters 3-10). 

These srudies, using a novel technique, elucidate some of the possible modes of 

association and interactions between the major pulmonary surfactant components at the 
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air-water interface. This study may also indicate feasible Lipid-lipid and lipid-protein 

associations and micro-organisation in model of biological membranes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Surfactants aUow us to protect a water surface and to generate beautiful 

soap bubbles, which delight our children." 

Pierre-GiUes DeGennes, 

Soft Matter (Nobel Lectures, 1992) 

Pulmonary surfacrant (PS), a frDlhy marerial found in the lungs of most air

breathing species, is responsible for alveolar stability. The material is secreted by type -

IT alveolar cells and is composed mainly of lipids and small amounts of proteins. The 

lung tissues, which have elastic recoil like stretched rubber, during low lung volume tend 

to collapse the alveoli due to contractile tissue forces. The lipid-protein complex of 

pulmonary surfactam lines the alveolar air-fluid interface wiili a thin film, and reduces 

the air-fluid interfacial tension counteracting the contractile forces of lung collapse. A 

number of disease conditions such as neonatal Respiratory Distress Syndrome (RDS) and 

Adult-RDS (ARDS) arise due to altered levels, composition, and in vivo inhibition of 

pulmonary surfactant. Some of these siruations are treatable by instilling surfactant 

(natural and synthetic) or a combination of some of the pulmonary surfactants lipid

protein components into the diseased lung. The search for better and improved anificial 

surfactants for therapy has been the focus of intensive research efforts over the last few 

decades. although the surface activity, nature and composition of the PS films in the 

alveoli and the biophysical transformations that PS undergoes from its cellular secretory 



stage to film formation are not yet completely clear. At present. despite some intense 

basic and clinical research efforts integrating the fields of biology, physical chemistry and 

physiology to study PS. functional comprehension at the molecular level of the complex 

in the air-alveolar fluid interface is limited. Nevertheless research in this area bas 

indicated some important facts which have lead to improved clinical treatments of PS 

related disorders. 

Pulmonary surfactant is rich in some unusual phospholipids such as 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) aod phosphatidylglycerol which are not found in 

any eukaryotic lipid-containing cellular organelles such as biological membranes. 

Pulmonary surfactant (PS) also contains significant amounts of unsaturated lipids and 

cholesterol which are normally found in most manunalian biological membranes. The 

proteins of PS although present in small amounts ( -5-10 wt% of the lipids), play 

significant roles in its surface activity. The combination of lipid-protein complexes of 

PS allows for the material to be uniquely surface-active. In vitro the material can rapidly 

adsorb and spread at an air-water interface to form films, and these fllms upon 

compression can reduce the surface tension of the interface £O near 0 mN/m, and such 

fllms quickly re-spread from highly compressed states. Some of these biophysical 

processes are currently not well understood. The purpose of this thesis is to examine the 

strucrures and surface properties of the pulmonary surfactant and its component films 

using a novel custom designed surface balance with microscopic attachments. This 

instrument not only allows one to measure surface activity of materials at an air-water 

interface but also microscopically observe the association and semi-quantitatively assay 

. • 



the interactions of lipids and proteins in films. We have examined the surface properties, 

interactions and associations of the main lipid component of pulmonary surfactant, 

DPPC, in combination with other components such as unsaturated lipid, acidic lipid, 

cholesterol, surfactant proteins A, Band C, and ex:traccs of porcine pulmonary surfaccant. 

Because of the nature of the films and their constituents, these studies are not only 

relevant to PS but may also be considered as models for lipid-lipid and lipid-procein 

organizations in biological membranes. Also since monomolecular films are unusual 

structures in biological systems (only pulmonary surfactant and apolipoprotein particles 

have monolayers), these studies may indicate some general characteristics of lipid-protein 

associations in these strucrures, as well as in single leaflets (monolayers) of bilayer 

membranes. 

The style and content of this thesis (except the first 2 chapters) is written in 

publication fromat, since most of the data presented has been previously published or in 

submission for publication. The content of the organization of the thesis is that the first 

two chapters are introduction to surfactant and biological membranes, and the rest 

description of data obtained on in vitro interactions of the various surfactant components 

in films. 
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Chapter 1. 

PULMONARY 

SURFACTANT 
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1.1] Historical Development. 

It was reported in 1671 by Frederic Marten, that ~When the whales blow up the 

water, they fling out with it some fattish substance that floats upon the sea like sperm, 

and this fat the Mallemucks (bird) devour greedily" (cited from Goerke, 1974). This was 

probably the first detection of pulmonary surfactant in lhe giant mammal. Alexander 

Graham Bell in 1889, in trying to construct artificial ventilators for babies, stated that 

some babies die from inability to expand their lungs sufficiently when they take their fiiSt 

breath (citation from, Stem et al. 1970). As early as 1929, Von Neegard recognized that 

surface tension was presumably responsible for closure or lung recoil during breathing 

(Obladen, 1992). Later Macklin (1954) described the possibility of an alveolar mucoid 

like ftlm on the pulmonary cell walls which were able to maintain a consistent favourable 

surface tension. Around the same period Panle (1955) reported that the foamy substance 

of the lungs, originated from lhe alveolar cellular lining. John Clements, measured the 

surface activity of the foamy material at an air-water interface, and concluded that the 

material is highly surface active (Clements, 1956; 1957). Avery and Mead (1959), 

discovered that Respiratory Distress Syndrome (RDS), previously called the Hyaline 

Membrane Disease in human neonates, was caused by surfactant deficiency, leading to 

a spurt of clinical research in the area. 

King and Clements extracted the surface active material from dog lungs and 

reported a method of its isolation in a relatively "pure~ form (King and Clements, 

l972a). They also studied its composition (King and Clements, 1972b) and physical 



propenies (King and Clements, l972c}. Schfrrch et al., (1976) flrst determined the 

surface tension of the lung air-alveolar fluid interface in situ, by a novel alveolar micro-

puncture technique. This srudy indicated that at low lung volumes the interfaciaL surface 

tension was below 9 mN/m, and varied between below 9 to 20 mN/m during deflation 

to inflation of the lungs. They also measured the dynamic dependency of chis surface 

tension on lung volumes, supponing the proposals made earlier, that surface activity of 

pulmonary surfactant allows for the surface tension of the air-alveolar fluid interface to 

be reduced (Schiirch et al., 1976, 1978). Recently the fluid Lining layer of the lungs has 

been shown to be continuous (Bastacky et al., 1995), and multilayers of lipidic film 

lining the air-alveolar fluid interface have been demonstrated (Schtirch and Bachofen. 

1995). Research in pulmonary surfactant over the Last 60 years has lead to clinicians and 

surfactologists meeting in floating (surface active!} conferences on the rivers Danube and 

Rhine (Lachman, 1995). Some of the earlier historical developments of pulmonary 

surfactant research have been well documented and reviewed (Comroe. 1977; Goerke, 

1974; Obladen, 1992; Smith, 1995). 

1.2] Surface Tension in tbe Lungs. 

The concept of how surfactant effects or changes surface tension of the lungs 

during the normal respiratory process, came from some seminal studies on measurement 

of lung volume and morphometry under different conditions of surface tension and 

pressures, created by filling the lungs with different fluids. Such studies showed that 

during lung deflation and inflation, the pressure - volume characteristics of the lungs 
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could be drastically altered and almost abolished once the lungs were washed with 

detergents (Clements, 1956; Mead et al.. 1957). Later srudies have shown, that by 

filling lungs with different fluids such as saline, hydrocarbons or fluorocarbons, the 

alveolar microstrucrure, lung area and morphometry can be altered, from those of air-

tilled lungs (Schiirch and Bachofen, 1995; Wilson and Bachofen, 1982). Figure 1.1 

shows the morphological strucrure of the lungs filled with saline (A). air (B) and air after 

the lungs have been washed with detergent (C), where in each case the lung volume was 

70 % of the total lung capacity (TLC) (Wilson and Bachofen, 1982). The air-alveolar 

fluid interface bad different interfacial or surface tension in contact with saline (A) than 

with air (B), since in the former case the air-alveolar fluid interface was abolished, and 

in the detergent washed lung filled with air (C) since the surface tension controlling 

lining (or surfactant) was removed by detergent washing. These srudies indicate 

indirectly that the lung air-fluid interface has some material which controls the surface 

tension of that interface and thus alveolar morphometry, and any alteration of this surface 

tension (by using saline to abolish the air-alveolar fluid interface) or removal of this 

material (by detergent washing) leads to altered alveolar stability and strucrure, compared 

to normal air-filled lung. These and other srudies have implied that the surface tension 

of the lung is a crucial factor in determining alveolar stability. morphometry and gas 

exchanges in normal air-breathing species (Bachofen et al., 1987; Schilrch and Bachofen, 

1995; Wilson and Bachofen, 1982). Srudies have shown that the surface tension of the 

lungs in vivo can be measured by alveolar micropuncrure and the values at low lung 

volume are very low (- L mN/m) (Schtirch et al., 1976). Recent studies indicate that 
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Figure 1.1 Internal morphology of lungs filled with saline (A), air (B) and air after 

detergent washing of the alveolus (C), ftxed at 70 % of total lung capacity. Scale bar is 

400 l'ffi· 

The surface tension in the lungs filled with air (A) was higher than the one with 

saline (B) since the saline abolished the interface between air and the alveolar fluid. In 

case of (C), the material (surfactant) wh.ich controls alveolar surface tension was removed 

by detergent washing, thereby altering the surface-tension from that of the air-filled lungs 

(A) with the materiaL The surface morphometry and total areas are also different in A, 

B and C indicating that alveolar ultra-structure and surface area depend on the surface 

tension of the air-alveolar fluid interface. The h.ighly corrugated surface of the alveoli in 

(A) allows for larger area of gas exchange, in contrast to the smoother (smaller surface 

area) surfaces seen in (B). [From Wilson and Bachofen (1982), 0 American Physiological 

Society; reprinted with the permission of the authors and publisher]. 
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for lungs deflated to functional residual capacity at (FRC - maximal deflational lung 

volume during normal breathing) at 37°C, the surface tension of the air-alveolar fluid 

interface is near 1 mN/m and the values are very stable, when the lungs are held at low 

volumes (Schtirch and Bachofen, 1995). To achieve such low surface tension the lungs 

do not have to be deflated quasi-statically and a minimum deflational rate is not required 

to achieve low surface tension in the lungs (Schiirch and Bacbofen, 1995). This 

reduction of surface tension (-y) at low lung volumes counters various forces (such as 

contractile collapsing force of lung parenchyma or tissue surrounding the alveoli) trying 

to coUapse the lung. 

Clements proposed a model from several in vitro srudies of pulmonary surfactant. 

His model suggests that pulmonary surfactant lines the air-alveolar fluid interface with 

a thin mono-molecular (monolayer) film. The lining fllm layer (Figure 1.2. bottom, 6) 

of pulmonary surfactant reduces the air-alveolar fluid interfacial tension possibly by the 

molecules forming a compact film or solid surface at low alveolar volumes. Trauble et 

aL. (1974) suggested that the function of pulmonary surfactant other than reducing 

surface tension, is to induce critical spontaneous opening and closing of the alveoli. 

Others have suggested that the pulmonary surfactant can act as an anti-glue in some 

amphibian and non-mammalian species (Daniels et al. , 1995). The concept that surface

tension in the lungs is near 0 mN/m has been challenged, since arguments that an 

interfacial layer of molecules (in a compact solid state) above the surface of the alveolar 

fluid may abolish that interface, and thereby create an interface between air-solid surface 

above the alveolar fluid has been put forward (Bangham, 1987). The term surface 
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Figure 1.2 Diagram of a terminal air-space or alveoli with the·..;surfactant lining flim 

(top) and the possible lipid layered structures (multi-, bi- or mono- layers) found during 

the formation of the ftlm (bottom) [The top figure was reproduced from Hawgood and 

Clements, 1990, O'fhe Rockefeller University Press, NY with permission of the authors 

and publisher.] 

The type-II cells are involved in synthesis and secretion of pulmonary surfactant 

(top). The material is packaged in multi-bilayer lamellar bodies (LB, 4). After secretion 

into the alveolar fluid. lhe lamellar bodies transform into peculiar rube-like strucrures 

called rubular myelin (TM, 5). Tubular myelin is presumed to be the precursor of the 

surface active fJ.lm (6) at the air-alveolar fluid interface. Some other vesicular structures 

such as small and large bilayer aggregates (7) may also be found in association with 

pulmonary surfactant extracted from alveolar fluid. and upon dynamic cycling of 

pulmonary surfactant at an air-water interface in vicro. 
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tension has been modified to surface pressure or 11" by surfactant researchers, or~ when 

discussing pulmonary surfactant films (Keough, 1992), although the term surface tension 

is frequently used by many (see Keough, 1992 for the arguments). Surface pressure (1r) 

can be defmed as the difference of surface tension ( y) of an interface with a film ( 'Yr) and 

without (y.,..) or 1r = C'Yr- -y.,..) [see chapter 2 for further discussion on surface pressure]. 

Also the Clements model describing the film lining the alveoli being open and exposed 

to air, or the two ends of the film ending at each alveoli (as shown in the Figure 1.2 A) 

has been debated, and suggestions have been made that dle fllm may be closed or lines 

a spherical bubble in each alveolar unit (Scarpelli and Mautone, 1994). 

1.3] Extracellular Transfonnations 

Pulmonary surfactant is normally extracted from mammalian and other lungs by 

means of gently lavaging or washing out the lungs with a physiological saline. The 

extracted material is then centrifuged to separate surfaclallt from extracelluar debris and 

other materials associated with the lung fluid. Although the location of the synthesis and 

secretion of pulmonary surfactant has been well established to be the type - II 

pneumocyte (Figure 1.2 (A)) , the Iavaged material consists of various structures such as 

lamellar bodies, rubular myelin and vesicular aggregates, whose exact functions at the 

air-alveolar fluid interface are not completely clear. These structures are presumed to 

be pulmonary surfactant at the various levels of transformations in the alveoli to achieve 

surface active films at the air-alveolar fluid interface. Most of these "enigmatic", 

structural forms stain well with electron microscopic lipid stains, and are considered as 
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different forms or ranks of phospholipid molecules "arrayed shoulder to shoulder as in 

unit biological membranes" (Gross, 1995b). A general schematics of transformation of 

pulmonary surfactant from its secretory states, to its film formation, and then re-uptak:e 

at the air-alveolar fluid interface is shown in Figure 1.2 (bottom), and the direction of 

these processes shown by the arrows (top). The types of lipid layered strucrure, each of 

these forms are presumed to be in are shown in box of Figure l. 2 (bottom). 

The extracelluar transformation (termed "mecabolism") lha.t these strucrures 

undergo has been proposed from localization of various surfactant lipids and proteins in 

the different lung cellular compartments and extracelluar regions. Lamellar bodies (LB), 

rubular myelin (TM) and some vesicular aggregates have been identified, with naru.ral 

extracted pulmonary surfactant. Small and large aggregates (SA and LA) are mainly 

formed by in vitro compression-expansion cycling of pulmonary surfactant suspensions 

at an air-water interface, and are presumed to be sttUctures formed during exchange of 

material between the interfacial films and the bulk phase. Typical electron micrographs 

of some of these strucrures, stained using electron-dense lipidic stains which identify 

individual unit bilayer membranes are shown in Figure 1.3 (Williams, 1992). The 

schematics of such ttansformations indicate that the main form secreted by type-U cells 

is lamellar bodies (LB). Lamellar bodies consist of multi-Iamellated or concentric 

layered structures (Figure 1.3, A). The LB transforms at the air- alveolar interface into 

peculiar tube-like structures, called tubular myelin (TM , Figure 1.3 (B)) . The TM is 

presumed to be the precursor of the surface active ftlm which lines the alveoli (film 

discussed in next section). During dynamic cycling of the film at the air-alveolar fluid 

12 



Figure l.J. Electron micrographs of lamellar bodies (A), tubular myelin (B). large 

aggregates (C) and small aggregates (D). Scale bar is 1/Lm. 

A) Lamellar bodies (LB) are multi-bilayer structures. Each of the single bilayers (dark 

lining) is arranged in concentric layers wilh probably a thin water layer between them. 

Some attached tubular myelin (TM) structures (square lattice, box) can also be seen in 

lhe top of lhe micrograph. and thus it is presumed that TM are formed by unfolding of 

the lamellas of LB. 

B) Tubular myelin (TM) is formed by thin bilayer rubes (see Figure 1.2, B) crisscrossing 

each oilier in a square lattice. Each of the TM network: is arranged on top of another. and 

can be seen by slight displacement of one network layer from the next in the micrograph. 

[Micrographs LB and TM were a generous gift from Dr. Mary C. Williams, of the 

Boston University School of Medicine]. 

C) Large aggregates (LA) and D) small aggregates (SA) are bilayer vesicular or 

liposomal structures. Small aggregates are formed (probably from LA) by dynamic 

cycling of pulmonary surfactant at an air-water interface in vitro. [The micrographs of 

LA and SA were reprinted from Veldhuizen et al., (1993), <DBiochemical Journal, 

Portland Press, UK, with kind permission of the authors and publisher] 
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interface, or at an air-water interface in vitro, materials are probably squeezed out and 

adsorbed specifically into this film, to enrich the film with certain surfactant components. 

By dynamic cycling of pulmonary surfactant suspensions wbich contain mainly LB. TM 

and large aggregates (Figure 1. 3, C) an increase in number of small aggregates (Figure 

1.3,0) in the cycled suspensions can be observed (Gross, 1995a). It is presumed that 

such conversions are an indication of the material exchange between TM, ftlm and bulk 

subphase (by squeeze out of materials from films), ultimately enriching the pulmonary 

surface active films with one component of PS over all the others (details of some of Ute 

process, discussed in the next section). The conversion of these various forms from LB 

to TM to film to LA/SA are dependent on particular components of the surfactant (not 

yet clearly identified), and the process is called "extracelluar metabolism of pulmonary 

surfactant" (Gross, 1995a). Recent studies although have indicated that the type and 

amounts of surfactant proteins present in some of these structural forms vary 

considerably. 

Gross (1995a) has recently indicated that there may be an extracellular, yet 

unidentified, enzyme (they call serine protease) involved in conversion of these various 

structural forms (Gross and Schultz, 1992). These smJctures indicate that pulmonary 

surfactant seems to be an unusual biological material, which transforms "extracellularly" 

into multiple heterogenous and some atypical, structures (Gross and Naraine, 1989; 

Gross and Schultz, 1992). Most biological systems undergo transformations intra

cellularly and various metabolic biochemical pathways are involved. in the case of 

pulmonary surfactant, the extracellular material undergoes th.ese transformations by 
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biophysical and biochemical mechanisms. Thus, comprehension of the processes 

involved in pulmonary surfactant transformations may be aided by biophysical studies of 

the material in vitro at an air-fluid imerface by surface physico-chemical measurements. 

Although much is known about the biochemistry and intra-cellular metabolism of the 

pulmonary surfactant components, their main functional roles in "lining the alveoli with 

surface active films" are not yet fully clear. Also the composition and strucrure of the 

surfactant film in the alveoli is not yet known. The composition of the surface film in 

situ can also be understood from simple componential film srudies in vitro. The main 

purpose of lhis thesis is to study surfactant in vitro at an air-water interface, using a 

recently developed biophysical technique of epifluorescence microscopy, which allows 

combining surface chemistry and micro-strucrural analysis of films surfactant and its 

component. 

1.4] Nature of the Air-Alveolar Lining Film. 

From the time of its discovery, until recently, the question which plagued PS 

researchers was, "Is there a lh.in film lining the air- alveolar fluid interface?", since no 

direct demonstration of such a film could be made in the lungs. It was also not clear that 

the alveolar fluid lining the lung air-water interface is cominuous or if the fluid exists in 

distinct pools at the comers of single alveoli. Early repons of the alveolar lining by 

traditional electron microscopy showed heterogenous "thin osmiophilic lining on a grey 

I 

subphase" when aqueous glutaraldehyde ftxation and osmium tetroxide (lipid-stain) 

staining of the alveoli were performed (Gil, 1985; Weibel and Gill, !968). This 
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osmiophilic lining also had various phospholipid structures, broken bilayer vesicles and 

other lipidic or osmium staining strucrures floating on top of them (Gil, 1985). Attempts 

to isolate and stain pulmonary surfactant films in situ, were plagued by the fact that the 

alveolar-fluid lining the epithelial cells is extremely thin and possibly discontinuous, and 

if a ftlm existed on such a fluid interface, it was too close to the epithelial cells to be 

discriminated from the normal bilayer membrane of epithelial cells by conventional 

electron microscopy. Schiirch and Bachofen (1995) used a unique technique of perfusion 

of the lungs with fluid (edema) so that any interfacial layer existing between the lung 

epithelial cells and air would be lifted off the epithelial cellular lining by the extraneous 

fluids applied by perfusion. Using this technique they demonstrated the narure and 

structure of the pulmonary surfactant lining layer which is shown in Figure 1.4 (Schilrch 

and Bachofen, 1995). 

The layers (S) shown in Figure 1.4 (A) seemed on further examination (higher 

magnification, Figure 1.4, C) to be thicker than a single bilayer or a monolayer. They 

described the layer as "rather polymorphous or the lining layer covering the increased 

volume of the hypopbase appeared to be made of amorphous materials, and at other sites, 

triple layers or even multilayers can be recognized " (SchUrch and Bachofen, 1995). 

They explained the tri-layered strucrures as a monolayer on top of an underlying bilayer 

of lipids (see Figure 1.2, B), the bilayer probably acting as a pool or reservoir for the 

monolayer or ftlm of surfactant. It is presumed that this bilayer pool replenishes the 

surface film of pulmonary surfactant with essential phospholipid components, which 

makes such ftlms highly surface active. Also recently lhe question whether or not 
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Figure 1.4 Electron micrographs of lhe alveolar surfactant lining layer, and underlying 

alveolar cells and fluid are shown. The layers (S) were observed by lifting lhe material 

from lhe alveolar epithelial cells (Ef in A) towards the air by vascular perfusion of fluid 

(AH in B) in the alveolus. The lining layer was found to be thin and continuous, and 

had an average thickness of a trilayer (C), a monolayer on top of a bilayer. Scale bar is 

1 I'm. [From Schlirch and Bacbofen, 1995; reprinted with the permission of the author 

and publisher, IQMercel Dekker Inc., NY] 
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normal alveoli are lined with a thin layer of alveolar fluid, on which such films or layers 

can form has been put to rest. Bastacky et al., (1995) using low temperature electron 

microscopy. (which preserves structures at Liquid nitrogen temperature) demonstrated that 

the alveolar fluid layer appears continuous, submerging epithelial cells lining the alveoli. 

They determined that the thickness of the fluid layer was about 0.2 ,u.m thick on average, 

and varied from a few nanometres to several micrometers from one alveolus to anolher 

(Bastaclcy eta! .• 1995). 

Although the lining film of surfactant has been demonstrated, there are only few 

indications to date on the composition, nature and structure of the pulmonary surfactant 

film in vivo. It is also not clear whether the surface active ftlm in the lungs contains all 

or some of the pulmonary surfactant components, or whether such components can be 

present in che surface fllm at low surface tension. We have examined the structure of 

such surfactant films (last chapter) and the association, interactions and presence of 

various components of pulmonary surfacmm in vitro in ftlms (Chapters 3-11). 

1.5] Composition of Pulmonary Surfactant. 

Pulmonary surfactant of various marrunalian and venebral species consists mainly 

of lipids and small amounts of protein. The lipid and protein composition of surfactant 

of humans is shown in table I (A). The lipids of most mammalian species consist of 

mainly phospholipid, such as phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylglycerol (PG), 

phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine and significant amounts of cholesterol 

among other neutral lipids (table 1, B). The proteins, although detected in pulmonary 
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surfactant two decades ago, have only recently been completely analyzed for their gene 

and strucrures, and have been termed as surfactant protein - A (SP-A), -B (SP-8) , -C 

(SP-C) and -D (SP-D) in their chronological order of discovery (Possmayer, 1988). 

Although the surfactant associated proteins are only present in small amounts (5-lO 

weight % of surfactant lipids), they play important roles in assembly. secretion. 

transformation and surface activity of pulmonary surfactant, and some of the functional 

role these proteins play in the alveoli have recently begun to emerge. 

Surfactant Lipids : In pulmonary surfactant of most species. about 75 % of the lipids 

are phospholipids, of which -65% is phospbatidylcholine (Table L, A) (Hawgood, 

1991). The phosphatidylcholine (PC) species is about 45 % dipalmitoylated or has 

saturated 16 carbon palmitoyl chains in the sn-1 and sn-2 positions (16:0/16:0-PC) called 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine or DPPC (Akino, 1992; Hawgood, 1991). Recently the 

amounts of DPPC in PS of calf has been re-estimated to be lower than the ones reported 

previously, that is DPPC constitutes about only 40 % of the total diacyl 

phosphatidylcholine species of surfactant, and therefor less than half of surfactant lipids 

(Kahn et al., 1995a; 1995b). The typical chain distribution of the other PC species in 

pulmonary surfactant is shown in table 1 (C) (Akino, 1992). Although DPPC is an 

unusual molecular species in most mammalian tissues, (since most tissue PC are 1-

saturated, 2-uosaturated-PC, as in biological membranes). some DPPC is also present in 

small amounts in other tissues such as the brain. It is thus not specific for surfactant, 

as reponed in some earlier publications, but its occurrence in such high amoums 
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TABU I. 

(a) COIIPOSITIOII. 

LIPIDS 90-95 
PbospboUpld 75 

Saturated pbospb&UdyleboUne (DPPIJ) 45 
Uasaturated pbospbaUdyleboUne 20 
PhospbaUdyJglyeerol (PG) 8 
Others (Phospb&Udyletbaoolamlne. 

pbosphaUdyUnostto~ pbospb&Udylserlne) 

Neutral Uplds (Ubolestero~ dl-ltli·(IJeerldes) 10 

Other Uplds (Fatty aelds) 

PROTEINS 5-10 
Loosely associated (maiDiy serum) 2 
Surtaetaut apoproteiDS (SP·A.SP·B,SP·C & SP·D) 5 

* Modllled from Hawgood, 1991 

e) CHAIN DISTRIBUTION 

' ... ~~m-z PC I'll 
b) PHOSPHOLIPID COIIIPOSmON 

16:0/16:0 50.3 34.7 
16:0118:0 2.5 4.0 
16:0116:1 8.8 3.5 
16:0118:1 15.3 32.0 

PC 82.3 16:0118:2 12.9 10.5 
PG 7.5 
PE 6.1 
PI 1.8 
PS 0.1 

I 

Lyso·PC 0.3 
Others 1.2 

* From. Aklllo (1992). 
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"ubiquicously" in surfactant is unique (Hawgood, 1991). Among other PC (table 1, C). 

monoenoic species such as palmitoyl-oleyl (16:0/18: 1) and palmitoyl-pamiwleoyl 

(16:0/16:1). dienoic species like palmitoyl-linoleoyl (16:0/ 18:2), are also present in lung 

surfactant (Akino, 1992, Kahn et aL , 1995b). 

Phosphatidylglycerol (PG) is the major acidic lipid in the pulmonary surfactant 

of most adult mammalian species, but it is, however. absent in the PS of some animals 

such as Rhesus monkey. PG seems to be a specific constiruent of pulmonary surfactant, 

especially in such high amounts, about 7 % by weight (table 1. B), as it is noc found in 

any other mammalian tissue. This acidic phospholipid is only found in significant 

amounts in some bacterial membranes. The PG species in surfactant is present only in 

small amounts before binh as detected in the mothers amniotic fluid. and increases with 

the gestational age of ferus. Thus PG has become a clinical marker for analyzing fetal 

Lung maruriry and development, from analysis of amniotic fluid of surfactant 

phospholipids, since this fluid bathes the fetal lungs. Fetal pulmonary surfactant although 

low in PG, contains significant amounts of another acidic phospholipid, phosp

hatidylinositol (PI), which is almost completely replaced by PG after birth. With lung 

marurity after birth, PI levels in matured surfactant drops below 2 % (table 1, B) 

whereas PG increases to about 8-10 weight% in the surfactant phospholipid pool. Other 

phospholipids such as phosphadtidylserine and free fatty acids (palmitic acid) are also 

found in minor amounts in adult pul.moniry surfactant. The PG species in IDe 

extracelluar components of pulmonary surfactant of adult rabbits contain mainly 

16:0/16:0, followed by 16:0/ 18:1 and 16:1/18:2 species (Hayashi et al., 1990). Analysis 
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of human bronchio-alveolar lavage extracts indicated that PG consists of about 11.8 % 

of phospholipid by weight in normal individuals, whereas in patients with adult 

respiratory failure the level dropped to 0 .3 % and in alveolar proteinosis to about 4 % 

(Hallman et al., 1982). 

Cholesterol accounts for the largest amount of neutral lipids present in pulmonary 

surfactant (Yu et al .• 1983). The amount of cholesterol expressed as percentage of total 

phospholipid varies among animal species, reaching as high as 30 % in Australian lung 

fish to as low as 7 % in humans (Daniels et al, 1995). The variation of some of the 

lipids in surfactant of various animals and their alteration in diseased conditions indicates 

that pulmonary surfactant lipid components have some defutitive functional roles in 

normal lung functioning. 

Other lipids such as phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), lyso-phosphatidylcholine 

(lyso-PC ), tri- and di- acylglycerols are also found in pulmonary surfactant in minor 

amounts in various species, although their individual functional roles in surfactant are not 

well defmed (Keough, 1992). Recently. pulmonary type-D cells responsible for secretion 

of all the surfactant components, were shown also to secrete vitamin-E (tocopherol) and 

some plamologens (ether-lipids) with the surfactant Lipids, and these are regarded as 

constiruents of pulmonary surfactant (Riistow et al., 1993, 1994). The composition of 

pulmonary surfactant from different species and some of their roles in surfactant 

functions have been reviewed (Akino 1992; Daniels et at. , 1995; Hawgood 1991). 

Discussion on che roles some of these lipids play in pulmonary surfactant are given in 

the chapters on unsarurated lipid (Chapter 3), phosphatidylglycerol (Chapter 4) and 
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cholesterol (Chapter 5). 

Surfactant Proteins: Pulmonary surfactant contains small amounts of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic proteins. Surfactant protein -A (SP-A) and -D (SP-D) are multimeric, 

glycoproteins, of monomer molecular weights around 30-45 kilo Dalton, and belong to 

the family of proteins which binds carbohydrates called collectins. Surfactant protein -B 

(SP-8) and -C (SP-C) are highly hydrophobic, smaller , 4-17 kDa proteins which can be 

extracted with organic solvents from lung lavage along with surfactant lipids. The 

~ tenia~ strucrures and the relative sizes of SP-A, SP-B and SP-C are shown in Figure 

1.5. 

Native SP-A is a glycoprotein, found as an octadecamer (18 monomers) in 

1 surfactant (Figure 1.5, A), having an approximate molecular weight of 650 kDa. The 

protein has a long collagenous N-tenninal region, a short neck, and a globular region 

! (pink regions in Figure 1.5, A) containing some glycosylated residues near its C 

! terminal. The protein binds lipids such as DPPC. calcium and carbohydrate. Some of 

; these interactions allow for transformation of surfactant at the alveolar space to form 
! 
! surface active films. The prote in has also been shown to have certain immune functions. 

j Detailed structure-function relationship, sequence. synthesis and functional roles of SP-A 

: in pulmonary surfactant are discussed in Chapter 10. Recently discovered SP-D is a 

; glycoprotein, found in lung lavage, although its association with pulmonary surfactant 

lipids and its functional roles in surfactant is not clear. 

Native SP-B is a hydrophobic 8.71cDa (monomer), non glycosylated, disulphide 
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Figure 1.5 The secondary structures of surfactant proteins SP-A (A), SP-B (IB) and SP-C 

(C) are shown. The relative size of each protein is shown in the left panel w-ith the scale 

bar. [The Figure was a generous gift from Dr. J . Perez-Gil, University of Madrid, 

Spain]. 

The pink-red regions of SP-A (A) indicate the globular domains wiliich are the 

glycosylated regions of the protein. and the inter-twined filamentous stuetch is the 

collagenous domain. 

The charged amphipathic helical regions in SP-8 are shown by the positive 

charges ( + + + ), and are presumed to give this hydrophobic protein sLightly polar 

character compared to SP-C. The alpha helix of the SP-C is probably oriel£lted with its 

axis parallel to the acyl chains in bilayer lipid membranes, and the 3 charged residues 

( + signs) are thought to interact with polar solvents or lipid beadgroups. 
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linked di.mer, having amphipathic helices distributed through out its sequence. The 

amphipathic helices are made of charged residues with an excess of positive charges 

(Figure 1.5 B. + + signs) dispersed between the sequence of hydrophobic residues. 

Native SP-C is an acylated (dipalmitoylated), extremely hydrophobic, a-helical peptide 

of MW of 4.2 kDa, the acylation being at the cysteine residues near its N-terminal 

(Figure 1.5, C). The structure-function properties of SP-B and SP-C are discussed in 

details in chapter 6-9; although it should be mentioned here that dte function of 

hydrophobic proteins is to enhance the surface activity of surfactant lipids. 

The sequence describing some of the functional roles of the surfactant proteins, 

and the cellular compartments in the alveoli with which they are associated, are shown 

in Figure 1.6. The proteins are synthesized by the type-II pneumocytes, packaged with 

the lipids into lamellar bodies and secreted to the air-alveolar fluid interface. From in 

vitro experiments it can be demonstrated that SP-A and SP-B in combination with 

calcium ions transform bilayer lipids into rubular myelin (TM) (Williams, 1992), and TM 

is believed to form the surface active ftlm by rapid adsorption of the surfactant lipids in 

combination with SP-C. SP-A also helps in the recycling of the materials from the 

surface film back into the rype-II cells for reutilization and also in stimulating 

macrophages in the alveolar fluid to engulf viral and bacterial panicles. 

1.6] Fluidity and Dysfunctions. 

DPPC is the only component of pulmonary surfactant, films of which at 3"JOC 

(body temperature of most mammalian species) can be packed or compressed to reduce 
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Figure 1.6 Schematics of synthesis, secretion and functional roles of pulmonary 

surfactant proteins, SP-A (A), SP-B (B) and SP-C (C) _ Abbreviations used are: LB

lamellar bodies; RER-rough endoplasmic reticulum; TM-rubular myelin; ERY

erythrocyres; AM-alveolar macrophage; MES-mesenchymal cells; Cap-capillary]. 

The cype-II cells synthesize and secrete the proteins, which help in various 

transformations of pulmonary surfactant to ultimately achieve a surface active fllm lining 

the air-alveolar fluid interface. The + and - signs indicate whether each of the proteins 

are effective in performing certain processes in vitro, such as formation of tubular myelin 

(TM), macrophage stimulation to engulf viruses or bacteria. The arrows indicate 

pathways of secretion and recycling of the proteins associated with pulmonary surfactant 

lipidic scrucrures. Note that none of the proteins are shown in association or interacting 

with the surface active film, since whether this occurs in situ is not clear to date. [From 

Van Golde et al. , (1994) reprinted with the kind permission of the author and publisher. 

e American Physiological Society, MD] 
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the surface tension of an air-water interface to near 0 mN/m. None of the other 

component lipids or proteins of surfactant in films can achieve such low surface tension. 

Films of these componenlS readily collapse at lower surface pressures or higher surface 

tensions upon compression. It is presumed that. by a process of selective exclusion of 

other components such as unsarurated lipids or selective insertion of DPPC in to the 

alveolar surface films, or both, pulmonary surfactant fllms are enriched with DPPC or 

the lipid having rigid acyl chains. DPPC bas poor adsorptivity and spreadability. 

properties which are detrimental to the surface activity of PS. Spreadability and 

adsorptivity of DPPC at an air-water interface are enhanced by addition of small amounlS 

of other surfactant lipids or proteins. The unsaturated lipids, cholesterol, and the 

hydrophobic SP-8 and SP-C can enhance the surface activity of DPPC. by enhancing the 

fluidizing of the phospholipid in bilayers. Thus it is presumed that there is a delicate 

balance between rigid and fluid lipids in pulmonary surfactant for optimal surface activity 

of the materiaL 

Lau and Keough (1981) recognized that cold acclimatized rurtles had higher 

unsarurated lipids in their PS than control animals kept at higher temperarures. Later 

Daniels et al., (1990) observed that the amount of surfactant cholesterol increased with 

decreasing body temperarures in lizards acclimatized to different temperatures. Also PS 

from lung fish and amphibians which maintain low body temperarures, have higher 

cholesterol to disaturated PC ratios (cholesterol being about 20-30 % of the lipids) 

compared to mammals and reptiles living at higher body temperatures (Daniels et al.. 

1995). From these srudies there is some indication that PS composition in various 
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species is probably delicately controlled depending on the surrounding or environmental 

temperature of the species. Thus it was suggested, that PS control its rigid and fluid 

lipids, according to the thermal environment in which it is required to function (Daniels 

et al., 1995; Lau and Keough, 1981). By increasing cholesterol and fluid lipid content, 

animals living at low temperature would fluidize the rigid lipid to increase maximal 

absorption and spreadability whereas they also might require less DPPC for to reduce the 

surface tension of the air-alveolar fluid interface (Daniels et al., 1995; Lau and Keough, 

1981). Animals living at higher temperature, would not require as much fluidizing lipids 

since the amounts present in PS makes it exist in an almost fluid state because the rigid 

chain phospholipid DPPC, is very close to its chain melting temperarure (see chapter 3 

for a discussion on rigid and fluid chains). This control of the composition of biological 

systems for optimal performance is termed "homioviscous adaptation", or adaptation of 

fluidity of membranes or ocher systems by producing or reducing one type of fluid or 

rigid molecules (Hadley, 1985). 

Also the composition of PS and presumably its fluidity is altered in surfactant 

related diseases such as respiratory diseases syndrome (RDS), and adult respiratory 

distress syndrome CARDS). The total saturated PC content of patients with idiopachic 

lung diseases, is about 80% less than chat in normal human lungs (GUnther et al., 1995). 

Avery and Mead, (1959) detected that PS from lungs of neonates with RDS showed 

altered surface activity, and others have shown that the pulmonary surfactant of such 

patients bad lower PG content compared to the ones from normal individuals (Hallman 

and Gluck, 1982). There are consistent reports in the literarure from several groups 
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indicating that PS of neonates with RDS had higher unsaturated PC/saturated-PC (DPPC) 

ratios compared to normal neonalal PS (reviewed by Keough, 1985}, although the exact 

roles of the lipids in such disorders are unclear. Pulmonary surfactant prmeins also play 

an important role in normal PS, since targeted disruption of surfactant protein genes, can 

induce respiratory distress . The lipid and protein components of PS, and the amounts 

in which they are produced, may have some significant roles for optimal surface activity 

of the material at the air-alveolar fluid interface. Fluidity of the material seems to be an 

important criterion for PS function or dysfunction, and understanding the fluidity of lhe 

ftlms of DPPC in combination with other PS components are one of the major focus of 

this thesis. Further discussion of the possible fluidizing roles of unsaturated lipids, 

cholesterol and the proteins play in PS are discussed in chapters 3-10, and chat of porcine 

pulmonary surfactant extracts in chapter 11. 
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2.1) The Bilayer Membrane 

The story of the discovery that biological membranes are phospholipid 

bilayers dates back to the early pan of this cenrury, and is interesting in its connections 

to monolayer films (Cadenhead, 1985). As early as 1925, Goner and Grendel, 

performed seminal experiments which led to our understanding of the biological 

membrane as being a lipid bilayer, or two monOlayers with the molecules in the layers 

having their hydrophobic pans facing each other. These workers extracted lipids from 

red blood cells and studied these lipids by spreading the molecules in monomolecular 

films at a fvced area air-water interface (Gorter and Grendel, 1925). From measurement 

of the areas occupied by the lipid molecules, they computed the area of the erythrocyte 

as half of that of the closely packed lipid ftlms, and indicated for the first time that the 

lipids were packed into rwo layers in the plasma membrane of the blood cells (Gorter and 

Grenda!, 1925). Their calculations of the lipid bilayer areas were slightly flawed, since 

they could not take into account the presence of proteins in biological membrane. With 

the advent of electron microscopy, the models of the biomembrane were modified as a 

lipid bilayer containing proteins embedded in the lipid matrix, and the proteins could be 

observed as dotted, globular structures on the surface of one or the other monolayer or 

leaflet of the membranes. Spectroscopic studies of biomembranes showed that some of 

the proteins embedded in the interior of the bilayer were a-helical and non-polar 

(Leonard and Singer, 1966) . From such accumulating evidence, Singer and Nicholson 

(1972) proposed the "fluid mosaic model" of the biological membrane. This model, 

suggests that biomembranes are dynamic structure where lipids and proteins diffuse 
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Figure 2.1 Shows the typical molecular arrangements in biological membranes based on 

the fluid mosaic model (A), the molecular structure of a phospholipid bilayer (B) and a 

molecule (C). [(A) was reprinted from Bretscher, (1985) with permission from the author 

and publisher ClScientific American, NY] 

The phospholipid molecules (C) in a bilayer (B) have the polar headgroups located 

in water and the hydrophobic chains facing each other. The bilayer membrane (B) not 

only consists of phospholipids, but other lipids such as cholesterol and glycolipids (A). 

The proteins are of different varieties, including the transmembrane a:-helical, 

glycosylated, globular and peripheral proteins (A). [Note: similarities of some of the 

strucrures of membrane proteins with those found in pulmonary surfactant, such as the 

alpha-helix one with SP-C in figure 1. 5]. Some of the proteins embedded in the interior 

of the bilayer matrix have a:-helical trans-membrane segments of non-polar residues, with 

the polar residues located near or outside the bilayer. Most of the proteins and lipids 

shown can diffuse laterally in the plane of the bilayer, but cannot traverse from one 

monolayer to the other. 
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around each other, in a fluid like environment (Singer and Nicholson, 1972). 

2.2] Structure and Dynamics of the Biomembrane. 

With the advent of some powerful biophysical and physico-chemical techniques 

the structure and dynamic properties of the biomembranes have somewhat emerged. 

Various studies of model membrane such as liposomes, black lipid membranes, planar 

bilayer, and monolayers at the air-water interface have led to our current understanding 

of the molecular strucrures and organization of the biological membrane. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic srudies on mouse fibroblasts 

have shown that, the phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) 

phospholipid headgroups are oriented parallel to the membrane surface (Scherer and 

Seelig, 1987). The headgroup of phosphatidylglycerol (PG), an important constituent of 

E. coli membrane, was shown to orient about 300 from the membrane plane in such a 

way that the charged headgroups are accessible to divalent or monovalent cations 

(Mischel et al .• 1987). Electron spin resonance (ESR) srudies using probes indicated that 

water is able to partially penerrate the hydrocarbon core of the lipid bilayer in the liquid 

crystalline phase or when the lipids are loosely packed (Griffith et al,. 1974). Neutron 

diffraction methods indicated, that water penetration does not extend very far beyond the 

glycerol backbone of the polar groups, when the Lipids are in the gel or closely packed 

phase (Worcester and Franks, 1976). 

The E. coli membrane lipids, PG and PE were shown by NMR to contain a 

primary hydration shell of 11-16 water molecules (Boyle and Seelig, 1983). Due to this 
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hydration shell the lipids are fixed at their polar ends in water, and thus the bilayer 

structure can be maintained (Figure 2.1, B). The hydrocarbon chains of such a bilayer 

membrane are located facing each other, giving the membrane interior a hydrophobic 

environment. In most biological membranes the hydrocarbon chains of the phospholipids 

have one or more double bonds. Such double bonds introduce a permanent kink (see 

section !2.3) in the chains. When such molecules with chain kinks are packed in a 

bilayer, the inter-molecular mobility about the C-C bonds is high and the acyl chains can 

also undergo swinging motions near the kink region (Houslay and Stanley, 1983). The 

mocions of the phospholipid chains in bilayers, with their headgroups firmly embedded 

in the polar media, lead to distinct thermodynamic states or phases. Restrictions in acyl 

chain packing due to molecular motion and kinks, in the case of biological membranes 

leads to the distinct physical state of loosely packed phase called the L,.. or liquid 

crystalline phase. When the temperature of such membranes is lowered to decrease the 

motion of the chains, a more tightly packed or condensed phase called the gel or L.a 

phase occurs. The arrangement of phospholipid in the gel and liquid crystalline phases 

are shown in Figure 2.2 (bottom). In the gel phase the lipid chains are not fully 

extended, but tilted at an angle to the plane of the bilayer (Houslay and Stanley, 1983). 

The La phase is wllat is usually thought of as representing the bulk of the lipids in 

biological membranes. The fast motiom of the chains in the La phase about their C-C 

bonds lasting 10·9 seconds, also yield smaller kinks in the chains. Other motions of the 

chains such as flexing in directions shown by arrows Figure 2.2 (top box:), lateral 

diffusion of the molecules in the plane of the bilayer, and change of orientation of the 
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headgroups or of the whole m<>lecule are also possible in cwo dimensions (Figure 2.2, 

box, arrows). 

2.3] Phase Transitions in Bilayers 

Phospholipid molecules in bilayers. when fully hydrated, can undergo phase 

transitions due to alterations ()f temperature, pressure, ionic strength and pH of the 

environment of the layers. These phase transitions can be indirectly detected by heating 

or cooling a lipid bilayer from <me phase to the other, and measuring the heat absorbed 

during the change of phase. Figure 2.2 shows the typical phase transition and molecular 

arrangement occurring in a bilayer of phospholipids, and a calorimetrically measured 

thennal absorbtion curve which is obtained during such a change of phase. The 

transition from the arrangemenr. of the lipids in the Left panel to that represented on right 

(Figure 2.2, bottom), is called the gel to liquid crystalline (Lcr) phase transition. The 

point where the maximum heat is absorbed during such a change of phase is called the 

chain melting or transition tem.:perarure denoted by the sign Tc. 

The Lcr phase has been shown to have two-dimensional order in the headgroup 

regions but considerable disorder in the acyl chains, caused by the fast molecular motions 

excited in the higher thermal states of the phospholipid molecules in the bilayer. In the 

gel or La phase, the molecules are packed tightly together (due to reduction of thermal 

motion of the chains) and are highly ordered, corresponding to an all trans (Figure 2.2, 

top) configuration in the acyl chains, similar to the ones found for the lipid molecules in 

dry or dehydrated pure crystals. The all trans configuration allows the chains to be 
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Figure 2.2. Illustrates the possible molecular motions of phospholipid molecules (top) 

and the typical arrangement of the molecules in a bilayer in the gel or Lp (left) and liquid 

crystalline La or fluid phases (right). The molecular motions (arrow marks) can be 

detected by various techniques such as NMR., neutron-diffraction and ESR. [The bilayer 

molecular structures were reprinted from Robertson, (1983), with the kind pennission 

of the author and publisher, CCambridge University Press, NY.] 

The temperature - heat flow plot (bottom) represents the differential scanning 

calorimenically (DSC) detectable enthalpy change during the gel to liquid crystalline 

phase transition, and the temperature where the phase change occurs (represented by the 

symbol Tc). The top panel indicates the gauche, cis and tran.s isomers of the chains of 

the phospholipid, and some of the isomerization may occur between the chains carbon

carbon bonds during the thermally induced (at Tc) phase transition. 
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maximally extended co the plane of the bilayer, whereas a gauche bond alters the 

direction or flexibility of the chains. Lipids in the liquid crystalline phase, possibly have 

a sequence of trans-gauche-trans arrangements for a C-C-C (3 carbon) bond length of 

the chain, resulting in kinks in the chain which effectively displace the ponions of the 

chains above and below the gauche bonds (Figure 2.2, top) (Houslay and Stanley, 1983). 

Almost all double bonds found in phospholipids of biological membranes are cis, and 

introduce the same kind of change of direction in the chain as the trans-gauche-trans 

configuration (Gennis, 1989). 

NMR studies on fully hydrated DPPC bilayers indicate that the thickness of the 

hydrocarbon or chain region is about 35 Angstroms (an angstrom unit or A = LQ-10 

meters) in the liquid crystalline phase (Seelig and Seelig, 1980). If such DPPC chains 

were in the all-trans configuration, simple molecular dimensions or length of the 

molecule would give the bilayer a thickness of 45 A, thus indicating that the chains of 

DPPC in the liquid crysnaline phase have different oreintation with regard to the bilayer 

plane, providing for the smaller thickness. The minimal cross sectional area per 

molecule of a diacyl phospholipid like DPPC is about 38 A2 and the chains tilted by an 

angle of about 3()0 in the gel phase would effectively increase the cross-sectional area to 

be compatible with that of the headgroup (Hauser et al. , 1981). ln the liquid crystalline 

phase the introduction of the gauche configuration increases the effective chain 

conformational or cross-sectional area to 50 A 2 (the molecules occupy more area as 

shown in Figure 2.2, bottom). The effective liquid crystalline molecular areas for most 

diacylated phospholipids are typically in the range of 60 to 70 A2 (Gennis, 1985; Hauser 
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et. al., 1981). Some of cross-sectional areas of the phospholipid molecules in bilayers 

also can be measured by appraising the packing changes of the molecules after simply 

spreading them at an air-water interface in films, indicating the beauty of monolayers as 

models for studying biological membrane structures (Cadenhead, 1985). 

2.4] Domaios in Biomembranes 

Due to the heterogenous composition of biological membranes, the lipids or 

proteins may be regionalized, or organized, into domains. The separation of the 

membrane lipids into compositional domains or lateral phase separation, can be due to 

demixing of one type of lipid with the other within a single phase or interaction of lipids 

with. integral or peripheral proteins (Welti and Glaser, 1995). There is a large body of 

evidence to suggest that there are transverse and lareral regionalization of lipids or 

proteins or both, either in one or both leaflets (monolayers) of the bilayer, which are 

termed as micro- or macro- domains of membranes (Tocanne et al., 1994). 

Over the last two decades structural models of the gel to liquid crystalline phase 

transition have predicted the co-existence of domains in bilayer membranes (Houslay and 

Stanley, 1983; Lee 1977). The structural model of phase transitions in gel state bilayers 

from various studies tend to suggest that, as the temperature approaches that of the gel 

to liquid crystalline phase transition (Tc), small pools of fluid lipid may form at certain 

regions of the gel phase (nucleation sites or areas where the lipids are slightly 

disorganized) . These pools of fluid lipid can be essentially contained by the overall 

ordered lanice of the gel phase, and hence both fluid and gel phase lipid can co-exist in 
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the same bilayer (Houslay and Stanley, t983) . The size of these fluid pools increases 

as the temperature rises, leading to their coalescence or fusion, which would transform 

the lipids from some gel to all fluid phase in the bilayer. This event or phase transition 

would likely be co-operative, or of the fust order, mt:aning one phase would grow at the 

expense of the other. The reverse can also occur when the fluid phase is cooled down 

from above its Tc. This would occur as the temperature of the fluid phase approaches 

the Tc of the lipids, when fonnation of clusters or islands of gel phase lipids would 

occur. The packing of the gel phase clusters may be irregular cr the phase may have 

paclcing defects. Such defects may act as nucleation sites for the fluid phase, when the 

phase transition occurs in reversed direction (Housley and Stanley, 1983; Lee 1977). 

These domains in one component lipid bilayers have never been directly observed 

by microscopy (during phase transitions), probably due to the small size of the domains, 

and the relative speed of the transition being very rapid or the co-existence of the phases 

occurring over very short time scale (Sankaram et al., 1992). Domain like structures in 

two-phase, two-component lipid bilayers have been demonsrrated by electron microscopy 

almost two decades ago (Luna and McConnell, 1978). These workers indicated that in 

mixtures of DMPC/DPPC (4:1, mol/mol) band-like structure (domains) could be 

observed in a smooth background, when the temperarure of the system approached 35°C. 

These domains (of one or the oilier lipid) or phase separation was observed since r.b.e 

molecules of one type of lipids in the DPPC/DMPC biJayers segregated out into these 

band like domains from the other lipids as the Tc of one of the lipids were approached 

(Luna and McConnell, 1978). By indirect measurements and studies of two component 
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or two phase lipid bilayers. others have also indicated the existence of domains or 

segregated structures in such systems (Hui, 1981; Sankaram et al., 1992; reviewed by 

Welti and Glaser, 1994). 

In two component lipid bilayers, measurements of fluorescence recovery after 

phocobleaching (FRAP) have indicated that gel and fluid phase domains maY co-exist, 

one phase can form isolated domains in a ''sea" or matrix of the connected or continuous 

other phase (Vaz, eL al., 1989). Such domains may arise caused by many factors, such 

as strong lateral or in plane interactions between membrane components, interaction 

between the membrane components and cytoskeletal elements, and on addition and 

removal of certain components by vesicular transport, or by combination of all or some 

of these factors (Thompson et. al., 1992). The average size of such lipid domains may 

range from a few to several thousand nanometres (Rodger and Glaser, 1991; Sank:aram 

et. al., 1992). ESR studies on model dimyristoyl/distearoyl -phophatidylcholine 

(DMPC/DSPC) bilayers have indicated that domains in one phase are disconnected, and 

the number of lipids per domain increases linearly from a flXed number of nucleation 

sites as the fraction of one phase changes cooperatively or at the expense of the other 

(Sankaram et. al.. 1992). Domains in bilayers composed of two cypes of lipids can be 

detected with relative ease, since in such systems the demix.ing of one lipid with the other 

(due to chain length and headgroup differences), leads to the process of phase 

segregation. At a flXed temperature one lipid component may be in gel and the other in 

the fluid phase, leading to each component segregating or clustering into separate phases 

(Sankaram et. al., 1992). Such phase segregation can also occur in bilayers of neutral 
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lipids mixed with acidic ones, under the influence of divalent cations, since the catio-n 

can interact with the acidic lipids headgroup and aggregate such lipids from tile neutral 

ones or de mixing the lipids from one another into domains (Kinnunen et. al., 1994). 

Such phase segregation in bilayers containing charged lipids can occur also under die 

influence of oppositely charged proteins (Kinnunen et. al., 1994 for review). 

Proteins can lead to microscopic lateral heterogeneity or domain formation i.D 

bilayer lipid membranes. lntegral or trans-membrane ex-helical proteins (which travers-e 

the bilayer, Figure 2.2, A) can form domains, since there may be a hydrophobic 

mismatch of the protein's hydrophobic (helix) length with that of the lipid bilayer or a 

perfect match with the lipids in the bilayer in a particular phase (Marsh, 1995). Spin 

label ESR measurement of the rotational diffusion of integral membrane proteins haY"e 

indicated that the proteins are dissolved in the fluid phase and the lipids surrounding suc:b 

proteins are motionally restricted (Marsh, 1995; Ryba and Marsh, 1992). Others havre 

shown that binding of peripheral proteins to bilayer lipid headgroups led to re-

organization of lipids in one leaflet of the bilayer or the other, depending from which 

direction che protein approaches the bilayer (Kinnunen et al., 1994; Tocanne et aL, 

1994). Using fluorescence microscopy of giant liposomal vesicles or bilayers, Glaser 3Dld 

co-workers have visually observed such lipid-protein domains, and have indicated that 

the domains can be as large as several micrometers (Haverstick and Glaser, 1987). They 

also indicated that domains can be formed either by divalent cations interacting wil:h 

acidic lipid bilayers or by peripheral proteins such as cytochrome C with neutral lipid 

systems (Haverstick and Glaser, 1987, 1988; reviewed by Welti and Glaser, 1994). Such 
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domains were observed by inserting differently labelled fluorescent phospholipids in one 

leaflet of the bilayer or the other, and the segregation of one fluorescent lipid from the 

other, under che influence of proteins and cations (Haverstick and Glaser 1987; 1988; 

Welti and Glaser; 1994). The functional significance of such domains (induced in model 

lipid bilayers), or if such domains occur in biological membranes is not clear at present, 

although some specuJations ~xe been made (Davis et al., 1980, Marsh, 1995; Thompson 

et. al., 1992). 

2.5] Monomolecular Films as Model Membranes. 

"I propose to tell you of a real two- dimensional world in which phenomena occur 

that are analogous to those described in 7Flalland"" 

Irving Langmuir, Nobel Prize in Chemistry (1932), [Langmuir (1936)]. 

Surfactants, most lipids, and some proteins are amphipathic molecules. 

Amphipatllic molecules have charged or polar "water loving~ groups, and hydrophobic, 

un-charged regions in the same molecule. When in conra.ct with a hydrophilic

hydrophobic environment such as an air-water interface, amphipathic molecules orient 

themselves with. th.e "water loving" group anchored in the polar medium (water) and th.e 

hydrophobic parts exposed to the non-polar medium (air). Such simple arrangements of 

amphipathic molecules were detected as early as fourth century BC by Aristotle who 

spoke on the subject of "spreading oil on troubled water" (quoted from Ullman. 1992). 

Later from the pioneering work of Lord Rayleigh, Agnes Pockels and Irving Langmuir 
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our understanding of the nature, physical propenies and assembly of such molecules in 

films became more comprehensive (Reviewed by Gaines, 1966; 1995; Ullman, 1991). 

The arnphipathic molecules, by such an arrangement at the air-water interface, formed 

ultra-thin, mono-molecular (one-molecule thick) . surface active films termed today 

simply as thin ftlms or monolayers. From several seminal works of [rving Langmuir 

(awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1932), the properties of thin ftlms of several 

amphipathic organic molecules were discovered. Later when such films could be 

transferred into solid substrates such as glass and mica, some powerful physical 

techniques were used to study them (Ullman, 1992). The technique of transferring thin 

films on to solid substrate was developed from the work of Kathryn B. Blodgen, and 

such transferred films are called Langmuir-Blodgett ftlms (Blodgett and Langmuir, 1937). 

Since lipids are amphipathic molecules, they easily form single molecular films 

at the air-water interface, and these layers are similar to the monolayer leaflets of 

biological membranes (mono- of the bi-layer membrane). An immense volume of work 

exists to date on studies of lipid films as models of biomembranes (reviewed by Birdi, 

1989; Cadenhead, 1985; Ullman, 1992; 1995). Due to the simplicity with which such 

films can be formed and transferred, thin ftlms have been used to study systems as 

diverse as synthetic optical-electronic devices, to perform molecular fabrication at 

nanometre scale (nanotechnology), and as models for colloids, emulsions, liquid crystals, 

surfactants, non-ionic detergents, polymers and pulmonary surfactants (Kuhn, 1989; 

Swalen et. al., L987). The sheer volume of scientific work on and utilising thin films 

of organic molecules over the decades has led to specialized journals, such as Thin Solid 
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Films, Langmuir, Journal of Colloid and lnterface Science, Colloids and Surfaces, and 

several textbooks on this area (i.e. Birdi 1989; Tredgold, 1994; Ullman, 1992; 1995). 

The study of structures of thin films of surfactant and liquid crystals at an interface, and 

our theoretical basis of understanding of the arrangements of molecules of liquid crystals 

has led w another recent Nobel prize in physics awarded to Pierre-Gilles DeGennes 

(DeGennes, 1991). 

One of the earliest and a simplest way to measure properties of thin fllms was by 

measuring the surface tension (y) of the air-water interface containing the ftlm (surface 

activity of the material). The surface tension of an air-water interface can be detected 

by dipping a roughened platinum plate or paper, in the water, and measuring the force 

acting on the plate using a weighing balance (Adamson, 1990). Surface tension (y) is 

defmed as the force acting on molecules at the interface between two different materials 

i.e. air and water, and normally measured in units of dynes per centimetre (dynlcm) or 

milliNewton per meter (mN/m). The interfacial surface tension of an air-water interface 

is about 72 mN/m at 220C. When a film of material which resides at the interface is 

spread on such an interface, the surface tension of that interface decreases, or the force 

acting per unit length on a detecwr plate is reduced (for example the surface tension of 

water molecules at an air-water interface is reduced by a film since the amphipathic 

molecules of the films anchor at that interface). These interfacial surface forces in the 

presence of a film can also be represented in terms of surface pressure or 1r. For an air

water interface the surface tension of water (yw) subtracted from the surface tension of 

that interface with a film hr) is equal to the surface pressure (1r) of the film [1r (mN/m) 
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= 'Yr- -y.,.. (m.N/m)]. Funher discussions on this matter can be found in a general textbook 

of physical chemistry (e.g. Adamson, 1990). The surface pressure can be measured 

directly as the force per unit of length along a barrier segment to hold the film in any 

given state of compression. With increasing density of the molecules or decrease in the 

ftlm area, the surface pressure increases as an inverse function of molecular area of the 

amphipathic molecules, and at a flXed temperature, can be presented as surface pressure

area ('n·-A) isotherms. Figure 2.3 shows a typical surface pressure - area measuring 

device or surface balance (bottom), and the surface forces acting at an air-water interface 

with a ftlm (top), indicating simple conceprualized models of -y and 1r. Surface pressure 

1r is considered analogous to the three dimensional pressure (P) and the area of the fllm 

to volume (V) of molecules of an ideal gas. During compression of a gaseous system 

such as water vapour, the molecules can be compressed or condensed into a number of 

phases from gas to liquid co solid by decreasing the molecular motions or the energy of 

the system (i.e. water vapour to liquid water to ice). Analogously in thin films, by 

compressing the molecules in two-dimensions at a fixed temperature or increasing their 

surface-pressure or packing, phase transition of the molecules from one phase to another 

can also be achieved. The devices used for such measurements are called surface 

balances as shown in Figure 2.3. During compression of such films, the molecules exert 

an equal and opposite force on the barrier (Figure 2.3 , top), which is the surface pressure 

(.-) of the films (Adamson, 1990). 
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Figure 2.3 Shows the model of a modified Langmuir surface balance containing the air

water interface with a monomolecular layer of phospholipid with the surface forces 

(arrow marks) involved in surface tension (y) and surface pressure (1r) on such a surface 

(top); and the surface balance pan of an epifluorescence microscopic surface balance 

used m observe ftlm rnicrostrucrure (bottom). 

The plate in the water surface (top, shaded black) measures the force the surface 

tension exerts on it (downward pull, arrow), and this force can be measured in 

milligrams by a weighing balance (black bar) or pressure transducer (bottom). The 

barrier compresses the molecules laterally against the fixed walls of the container. 

The water molecules at the surface have differential forces (thin arrows, top) 

exened on them due to some parts of them being in contact with water proper and the 

rest with air, compared to the ones in the bulk. This results in a force or energy which 

attracts the surface water molecules towards the bulk, so that expansion of the surface 

requires energy or the surface is under tension. This forces the interface to be like a 

stretched film or under tension, and this surface tension can be measured as the force 

acting per unit length of a dipping plate. When molecules are placed on the water 

surface, these molecules decrease the surface tension by changing the forces involved in 

the surface water molecules (triple-arrows). and decrease the surface tension of the air

water interface. The lipid molecules when packed closely together exen an equal and 

opposite force on the barrier compressing them or to the fixed walls of the container, 

which can be measured as surface pressure (1r). A detailed design of the epifluorescence 

microscopic surface balance is given in Figure 3.1. 
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2.6] Phase Transition in Films 

A typical surface pressure -area (1r-A) isotherm of a film of phospholipid and the 

phospholipid packing and orientation at the air-water interface in different phases are 

shown in Figure 2.4. At very low packing densicy or surface pressure (or high area per 

molecule, indicated by ellipses in the Figure) , the lipid chains are close to the plane of 

the air-water interface (panel A), the molecules are in a two dimensional gas phase 

(Cadenhead, 1985, Gaines, 1966). With increasing packing density or decreasing area 

per molecule, the chains are pushed into a more nearly perpendicular orientation co the 

plane of the interface (8), and as the surface pressure is increased above 0 mN/m (or -y 

< 72 mN/m), the molecules undergo a gas (G) to liquid expanded (LE) or fluid phase 

transition (panel B. C). With further packing and decrease of area per molecule {panel 

D) the surface pressure approaches a constant (break or plateau in the isotherm), the 

molecules become rigid and further extended, and undergoes transition into the liquid 

condensed (LC) or gel-like phase (Andelman et al., 1987). Further compression or 

decrease of molecular area leads to the molecules moving into an almost vertical 

orientation at the air-wa[er interface, accompanied by a sharp increase of surface pressure 

leading the LC phase to transform imo a solid-like or solid condensed (SC) phase (panel 

E). Further increase in packing from the end of SC phase is not pennitted as the 

molecules reach their Limiting area (or the area where one molecule would have to 

penecrate another to occupy the same space) and the monolayer or film collapses (C) at 

the air-water interface. This is seen as a plateau occwring at the high surface pressure 

end of the isotherms (C), where the surface pressure reaches about 72 mN/m for the 
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Figure 2.4 Typical packing arrangements of phospholipid molecules at the air-water 

interface undergoing phase transition from gas (G) to liquid expanded (LE) to liquid 

condensed (LC) to solid condensed phase (SC) (panels); and the cypical surface pressure

molecular area isotherm observed from such transitions for DPPC are shown. The order 

of increasing pressure or decrease in molecular area is from the bottom panel (G) 

upwards. The ellipses indicate the area per molecule of the phospholipid in that 

panicular phase. The arrow in the collapse (C) phase indicates expulsion of a molecule 

from the fihn at high packing state. In this phase (C) the monolayer is presumed to 

collapse or fold inco multi-layers below or above the air-water interface. 

The leners in the isotherm indicate surface pressures where each phase may co

exist with the next higher packed phase. The molecule in the left hand corner of each 

panel shows that some of the molecules in the phase co-existence region, may undergo 

conformations of the next higher packed phase. Using fluorescence microscopy the co

existence of such phases in phospholipid films can easily be observed by incorporating 

fluorescent probes which preferential panition in one phase but not the others (see next 

section). 
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film, and the equivalent calculated surface tension of the interface approaches 0 mN/m. 

It has been argued that the surface pressure-surface tension relationship discussed above 

is not applicable for insoluble films (i.e. phospholipid films) which are at surface 

pressures above their "equilibrium surface pressure" (Bangham, 1987), which for most 

phospholipid molecules is about 45 mN/m. Others have suggested that for certain fllms 

such as those enriched in DPPC, which have long-tenn quasi stable properties up to 

collapse and appear to be in mechanical equilibrium over long time periods with the 

materials in the bulk phase, that the surface tension-surface pressure relationship may 

apply (Goerke, 1992; Keough, !992). 

At an ambient room temperature of 220C or at the physiological temperarure of 

most mammals (37°C), phosphatidylcholines with two saturated acyl chains of 16 carbons 

or higher undergo all these phase ttansitions. These transitions, except collapse, are 

reversible. The phase ttamition of such phospholipids from the liquid condensed to 

liquid expanded phase in ftlms, is related to their chain melting transition in bilayers. 

By increasing the temperarure of such lipids in films above their Tc, the LE-LC 

tranSition can be abolished, and such films are fluid or liquid expanded at all surface 

pressures up to the point of film collapse. The temperarure where all the chains of the 

phospholipids in such films become fluid (at all states of packing) is called the critical 

point. This temperarure (critical pain[) where this occurrs is the same as the lipids 

calorimetrically detectable gel to fluid phase transition temperarures (Tc) in bilayer. The 

liquid expanded (fluid) to liquid condensed (gel-like) phase transition in phospholipid 

films has been reported to be of the frrst order, like the fluid to gel transition in bilayers 
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(Andelman et a!., 1987). The transition from LC (gel-like) to LE (fluid) phase is 

accompanied by increase in the number of gauche conformers of the hydrocarbon chain, 

due to each part of the chain passing from low energy to a high energy state (Georgallas 

and Pink, 1982; Pink, 1984). Others have compared the LC toLE transition of DPPC 

to the bilayer gel to fluid transition by comparing the area occupied by the molecules in 

the respective phases (Pb.illips and Chapman 1968). They recognized that below the 

main bilayer phase transition temperaru.re of DPPC (Tc = 41°C) at a flx.ed surface 

pressure of 20 rn.N/m (presumed to be the surface pressure of the bilayer), the molecule 

occupied an area of 48 A2 , indicating that the LC state in monolayers approximated the 

gel state in bilayers. In the LE state the molecules occupied a higher area compared to 

lhose in the LC phase, which was close to the molecular area in the bilayer of the 

phospholipid in liquid crystalline (L.) or fluid phase (Phillips and Chapman, 1968). 

Peters and Beck, (1983) measured the translational diffusion of lipid probes in 

mono layers in the LE phase, and reponed values close to the ones obtained for the same 

lipid in the fluid phase in bilayers. Small differences between the bilayer and monolayer 

molecular diffusional rates were noted, and were explained to be due to molecular 

density fluctuations occurring in monolayers phases or as one phase underwent transition 

to the other (Peters and Beck, 1983), and such density fluctuations were experimentally 

detected by others in films (Andelman et aL, 1987; Galla et.aL, 1979; Trouble and 

Sackmann. 1972). Although there is considerable debate on the analogy of the gel-like 

LC phase in films and the gel phase (Lp) in bilayers, and the equivalence of pressure in 

the bilayer and monolayers or the compressibility of one system versus the other, at least 
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the thermally induced changes in both systems are somewhat analogous (Andelman et al. , 

1987; Andelman and DeGennes, 1988; Cadenhead, 1985). 

The LE to LC transition plateau of the of phospholipids Like DPPC in films 

occurs at higher pressure with increasing temperature, and is finally abolished at the ui-

critical point, where all chains of the phospholipid becomes fluid or liquid expanded 

(Albrecht et al., 1978). Bilayers of sarurated phospholipid with increasing chain length 

from 14 carbon (DMPC) to 16 (DPPC) show an almost 18'C shift of Tc (individual Tc 

for DMPC is 24'C and DPPC 42"C) and the tri-critical point of these phospholipids are 

also shifted by similar amounts (Albrecht et al. , 1978; Blume, 1979). Small differences 

between mono- and bi -layer phase transition may arise, since bilayers have curvature 

different from the flat or planar monolayers. Since the phospholipid molecules in the 

bilayer are localized in a spherical arrangement (in each of the Leaflets of a liposome) 

compared to their more planar arrangements in films, the diffusional and other motions 

of the molecules in the bilayers can be different from those in che film (Cadenhead, 

1985). Recently developed techniques such as atomic force microscopy, X-ray 

diffraction, neutron scanering, and some spectroscopic methods have allowed for detailed 

analysis of the phase transitions in films and allow for further examination of the bilayer-

monolayer debate (Ullman, 1991; 1995). 

The phase rransition from LC to solid condensed (SC) phase is more complicated 

to comprehend, since this transition is continuous compared to the simple cooperative 

LE-LC transition. The LC to SC transition is probably a continuous phase transition 

since the discontinuity or break in the plateau of the isotherm between these two phases 
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(Figure 2.4, LC to SC) of DPPC, is not very sharp. This lack of sharp breaks or kinks 

in the isotherm indicates that the phase change occurring from LC to SC is continuous 

and no distinction between the phase depleted and the phase formed can be easily made. 

Controversy regarding the order of the LC to SC transition was raised due to reports 

indicating that the region of lhe isotherms between LC and SC phase is not sharp (at least 

for DPPC fllms), because of minor contaminants and mechods used to spread such lipids 

in the surface, and is an experimental artifact (Hifeda and Rayfield, 1992; Nagle, 1980; 

Pallas and Pethica, 1985). By spreading DPPC from solid crystals after meticulous 

purification, Pallas and Pethica, (1985) reported a more discontinuous or sharper break 

in the isotherms between the LC and SC phase, and stated that this transition is actually 

of Ftrst order, as others have also recently reponed (Hifeda and Rayfield, 1992). Recent 

reports indicate that the LC to SC transition occurs with gradual dehydration of the lipid 

headgroup and small changes in orientation of the glycerol backbone relative to che plane 

of me air-water interface (Brummet al., 1994; Denicourt et al., 1994). 

The discussion here is mainly focused on DPPC ftlms and me phase transitions 

which can occur in them, since DPPC is the main phospholipid component of pulmonary 

surfactant and mainly this lipid was srudied in combination with all other surfactant 

components (as discussed in the following chapters). Nevertheless it should be 

mentioned here that all or some of these phase transitions can also occur in films of other 

lipids. At room temperature cholesterol films exhibit only a gas to solid transition, and 

unsarurated lipids a gas to liquid expanded transition (no LC or SC phase). The 

differences in the phase transitions of such lipids compared to DPPC occur mainly due 
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to differences in their molecular structure, orientation and hence the packing of such 

amphiphiles at the air - water interface. It is not clear at present what the exact 

molecular conformations of the amphiphiles are in the very low density gas (G) and the 

high surface pressure collapse (C) phases. 

2. 7] Observing "Phenomena (or Alice !) in Flatland" 

From the time of discovery of thin films, numerous attempts have been made to 

directly observe by eye amphiphilic films at the air-water interface. Perhaps the Japanese 

printers had seen such ftlrns a thousand years ago, when they reported observing oily 

coloured patterns floating on top of chinese ink suspensions (Kuhn, 1989). Over the last 

six decades numerous attempts have been made to observe the air-water interlace 

containing films, such as observing motions of floating talcum powder, coloured dyes , 

floats, thin strings etc., placed in the films under different states of compression (Ullman, 

1991). Although some of these attempts led to information about rigidity and viscosity 

of thin films under different compression states, no detailed information on micro

structures of thin films could be obtained. 

Fifteen years ago for the first time, Von Tschamer and McConnell (1981) 

reported directly observing films of DPPC , and the LE to LC phase transition region of 

the ftlms using fluorescence microscopy. They reported that the liquid expanded-liquid 

condensed (LE-LC) phase co-existence region of DPPC films was heterogenous and had 

micro-structures. Peters and Beck (1983), while reporting the translational diffusion 

rates of fluorophores in phospholipid films, ftrst published fluorescence micrographs 
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obtained from such films from the LE-LC regions of the isotherm. They reponed for 

films of dimyristoyl phosphatidic acid (DMPA) the LE-LC region had "black patchy" 

areas in a "background sea" of fluorescently labelled phase (Peters and Beck, 1983). 

Around the same time LOsche and M6hwald (1984a) also published a complete 

description of the instrument called a fluorescence microscopic surface balance, which 

consisted of a modified Langmuir surface balance (Figure 2.3) attached to a fluorescence 

microscope. Utilizing this instrument they observed most of the phase transition regions 

of a phospholipid film using various fluorophores, and published detailed images of such 

films (LOsche and MOhwald, 1984a). The principle behind the technique was simple, the 

various phospholipid phases in films were observed by incorporating small amounts of 

fluorophore-labeUed lipids in the films, since such labelled-lipids (fluorescent probes) 

would preferentially panition in one phase and not the others, giving high contrast 

images from different regions of the films when observed by fluorescence microscopy. 

In this technique the objective of the fluorescence microscope was brought very close to 

the air-water interface for film observation, either from the bottom through the subphase 

water (L6sche and MOhwald, 1984a; 1984b) or from the top through air (Peters and 

Beck, 1983; Von Tschamer and McConnell, 1981). Other groups including ourselves 

constructed such balances to study thin ftlms of materials of choice such as pulmonary 

surfactant (in our case), biological membranes, polymers and liquid crystals (reviewed 

by Knobler and Desai, 1992; McConnell, 1991; Mohwald, 1990; Seul and Andelman, 

1995; Stine, 1994; Weis, 1991). The author constructed an epifluorescence microscopic 

surface balance for studies on pulmonary surfactant and its components earlier (the story 
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of "oils, toils and troubles~ is told elsewhere in Nag, 1991, MS thesis and Nag et al., 

1990). The term "epi" (in epifluorescence microscopy) means, the tlllorophores in the 

films are excited and their emissions observed visually using the same microscope 

objective. Recently this technique has been refmed to a point where single fluorophore 

molecules in phospholipid films can be detected, using laser piping through optical fibres 

to excite the fluorophores, and the technique is called near-field scanning optical 

microscopy (NSOM) (Hwang et al., 1995). 

The. typical images observed by epifluorescence microscopy of a DPPC film are 

shown in Figure 2.5. The films contained smaLl amounts of fluorescent NBD labelled 

phospholipid probe 1-palmitoyl,2-nitrobenzoxadiazole-dodecanoyl phosphatidylcholine 

(NBD-PC) and were observed from above the air-water interface, at the surface pressures 

indicated in by the letters in the isotherm (A-F). The white regions in all images indicate 

the phase in which the fluorescent probe preferentially partitioned. The black region in 

image (A) represent the gas phase (G), and the white regions the liquid expanded (LE) 

or fluid phase. In images (C) to (F) the black regions represent the liquid condensed 

(LC) or gel-like phase and the white region the LE phase. The probe NBD-PC 

preferentially panitioned· in the fluid or LE phase, giving contrast between the LC and 

the LE parts of the ftlm images. The images of the DPPC film also indicate, that the LC 

domains had peculiar lcidney bean shapes (Florsheimer and Mobwald, 1989; Nag et al. , 

1991; Vanderlick and Mohwald, 1990; Weis and McConnell, 1985). The chain 

arrangements of DPPC in each phase are probably similar those shown in Figure 2.4. 

Although fluorescence microscopy yields some qualitative information about the 
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Figure 2.5 Typical phase structures observed from DPPC fllms using epifluorescence 

microscopy. These srrucrures are observed due to preferential partitioning of the 

fluorescent probe NBD-PC in the fluid or LE phase of the ftlms (white regions). The 

surface pressure where the images were obtained are indicated in the isotherms by letters 

a-f. The symbols in the top right hand comer indicates the phase co-existence regions 

of the isotherms where such images were obtained. Scale bar is 25 ,u:m. 

The black regions in image (a) indicate the gas (G) phase in co-existence with the 

fluid or LE phase (white regions). The white regions in image (b) indicates the fluid or 

liquid expanded phase. The black regions in images (c) to (e) are liquid condensed (LC) 

or gel-like phase in coexistence with other phases, and in (f) SC phase in which the probe 

is trapped. Similar structures in pure lipid films have been observed using Brewster 

angle , surface plasmon and atomic force microscopy which do not require fluorescent 

probes to visualize such ftlms. This indicates such structures (condensed/fluid domains) 

are not probe induced artifacts (see text for funher details) . 
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phase strucrures of thin films, quantitative estimates are necessary w understand the 

process of phase transitions occurring in such fllms under various smtes of compression. 

At present there are three groups, which have used computer aided analysis and 

estimation of the phase structures (L6sche et al. , 1988; Nag et al., 1990; 1991; Seul et 

al., 1991). Such analysis can Lead w estimations of the amounts of the molecules which 

are in the respective phases as a function of molecular area or surface pressure. Such 

estimates were performed on various lipid and lipid-protein fllms, such as those of 

pulmonary surfactant components, by using digital image analysis of randomly selected 

images of the film at different packing densities or surface pressures (details of the 

computer aided image analysis are discussed in Appendix A). Such quantitative estimates 

of the film phases allowed us to srudy the interactions of lipids and proteins of pulmonary 

surfactant, and as models of biological membranes, as performed by others on membrane 

lipid-protein systems (MOhwald, 1990). Some of the quantitative information obtained 

in our studies is compared to the information available on similar systems in bilayers, 

and thus the detailed discussion of the phase transition properties of bilayers in this 

chapter was done. 

The structures observed by fluorescence microscopy at or near the LE-LC 

phase co-existence regions of different lipids and their mixed films are shown in Figure 

2.6. The structures indicate that not only are the LE-LC region of Lipid films 

heterogenous, due w the coexistence of two distinct phases, but also the shapes of the 

LC domains (black regions) are extremely diverse. The black regions in all images in 
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Figure 2.6. Shapes of probe excluding (black) domains observed in various lipid films 

using fluorescence microscopy from the LE-LC phase co-existence regions. Scale bar is 

251'm. 

A- DPPC films compressed at 0.13 A2/molecule/sec at 1r= 9 mN/m. 

B- DPPC ftlms compressed at 0.013 A2/molecule/sec at 1r= 9 mN/m. 

C - DPPC + 0.2 mol % cholesterol. 

D - DPPC + 2 mol % cholesterol. 

E - DPPC + 4 mol% cholesterol (C-E are from similar .-) 

F - DPPC + 2 mol % cholesterol at a higher .- than E. 

G - DPPG films with calcium. 

H - POPC + 40 mol % cholesterol. 

Such shapes of condensed domains occur due to competition between line tension forces 

acting along the condensed-fluid phase boundaries and eleccrostatic interactions between 

the molecules. 
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Figure 2.6 represem the liquid condensed (LC} or gel-like phase which excluded the 

probe. From observing such diverse LC domain shapes, the question of whether such 

structures really represent lipid fllms organization or are acrually created due to 

fluorescent probe induced artifacts of such fllms arises. [n the last few years others have 

reported observing such diverse LC domain structures in lipid fllms without fluorescent 

probes, and thus have answered the question quite conclusively. The diversity of LC 

domain shapes in films is real. Some of the shapes and strucrures of domains in lipid 

fllms as seen by fluorescence microscopy were also observed in similar films minus the 

fluorescent probe by Brewster angle microscopy [BAM] (He non and Meunier, 1991; 

Widemann and Volhardt, 1996), surface plasmon microscopy (Hickel et al., 1989}, 

charge decoration electron microscopy (Fischer and Sackmann, 1984), atomic force 

·microscopy [AFM] (Chi. et aL, 1993; Mikrut et al . • 1993) and time of flight mass 

spectral microscopy (Leufgen et al., 1996). Non imaging techniques to study films such 

as electron diffraction (Hui and Yu, 1993) fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

[FTIR] (Hunt et al.. 1989; Mendelsohn et al .. 1995), polarization-evanescent illumination 

dichroism (Thompson et al., 1984), X-ray reflectivity (Daillant et al., 1990), X-ray 

diffraction and scattering (Kjaer et al., 1988; M6hwald et al., 1995) and computer 

simulations (Georgallas and Pink, 1982; Pink, 1984; Mouritsen et al. , 1989) have also 

supported the existence of heterogenous phase structures in the LE-LC co-existence 

regions of lipid fllms. 

Fluorescence microscopy of films has been used to srudy several bio-mimetic 

systems and processes such as lipid-protein interactions in biomembranes (reviewed by 
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Mohwald, 1990). enzyme catalyzed hydrolysis of phospholipids (Grainger er al. , 1989; 

Reichert et al., 1992). receptor-ligand binding (Ahlers et al.. 1989, reviewed by Stine, 

1994) and interactions of pulmonary surfactant and its componems at the air-water 

interface (Hall 1995a; 1995b; Discher et al., 1996 and chapter 3-11). 

2.8] Molecular Arehitecture of Thin Films : Beyond Domains. 

Although the studies utilizing fluorescence microscopy of phospholipid films 

indicate the nature and properties of the phase transitions in such systems, the diversicy 

of shapes of the LC domains cannot be explained from such srudies. The arrangement 

of the phospholipid molecules inside the condensed domains are not as simple as shown 

in Figure 2.7 (B), since such domains shape (or their molecular orientations) are 

drastically altered by minor changes in the system such as chirality of che lipids, 

composition, electro-magnetic field (Groves and McConnell, 1996; Lee et al., 1994; Rice 

and McConnell, 1989; Wang et al. , 1996). By increasing the intensity of light on a LC 

(black) domain individual molecular diffusion, orientation and chain tilt can be altered, 

due to the incident phocons effecting the chain arrangements inside such domains via 

electromagnetic energy dissipation (Lee et al., 1994, Wang et al., 1996). The 

arrangement of the molecules inside the LC domains has been recently the focus of 

interest of a number of groups, since techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

can be used to resolve single molecule orientations inside the domains. Information 

obtained from some of the recent studies on molecular structure and orientations in the 

different domains of lipid films is discussed in the following chapters of the thesis, while 
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Figure 2.7 Typical fluorescence microscopic (A), three dimensional molecular 

arrangements (B) and atomic force micrograph (C) of phospholipid monolayers in lhe 

Liquid expanded-Liquid condensed (LE-LC) coexistence region. The figures in (A) and 

(B) are merged to show the LC-LE domains molecular arrangements. The box: in (A) 

presents the plot of fluorescence intensity across a line in the image; and in (C) the 

atomic force or depth profile across the line drawn diagonally across cwo LC domains. 

[The AFM micrograph and plot in (C) was a generous gift from Dr. R. C. MacDonald 

of Nonhwestem University, and is discussed in detail in Mikrut et al. , (1993), 0 

American Physical Society] 

The imensity plot in (A) indicates that the fluorescence intensity drop inside the 

LC domain (black) whereas it is higher in the LE or fluid regions in which the 

fluorescent probe partitions. The atomic force proftle (venical tip movement vs 

horizontal distance) in (C) indicates the height between the two LC domains (circular 

grey regions) decreases by a few nanometers, indicating the molecules in the LE phase 

have a Lower height or are "softer" to the AFM tip. This would be the case if the 

phospholipid acyl chains (B) were in a more "fluid" or expanded conformation, and the 

ones in the LC phase more rigid or stretched more perpendicular to the plane of the air-

water interface in the z direction. The molecules in the LE, LC or solid phase, though, 

are all slightly tilted from a complete perpendicular orientation, as observed in a number 

of studies (see text). 
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discussing lipid-lipid and lipid-protein interactions of pulmonary surfactanc. 

Figure 2. 7 shows the cypical chree dimensional arrangement of phospholipid 

molecules in films from the liquid condensed and Liquid expanded phases at an air-water 

interface. The image in (A) of Figure 2.7 also shows a fluorescence intensity scan of 

image and the distribution of intensity pixel along a line across a LC domain (black) 

extending on both sides of the domain into the LE phase (white). The decrease in the 

intensity from 200 to near 0 inside the LC domain (black: in A) indicated lhat the 

fluorescent probe did not penetrate this phase. The conceptualized three dimensional 

organization of the molecules in the LE-LC phase is shown in Figure 2. 7 (B). and an 

atomic force micrograph from the LE-LC phase region is shown in (C). The 

interpretation that the molecules are more flexible in the LE phase, whereas more rigid 

and perpendicular to the plane of the film in the condensed or gel-like phase are indicated 

from studies in which "touching" the molecules of the ftlm transferred to a solid substrate 

was performed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Mikrut et al., 1993). This an of 

Htouching" the molecules was performed by using a one molecule thin metal tip of the 

AFM, to scan the LC and LE regions of the phospholipid film, and observing the 

movement of the tip away or into the different fllm phases at a nanometre resolution. 

The atomic tip tended to dip or penetrate more in the regions of the fluid or LE phase 

compared to the LC phase as shown in the vertical tip movement vs horizontal distance 

plot, below the AFM micrograph in (C). This dip or depression of die tip indicated that 

the LE regions of the film were softer or lower in height by a few nanometers compared 

to the LC regions. This would imply that either the molecules were tilted in the LE 
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phase away from a perpendicular to the film plane compared to the LC phase as shown 

in (B), or the LE phase was softer or less dense than the LC phase (Mikrut et al. , !993). 

Other studies using x-ray diffraction of films have also supported the fact that a height 

difference exists between the LE and LC phase (Dailliant et al.. 1990). The reason why 

fluorescent lipid probes in films inb.erendy prefer the fluid phase is either due to the 

probes chain tilt being similar to that of the phospholipid molecules in the fluid phase, 

or due to the bulky fluorophore region of the probe's NBD ponion (shown by the grey 

molecules in Figure 2. 7 (B)) not being allowed to pack or mix with the more rigid and 

tightly packed chains of the LC phase. Recent studies using Brewster angle microscopy 

(BAM) have shown that the arrangement of DPPC molecules inside the circular or 

elliptical LC domains is not uniform. but groups of the molecule are organized inside the 

domains (Weidemann and Volhardt, 1996). The molecules of DPPC were shown to 

undergo orientational (rotational and positional) changes inside tbe LC regions with 

increasing compression of the fllm.s (Weidemann and Volhardt, 1996). Comparative 

srudies of DPPC with other phospholipids in films indicated that the tilt or orientation (or 

the erection) of the molecules in the LC phase is strongly dependent on the charge and 

size of the headgroup of the phospholipids (Weidemann and Volhardt, 1996). 

The resolution of fluorescence microscopy is about 2 I'm, where~s that of atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) can be as low a l A. AFM of the filins LE-LC phase 

strucrures of fatty acids and phospholipids indicate that the LE phase (which is not 

completely homogenously fluorescent under fluorescence microscope) has grainy 

structures (Chi et al., 1993; Mikrut et al., 1993). Such grains (barely visible in Figure 
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2. 7(C) as grey spots) are considered to be the nucleation sites for condensed domains. 

and such structures probably makes the LE phase somewhat non-homogeneous. As 

previously mentioned AFM images have indicated that there is a height difference 

be<ween the film's LC and LE phases, (Chi et aL, 1993; Mikrut eta! ., 1993). This 

height difference would indicate the molecules in the LE phase are more tilted towards 

the plane of the air-water interface compared to the ones in the LC phase. 

The molecules in the LC phase of DPPC films are not completely perpendicular 

to lhe plane of the air-water interface. X-ray reflectivity of DPPC films suggests that 

there is also a difference in height of 3 A between me LC phase of DPPC and the chain 

length of palmitic acid. This difference is the same as one would expect in the case 

where palmitic acid chains of DPPC were slightly tilted in the LC phase by a small angle 

(300) from tlleir position of complete perpendicularity to the plane of the air-water 

interface (Dailliant et al., l990). These studies indicate that the chain arrangements and 

tilts of DPPC in films can contribute to differences in height between the various 

domains in films. and such molecular arrangemenc of films are reflected in the 

fluorescence microscopic srudies in combination with other techniques can be srudied 

quite conclusively. Other studies have shown that molecular level details of the 

phospholipids such as chirality (R or S enantiomers), are preserved in the shapes of the 

LC domains (the clockwise-anticlodcwise direction of domain protrusions), indicating that 

the strucrure of this phase is far more complex than thought previously (Bringezu et al., 

1996; Groves and McConnell, 1996). 

Using scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) of DMPA films it has been shown 
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that lhe individual molecules in the liquid condensed-solid condensed (LC-SC) phase 

coexistence region are spaced about 4.3 angstroms apan, and are organized in a 

hexagonal lattice (HOrber et al., 1988). This has been substantiated by x-ray diffraction 

methods (Kjaer et aL, 1988). Using near field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) the 

SC phase has been shown to be heterogenous (Hwang er al., 1995). The NSOM srudies 

of DPPC fllms in the solid condensed (SC} phase indicate this phase contain ftlamentous 

networks of LC phase (Hwang er al., 1995). Surface plasmon microscopy has detected 

two separate phases co-existing in lhe SC region, and such phases consists of two distinct 

types of solid domains. The domains differ in their hydrocarbon chain tilts and are in 

equilibrium with each other (Kooyman and Krull, 1991}. However charge decoration 

electron microscopy of DPPC films have shown that the SC phase is quite homogenous 

and had no domain structures (Fischer and Sackmann, 1984). Recently, the SC phase 

of DPPC film was indicated ro be a dehydrated phase, where the phospholipids 

headgroup had a different conformation from those found in the LC phase (Denicourt et 

al., 1994), and had lost the hydration shell associated with the molecules in the LE phase 

(Brummet al., 1994}. Although fluorescence microscopy can not discriminate between 

the LC and the SC phase, since at high surface pressure the lateral mobility of the 

fluorescent probe decreases, or the probe gets frozen inside the solid-like phase. In the 

course of this thesis the black regions are considered as a condensed (gel-like) phase at 

all pressures and no attempt is made to discriminate the LC from the SC phase, and we 

consider that all probe excluding regions (black) are condensed. The molecular 

architectures of the gas and collapse phases are not clear at present. 
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It is not clear at present how some of the lipid and protein componencs of 

surfactant organize, interact and associate in fUms or at an air-water interface. The main 

objective of this thesis is lO study ftlms of various pulmonary surfactant componencs at 

the air-water interface in spread and adsorbed ftlms using epitluorescence microscopy_ 

By understanding the narure of the phase transitions of surfactant lipids and lipid-protein 

films. a semi-quantitative assessment of the packing and associations of the lipids and 

proteins with each other could be obtained. We ftrst show how such packing or phase 

transitions occurs in simple mixrures of DPPC with unsaturated lipid (next chapter) , 

phosphatidylglycerol (Chapter 4) and cholesterol (Chapter 5). Next, by !luorescently 

labelling surfactant proreins we study the phase transitions, interactions and association 

of the surfactant lipids with such proteins in ftlms (Chapters 6-10). Finally we srudy 

films of pulmonary surfactant extracts obtained from porcine lungs, to correlate some of 

the properties of such fllms with the ones shown by its components in films (Chapter 11). 

Further interpretation of the data obtained by fluorescence microscopy of such films, 

presented throughout the course of this thesis, is based on some of the molecular and 

supra-molecular details of the phase structures discussed above. 
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Chapter 3. 

UNSATURATED 

PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE 

[ 
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INTRODUCTION 

Monolayers of lipids at the air-water interface have long served as models for 

biological membranes. Also it is generally accepted that lipid mono layers of pulmonary 

surfactant are responsible for the lowering of surface tension in the lung. A 

comprehension of the ty~imensional distribution of Lipids in mixrures in monolayers 

is fundamental to understanding of pulmonary surfactant function, and is highly relevant 

to our perception of two-dimensional segregation of lipids in mono layers. In this study 

we employ the technique of epifluorescence microscopy of monolayers to stUdy a set of 

simple mixtures of DPPC (16:0116:0-PC) and DOPC (18: 1/18: I-PC) which are relevant 

to our perception of bow bolh biological systems could be organised. 

Among the phosphatidylcholine species of Lung surfactant about 30-40 weight 

percent of the lipid is mono-unsaturated (Hawgood, 1991; Kahn et aL , 1995a; L995b; 

Lau and Keough, 1983). One of the earliest studies on the details of chain saturation of 

lung surfactant PC indicated that canine surfactant PC contains about 60 % di-sarurated 

spec;ies, whereas the rest is a mixrure of monoenoic 16:0/16:1 (16 wt %) and 16:0/ 18:1 

(10 wt%) species (King and Clements, 1972a). Currently comparative analysis of 

surfactant with other tissues suggests that although DPPC, an unusual molecular species, 

is present in other tissues, it occurs in the highest percentage in surfactant. The rest of 

the PC pool contains monoenoic species, such as palmiwyl-oleoyl PC (16:0/18: 1-PC or 

POPC) and other phosphatidylcholines with the sn-2 chains having one or two double 

bonds (i.e. 16:0/16:1, 16:0/ 18:2) (See section 1.5 for details). ln various lung diseases. 
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the ratio of DPPC to unsarurated PC changes in pulmonary surfactant (PS), and this can 

alter the surface activity of the material when tested in vitro (Gtincher et al., 1995; 

Keo-ugh, 1984). Als<?, homeoviscous adaptation of animals exposed to various 

temperatures, altered levels of fluid components or lipids which impart increased fluidity 

to PS (Daniels et al., 1995; Lau and Keough, 1981). From such studies it is generally 

concluded that the level of fluid components of the surfactant is metabolically tightly 

controlled (Hawco eta!., 1981b; Keough, 1984; 1992). 

When compressed in monolayers, DPPC, can withstand high surface pressures 

of about 70 rn.N/m, equivalent to very low surface tensions ("(). Pulmonary surfactant 

contains some unsarurated Lipid species, which do not withstand such high 1r; these have 

been suggested to play other roles such as facilitating adsorption and spreading of 

material to the interface (Bangham et al., 1979; Hildebran et aL, 1979; Notter et al., 

1980). DPPC can neither rapidly adsorb from an aqueous subphase nor quickly re-

spread from collapsed phases of monolayers after compression. 

In bilayers, DPPC shows a chain melting phase transition (TJ near 410C 

(Bashford eta!., 1976; Blume, 1979; Davis eta! .. 1980). In PC monolayers below T0 , 

closely packed molecules can sustain high tr, or produce very low surface tensions, at 

the air-water interface (Hawco et al., 198la). The Tc of most, if not all narurally 

occurring unsaturated phospholipids are below 3T'C and the lipids exist in a fluid or 

chain-melted form at that temperature. Monolayers of unsaturated lipids such as DOPC 

(with Tc below the measurement temperature) do not withstand very high 1r, and they 

collapse at a surface pressure near 50 mN/m (Notter et al. , 1980). It has been suggested 

I 
, I . I 
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that the unsaturated components are preferentially excluded during compression of a 

pulmonary surfactant monolayer, to enrich the monolayer with DPPC (Bangham et at., 

1979; Egberts e< al., 1989; Hawco et al., 1981a, 1981b, King and Clements, 1972b; 

Notter et al., 1980). 

[n this study we have investigated a system of mixed ftlms of DPPC:DOPC using 

the epifluorescence microscopic technique. We have examined the changing sizes of 

condensed domains as a function of composition and surface pressure, and compared our 

results m the thermotropic phase behaviour of these lipid systems in bilayers (Lentz et 

al., 1976; Phillips et al., 1970). We have also sought evidence for the potential 

exclusion of one component from monolayers during a series of cycles of rapid 

compression to high surface pressure and re-expansion. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1, 2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and l, 2-dioleoyl-sn

glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) were purchased from Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, 

MO. The fluorescent probe 1-palmitoyl-2-[12-{(7-nitro-2-1, 3-benzo.adiazole-4-

yl)amino) dodecanoyl] phosphatidylcholine (NBD-PC) was obtained from Avanti Polar 

Lipids. Birmingham, AL The cationic probe 3,3'-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine 

perchlorate (DiO) was a product of Molecular Probes Inc. , Eugene. OR. Stock solutions 

of the probes and the lipids were prepared by dissolving them in chloroform: methanol 

(3: 1, val/val) . DPPC, DOPC and probe were mixed at molar ratios of 69:30:1 , 49:50:1 

and 29:70:1 , and each individual lipid was mixed with probe at molar ratios 99:1 and 

stored at -20°C. Monolayers were spread on an unbuffered 0.15 M NaCl subphase with 

pH initially adjusted to 6.9. The saline was made with deionized , doubly-distilled water, 

the second distillation being from dilute potassium permanganate. 

Compression and expansion of the monolayers and surface pressure - area 

measurements were performed on a epifluorescence microscopic surface balance whose 

design and schematics are described in Figure 3.1 and in detail elsewhere (Nag et al., 

1990, 1991). Before spreading the monolayers the surface was repeatedly aspirated to 

clean the interface of contaminants. Mono layers were spread from chloroform: methanol 

(3: 1 v/v) solutions at the air-saline imerface by dropwise placing the solution at the 

interface from a microlitre syringe. A period of 30 minutes was allowed for solvent 

evaporation before compression and expansion were begun. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematics of the epifluorescence microscopic surface balance used to study 

lipid films at an air-water interface (top) and the design and parts of this surface balance 

(bottom, from Nag et al. , 1990). 

The different parts of the balance (bottom) are: A - teflon ttough; B - metal base 

for flow of water (temperature control); C -teflon collar to minimise surface flow; D -

plastic cover to minimise air-flow; E - tight fitting teflon compression barrier; F - motor 

for compression; G - limit switches for barrier motion control; H - Z-translator or 

focusing micrometer; I - vibration dampener; I - solid stone block to minimize 

vibrations; K - pressure transducer; L - epifluorescence ftlters; M - excitation light 

source; N - image intensifier; 0 - CCD camera; P -microscope eyepiece. 

The ft.lms are spread at an the air-water interface in a teflon trough (top; bottom

A) and compressed or expanded using the barrier (bonom-E). The fluorescence from the 

ftlm is observed by focusing the objective of the epifluorescence microscopic (bottom

M, L. P) surface balance on to the water surface. The images are observed by the eye 

(P) and are video recorded and analyzed using the CCD camera (N and 0) and computer 

software. Simultaneously the surface pressure-area data obtained from measuring the 

surface tension of the air-water interface (K) are stored in a personal computer . 
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Monolayers were compressed at two different rates of 20 mm.1.sec·1 (slow) and 

707 mm:!.sec·1 (fast) corresponding to initial rates of0.19 A2 .molecute·1.sec·1 and 5.6 A.1. 

molecute·1 .sec·1 respectively for the usual surface loads. Isotherms of DPPC. DOPC and 

their mixtures were obtained using both rates of compression at a temperature of 23 ± 

1 °C, since instrumental limitations did not allow us to perform experiments at higher 

temperature. [n experiments where visual observations were performed. the mono layers 

were compressed in 20 steps and the barrier stopped after each step for 1 minute. 

During about eight of these one minute periods, at selected surface pressures, video 

recording of monolayer appearance was performed. Processing and analysis of the 

recorded video images were performed using operator interactive software (JAVA; Jandel 

Scientific, San Rafael, CA) on a personal computer as described in appendix A. 
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RESULTS 

When DPPC mono layers were compressed at a fast rate (700 mm1 .sec-1) isotherms 

showed the onset of a LE-LC plateau at a surface pressure of - 7 rnN/m and collapse 

at -71 mN/m. DOPC monolayers compressed at the same rate showed no LE-LC 

plateau, and collapsed at 50 mN/m. When compressed at a slower rate of 20 mm2 .sec·1 

the DPPC and DOPC monolayers showed isotherm propenies essentially the same as 

lhose obtained at the fast rate. The lipids were spread at an area per molecule of 140 

A2.molecule·1 (± 5 A2 .molecule·1). Figure 3.2 (A) shows the isotherms obtained when 

monolayers of DPPC:NBD-PC 99: I, DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50:1 and DOPC:NBD-

PC 99: 1 which were compressed slowly with interruptions for video recording. The 

inset of Figure 3.2 (A) shows the isotherms of monolayers of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 

29:70:1 and 69:30:1 compressed at lhe same rate and the typical images observed in such 

i monolayers are shown in (B) . The leners A-E, a-e. al-el and a2-e2 indicates the points 

where visual fields were recorded for analysis. Isotherms of DOPC:NBD-PC 99:1 

showed only LE phase, or no discontinuity up to the point of monolayer collapse. 

The LE-LC phase transition of rnonolayers of DPPC:NBD-PC (99: 1) under slow 

compression was observed visually (Figure 3.2 B). Very small probe-free condensed 

domains were found to appear at surface pressures of 3-5 mN/m. As surface pressure 

was increased to 17 rnN/m the domains grew to a larger size. The domains were 

relatively homogenous in shape and distributed evenly over the visual fields. The 

domains came in contact with one another at surface pressures above 17 rnN/m, but did 
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Figure 3.2. Isotherms of DPPC:NBD-PC (99:1, moUmol). DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 

(49:50:1) and DOPC:NBD-PC (99:1), compressed insteps at a temperature of23 ± t•c . 

The inset shows isotherms of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC (29:70: l ) and (69:70: l) (A). The 

monolayers were compressed in 20 steps at a speed of 20 mm2 .sec·1, and at some steps 

(indicated by the letters) a waiting period of one minute was introduced, during which 

visual recording was made. 

B) Typical images ofmonolayers ofDPPC:NBD-PC 99:1 [A-E), DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 

69:30:1 [a2-e2], 49:50:1 [a-e] and 29:70:1 [al-el] photographed from the video monitor 

at the surface pressures indicated in the isotherms in (A) . The black regions represent 

the condensed phase and the greyish-white the expanded or fluid phase. [n monolayers 

of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 29:70:1 there were whole fields comaining no condensed 

domains at surface pressures between 0 mN/m and 45 mN/m. The scale bar is 25 J.Lffi . 
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not appear to coalesce or fuse up to a surface pressure of 7 L mN/m. This phenomenon 

was also observed using the cationic fluorescent probe DiO. DiO gave more intense 

fluorescence in the condensed regions (dark regions with NBD-PC) than in the fluid 

phase (fluorescent with NBD-PC). In DOPC mono layers concaining 1 mol% of NBD-

PC, continuous fluorescent fields, or a LE phase, were observed from Low surface 

pressures up to the point of DOPC monolayer collapse (- 50 mN/m). At surface 

pressures 2 mN/m below collapse of the DOPC monolayers, small areas (- 2 J.Lm in 

diameter) of intense fluorescence, were observed in addition to the general fluorescence 

of the whole field. While it is possible that the intensely fluorescent areas coutd be 

caused by aggregation of densely packed regions of probe (probe aggregates) within the 

monolayer, one might intuitively think that such tight packing could lead to self-

quenching of the probe. Another potential explanation for the increased intensity could 

be the formation of multilayers (collapsed phase) where the amount of probe in the 

direction normal to the surface is increased without increasing the packing density. 

For the DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC (49:50: !) mixture, small condensed domains 

appeared at a surface pressure of 14 mN/m (Figure 3.2 B, a). The domains grew in size 

with increasing surface pressure up to the point (d) in the isotherm. These domains were 

not homogenous in shape or size, and most fields observed contained domains ranging 

between 50 and 250 l'm2. In all mixed monolayers at surface pressures greater than 43 

mN/m, three types of regions were seen. A low fluorescent background with dark 

condensed regions and small spots of high intensity fluorescence was typical of the 

images at these surface pressures. Decreasing the DPPC content of the monolayer 
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resulted in a slight decrease in the domain size at equivalent surface pressures as shown 

in Figure 2(B), (a2 > a > a1). Similar features of the monolayers were observed using 

the probe DiO except at surface pressure > 43 mN/m no areas which corresponded to 

the small fluorescent spo[S seen with NBD-PC were detected. 

Quantitative analysis of the appearance of lhe monolayer was performed on 

digitized recorded images. The average size and number of domains was obtained as 

described (Appendix A). Six to ten randomly selecred frames were analyzed at each 

surface pressure, indicated by letters in the isotherms in Figure 3.2 A. Figure 3.3 shows 

the frequency distributions of domain sizes obtained from images of monolayers of 

DPPC:NBD-PC 99:1, DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50:1 and DPPC:DOPC:1 69:30:1 

(symbols same as in Figure 3.2). For DPPC:NBD-PC 99: I (extreme left panel) the 

average size of the condensed domains increased with increasing surface pressure, as did 

the scatter of sizes of the condensed regions. This pattern was consistent with those 

observed previously with monolayers of this lipid (Nag et al., 1991). At surface 

pressures higher than 17 mN /m the domains began to come in contact with each olher, 

and they could not be identified individually in order to perfonn a frequency distribution 

analysis. The frequency distributions for the mixed monolayers (Figure 3.3 middle and 

right panel) showed a different pattern; between 1r = 20 mN/m and 1r = 30 mN/m. The 

frequency distribution in the right panel for the DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC (49:50: 1) 

indicated a more skewed distribution of LC domains, between 27-38 mN/m. This 

indicated that there were possibly two separate groups of LC domains in such mixed 

monolayers. which probably arose from some demixing of the lipids, causing regions of 
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Figure 3.3 Frequency distributions of domain sizes of monolayers of DPPC:NBD-PC 

99: I (A), DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 69:30: I (B) and 49:50: I (C). The surface pressure in 

mN/m for each distribution is shown in the top right hand comer of each panel. Six. to 

ten randomly - selected frames were analyzed for each surface pressure. 
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the film to have large and small domains. The images Figure 3.2 (B) for this mixng-e 

also tend to indicate large and small domains present in the field of view. The 

heterogeneity in the size of the condensed domains increased, and above 40 rnN /m they 

reverted to the narrower distributions observed at the Low surface pressure. For mixed 

mooolayers the range of sizes and the average size of the condensed domains w-as 

generally smaller than that seen for DPPC alone. 

Figure 3.4 (A) shows lhe plot of average domain size as a function of surfa..:ce 

pressure for DPPC monolayers and the three different DPPC:DOPC monolayers. The 

average domain size increased up ro a surface pressure of 35 mN/m and then it decreas-ed 

wilh further increase of surface pressure. For the mixed systems, the largest condens..ed 

domains were observed in the monolayers of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 69:30:1. In that 

mixture the domains grew to about 200 fLID2 at 11"=35 mN/m and then decreased to 70 

1Lm2 at surface pressures of - 40 mN/m. A similar pattern in the size-pressure 

relationship was also observed for monolayers of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50:1 a.nd 

29:70:1. The sizes of condensed domains, including the maximum size at -35 mNJm 

was smaller with increasing cement of DOPC in the monolayers. 

Figure 3.4 (B) shows a plot of the percentage of condensed lipid [(total area of 

the condensed domains)/(total area of the frame) x 100] as a function of surface pressure 

(see appendix A for a discussion on image analytical methods). For DPPC:NBD-:PC 

99:1 monolayers, the percentage of condensed lipid increased as surface pressure ~as 

raised, reaching a value near 80% at ;r= 17 mN/m. FIOrsheimer and MOhwald (19::89) 

observed similar proportion of condensed lipid in DPPC monolayers a[ a similar 
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Figure 3.4. A) Average domain size, based on six to ten images from two separate 

monolayers each, of DPPC:NBD-PC 99: I, DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 69:30: I, 49:50:1 and 

29:70:1 plotted as a function of surface pressure. The error bars indicate plus or minus 

one standard deviation. 

B) Total percentage of condensed regions per frame plotted as a function of surface 

pressure for DPPC:NBD-PC 99:1, DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 69:30:1 and 49:50:1 

monolayers. Error bars indicate ± one standard deviation. 
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temperarure that were compressed at a lower rate and which contained a slightly lower 

nominal probe concentration (0.7 mol). If one assumes chat the probe is primarily 

soluble in the liquid expanded phase, its concentration in that phase would then be 

approaching 5 mol%, and it would have an effect to preserve a greater amount lipid in 

the fluid state than would be in the case of the absence of probe. It is of interest, 

however, that the proportion of condensed lipids in monolayers concaining 

DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 69:30: 1 and 49:50:1 showed a similar pattern to the average sizes 

in Figure 3.4 (A). Over the range of 15 mN/m to 35 mN/m the percent condensation 

increased with increasing surface pressure. The percent condensation for monolayers 

containing DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 29:70:1 could not be calculated because of 

heterogenous distribution of images noted above. One can only estimate that the total 

percentage of condensed domains in the monolayer was low. 

Visual observations were perfonned on DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50:1 

rnonolayers under repetitive dynamic conditions of compression-expansion re-cycling. 

The monolayers were spread at an initial surface load of - 80 A2.molecute·1 and they 

were repeatedly compressed and expanded lO times at a fast rate of 700 mm2/sec (or an 

initial rate of 3.2 A.2 .molecule·' .sec·'). An ll til compression was done slowly in steps (20 

mm2/sec) and visual observation was performed for 1 min at each step. The isotherms 

of the fast compression- expansion cycles are shown in the inset of Figure 3.5 (A). 

Analysis of the images observed on the ll til compression compared to the data obtained 

from a initial slow compression of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50:1 (solid symbols) 

monolayers showed an increase in the percentage of condensed lipids on the elevemh 
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Figure 3.5 A) Percentage of condensed regions as a function of surface pressure for two 

DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50:1 mono layers. one compressed slowly once at 20 mm2 .sec·1 

and the other compressed 11 times [fast (e) at 600 mmz .. sec·' for 10 cycles and followed 

by a slow compression on the lllh cycle] . The isotherms of the eleven compression -

expansion cycles are shown in the inset. 

B) Typical images at a surface pressure -33 m.N/m from a single slow ftrst compression 

(top) and the lllh compression (bottom) of a monolayer of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 

49:50: 1. Scale bar is 25 ~m. 
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compression at equivalent surface pressures (Figure 3.5 (A)). The maximum percentage 

of condensed lipid (obtained near rr = 35 mN/m} increased nearly 3-fold (from about 

12% to about 35%} between the singly and the 11-times compressed monolayer. Figure 

3.5 (B) shows typical images observed at ?r-33 mN/m from a singly (top) and eleven

times compressed (bottom) monolayer of DPPC:DOPC:NBD-PC 49:50: l. While the 

number of condensed domains per frame was increased substantially on the lllh 

compression, sizes of condensed domains were not substantially changed between the frrst 

and eleventh compression. 
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DISCUSSION 

Fluorescence microscopy bas been used in studies of mono layers of various single 

lipids, and of cholesterol-phospholipid mixtures (MOhwald, 1990; Stine, 1994; Weis, 

1991). In DPPC monolayers, srudied here, there was a well detmed LE-LC phase 

transition and formation of large condensed domains with increasing surface pressure, 

a behaviour consistent with that seen in previous srudies (Nag et al. , 1991). DOPC 

showed a fluid or LE phase with no LE-LC phase transition (since all chains of the lipid 

are fluid at this temperature), up to the point of monolayer collapse. This behaviour of 

DOPC in monolayers has also been reported by others using a different lipid probe in 

the monolayer (Yu and Hui, 1991). Electron microscopy of DOPC rnonolayers 

transferred to solid substrate showed a single homogenous phase up to the point of 

monolayer collapse (Tchoreloffet al., 1991). 

3.41] Phase transition io DPPC/DOPC mixes. 

The surface pressure - area isotherms for the monolayers of mixrures of DPPC 

and DOPC did not show any inflection or plateau regions at low to intermediate surface 

pressures where LE-LC transitions occur in pure DPPC monolayers. although collapse 

plateaus were observed at higher pressures. Condensed domains did form in the mixed 

monolayers, but the domain sizes and total amount of condensed lipid were different 

from those observed in monolayers of DPPC alone. In the mixed monolayers , the 

condensed domains did not appear until higher surface pressures were attained. Even in 
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monolayers containing 69 mol% DPPC the domains grew to a average maximum size of 

- 200 JLID! at 1r- 35 m.N/m compared to - 1100 J.tm2 in mono layers of DPPC plus 

probe at substantially lower surface pressures (Figure 3.4 (A)). Also the percent of total 

condensed phase of the mixed monolayers never reached more than 20%. Since the 

condensed domains remained small at all pressures, we assume that the DOPC interrupts 

the extent to which DPPC enriched domains can grow. In the mixed monolayers it is 

presumed that the condensed domains are enriched in DPPC over the original proportions 

of that lipid. This behaviour is consistent with the broad thermal transitions of DPPC -

DOPC mixtures in bilayers which show monotectic properties (Egberts et al., 1989; 

Phillips et al., 1970). Recently we and otbetS (Hallet al. , 1995a; !995b; Discher et al., 

al., 1996), have shown that lhe maximum percent condensed (black) or LC phase reached 

by pulmonary surfactant fl.lm.s, was about 20-25 percent (last chapter). This srudy 

therefore would tend to indicate a direct role of unsaturated lipids in controlling the 

condensation of PS fl.lms (detail for discussion in chapter ll). The arrangements of 

DOPC in DPPC fihns are shown in Figure 3.6. 

The monolayer properties can be related to the phase properties of bilayers of 

these lipids (Lentz et al ., 1976). At 23°C DOPC is weU above its gel to liquid crystal 

phase transition temperarure, whereas DPPC is well below it. Thus, monolayers of 

DOPC never showed condensed domains at any pressure, whereas DPPC fl.lms undergo 

the LE to LC transition, showing condensed domains, at relatively low pressure . The 

mixtures approximating DPPC:DOPC 3:7, 5:5, and 7:3 are all in co-existence region of 

gel and liquid crystal for bilayers at 23°C. The ftrst of these lhree mixes is very close 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic model of mixed DPPC/DOPC monolayers at an air-water 

interface. The DOPC molecules occupy more area in the monolayer due to the cis

double bond in its oleoyl (Cl8: l) chains. The DOPC molecules probably prefer the fluid 

phase of DPPC, and may prevent some of the fluid DPPC (curved chains, top panel) 

from packing into the condensed phase (straight chain) upon compression, decreasing the 

amounts condensed phase found in such mixed fllms. Upon recycling of such fll . .ms, 

DOPC may be irreversibly "squeezed out" (arrow in bottom panel) of the films into the 

water subpbase, enriching such films with DPPC. 
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to the liquidus of the bilayer phase diagram at 23°C, and the appearance of only very 

small condensed domains in lhe corresponding monolayer is consistent with the mixture 

not readily forming condensed domains. The other two mixtures show condensed 

domains consistent with their location in the bilayer phase diagram. The similarity of the 

properties of the mono layers and bilayets would suggest that it is reasonable co assume 

that the condensed domains in the mono layers are enriched in DPPC. Tcboreloff et al.. 

(1991) has studied similar DPPC:DOPC monolayers by electron microcopy. They 

observed that in DPPC:DOPC 50:50 mono layers near coUapse pressures patchy areas 10 

A cb.icker than those of the background monolayer could be observed (Tchoreloff et al., 

1991). The patches have been suggested to be representative of rigid hydrocarbon regions 

coexisting with fluid areas (Tchoreloff et al., 1991). 

3.42) Peculiarity of the LE-LC trausition in DPPCIDOPC ntms. 

In all che mixed monolayers studied che average size of the condensed domains 

increased up to a surface pressure of 35 mN/m and then decreased with higher pressure. 

The domain sizes and the percentages of condensed domains were also affected by the 

amount of unsaturated lipid in the monolayers. As would be expected, for any given 1r, 

larger condensed domains and greater total coverage with condensed domains were 

correlated with increasing DPPC concentration in the mixed monolayers. At surface 

pressures higher than 35 m.N/m, the decrease in domain size and in the total condensed 

lipids indicates that, a more complex process of lipid mixing (particularly lipid-probe 

mixing). and chain reorientation may be occurring. A process of liquid ordering of 



DOPC could be consistent with the observation that, above tr = 35 mN/m in all the 

mixed monolayers, fluorescent regions with reduced intensity together with very small 

(2-4 J.tffi) regions of intense fluorescence could be seen. Above pressures of 35 mN/ m 

also, the sizes of the condensed domains decreased in the mixture with 69 and 49 mol 

% DPPC. As the condensed domains initially nucleate under pressure. they would be 

rich in DPPC. As further condensation occurs, however, sufficient DOPC may be 

accumulating in the condensed regions to cause the probe to be dissolved in them. 

Recent studies using Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) of pulmonary surfactant (lipid 

extract) monolayers indicate that the condensed domains also decrease in amount and size 

at 1r above 40 mN/m (Discher et al., 1996). Since BAM techniques do not require 

fluorescent probes in the films to visualize condensed domains, the explanation given 

above about solubility of probe cannot explain the phenomena of decreasing condensed 

pbase in such films at 1r > 40 mN/m. 

Also from results of our studies on pulmonary surfactant lipid extracts (Chapter 

11), and the BAM evidence (Discher et al. , 1996) it seems that the decrease of LC 

domains in these DPPC:DOPC monolayers is due to a more complex process, than a 

simple disorder-order phase ttansition. Others have speculated that in DPPC:DOPC 

bilayers, during the thermotropic phase transition there may be liquid ordered regions 

coexisting with the fluid phase (Bashford et al., 1976; Lee et al., 1974). It was 

suggested that this liquid ordering may be due to shan range order in the hydrocarbon 

region of the fluid lipids (Bashford et al. , 1976). Fourier transform infrared 

specttoscopy indicates that the order of the chains of DPPC in monolayers increases 
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during compression (Dluhy et al., 1989). Since the packing area of the lipids in a 

partially ordered fluid pbase in DPPC:DOPC films will be less than that in the fluid 

phase, there may be less nneed" to exclude solid DPPC into condensed domains and this 

may be why the dark domains decrease slightly in size above pressure of 35 mN/m. [t 

is also possible that at higher pressures the condensed domains are fragmented m sub

micron structures which are not detectable by optical microscopy, thereby the mtal 

amount of condensed domains measured are under estimated. The details of how such 

processes can occur are discussed funher in chapter 11. 

3.43] Squeeze-out from DPPC/DOPC films. 

Recycling of equimolar mixed monolayers of DPPC:DOPC for a number of 

cycles at a fast speed. resulted in an appearance that was consistent with a loss of 

unsaturated lipids from the monolayer. The percent of condensed lipids in the fields or 

images after 11 cycles of fast barrier movement was increased about three-fold over that 

of a monolayer compressed only once (Figure 3.5). A schematic diagram of such 

'"squeeze out" process is shown in Figure 3.6 (lower panel). This evidence suggests that 

during cyclic compression and expansion some Lipids which dissolved the probe were 

being excluded from the monolayer. The exclusion may involve both lipid species , but 

the unsaturated lipids would appear to be squeezed out to a greater extent than the 

saturated lipid, since the percentage of condensed domains is likely a good marker of the 

saturated lipid content in the monolayers. Preferential squeeze-out of the unsaturated 

lipid species has been suggested to occur in similar mixed monolayers under rapid 
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compression (Egberts et al., 1989; Hawco et at., 198la; Noner et al., 1980), and it may 

be an imponant factor in the function of pulmonary surfactant. This fmding is consistenc 

with the presumption that pulmonary surfactant is refmed in the surface by selective 

squeeze-out of unsaturated species (Hawco et al., l98la; Hildebran et al., 1979; Noner 

et al., 1980). It is interesting to note that SchO.rch et al ., (1989), using whole natural 

surfactant in a captive bubble appararus, found that one slow compression can yield 

bubble shapes consistent wich the presence of a monolayer highly enriched in DPPC. 

The composition of the surfactant may lead to a much more effective selective "squeeze-

out" of non-DPPC components than seen in this simple model. Such a process in natural 

surfactant could be promoted not only by special lipid composition, but also by the 

presence of unique proteins (Curstedt et al., 1987). 

3.44] Fluidity of mixed PC r.Jms:Biological Relevance ? 

At the usual temperature of biological organisms, membranes consist mainly of 

fluid and, occasionally, some rigid lipids. Such systems are complex in their phase 

miscibility. This study suggests that in mixed monolayers of DPPC:DOPC at pressures 

feasible in membranes condensed regions coexist with a panial ordered fluid phase. Such 

panially ordering of charged fluid lipids into small areas in single leaflets of bilayers has 

been observed in unilamellar vesicles by fluorescence microscopy (Haverstick and 

Glaser, 1989). In that case the regionally-ordered areas were induced by cytochrome c 

or calcium ions (Haverstick and Glaser 1987; 1988; 1989). 

Pulmonary surfactant is a mix.rure of saturated and unsarurated lipid plus protein. 
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These results indicate that the amount of condensed phase which can occur if there is 

unsarurated lipid present is less than one expeccs on the basis of loss of components. In 

simple models of pulmonary surfacmnt where unsaturated and sat_urated components are 

mixed (i. e. Hawco et al., 1981a; 1981b., and this work) , the small amounts of 

condensed regions may explain why, under slow compression, the monolayers collapse 

before high 1r is reached, since fluid lipid monolayers collapse <:a.t lower 1r than the ones 

made with rigid or condensed lipids (i.e. DPPC). Although instrumental limimtions 

prevented us from performing experiments at 37°C, a number of species (reptiles) and 

their surfactant function at lower temperatures. 

[** Parts of this chapter and the figures used have been published as Nag and Keough, 

(1993), in the Biophysical Journal (Appendix B. No.9). Reprinted withpennission.from 

the publisher and co-author.] 
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Chapter 4 

PHOSPHAT1DYLGLYCEROL 

AND 

CALCIUM 
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INTRODUCTION 

Phosphatidylglycerol (PG) is the major acidic lipid component of pulmonary 

surfactant. PG is found in significant amounts (8-10 weight%) in most adult mammalian 

lung surfactant, except in surfactant of the rhesus monkey. although its absence is 

compensated by higher amounts of other acidic lipids such as Pl in such species (King, 

1984; Sanders and Longmore, 1975). About 30% of the PG in surfactant is estimated 

to be disarurated (16:0/16:0-PG) (Adachi et al., 1989). Due to the unbalanced negatively 

charged phosphate group located in the PG headgroup, the phospholipid has a low 

(acidic) pK of3.5-3.8 in 0.1M saline, is singly charged at the physiological pH of7, and 

doubly charged at higher pH (Tocanne and Tiesse, 1990). PG is almost absent in 

antenatal pulmonary surfactant detected in amniotic fluid, and is the major marker for 

studying fetal lung maturity (Hallman et al., 1976; Hallman and Terano, 1981). 

Whereas phosphatidylinositol CPO is the major acidic component in prenatal pulmonary 

surfactant, it is replaced by PG with lung maturity after birth (Akino, 1992; Gluck, 1995; 

Hallman et al., 1976; Hallman. 1992). 

Phosphatidylglycerol is absent in infants wich respiratory distress syndrome 

(RDS). and decreased in adult-RDS (ARDS). Pulmonary surfactant extracted from 

patients with such condition. shows altered surface activity when examined in vitro 

(Gregory et al.. 1991; Hallman, 1995; 1992; Hallman et al., 1977; 1982; Hallman and 

Gluck. 1976). Also PG levels in surfactant are decreased in lung diseases such as 

transient tachypnea (Hallman. 1992) and is increased in surfactant of AIDS patients (Rose 
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et al., 1994). Also PG has been shown to play some immunosuppressive role in the 

induction of lymphocyte proliferation by surfactant (Ansfield and Benson .. 1980). Re-

uptake for re-cycling of pulmonary surfactant materials administered to the alveoli by 

type-IT pneumocytes. is enhanced by the presence of PG (Rice et al., 1989; Oyarzun et 

al., 1980). In vitro assembly of tubular myelin, the highly unusual tube like non-

lamellated structure of surfactant requires PG and calcium (Benson et al .• 1984). 

The alveolar fluid lining or surfactant subphase contains about 1-2 mM calcium, 

among other mono- and di- valent ions (Nielson 1986; Nielson and Lewis, 1988). 

Calcium possibly interacts wich the acidic headgroup of PG in surfactant (and with other 

surfaclant proteins and lipids) and allows for the formation of structures such as tubular 

myelin. Tubular myelin allows for rapid adsorption of surfactant to the air-alveolar fluid 

interface (see section 1.2). Similar concentration of calcium (2 mM) have been shown 

to transform normal lamellar strUctures of PS into rubular myelin (Benson et al., 1984). 

A number of in vitro surface activity measurements indicate that PG enhances the surface 

activity of PS lipids by enhancing the spreading, adsorption and re-spreading of the 

material at an air-water interface (Brummer et al., 1995; De Fontagnes et aL, 1984; 

Egbens et al., 1989; Fleming et al., 1983; Fleming and Keough, 1988; Keough, 1992; 

Notter et al., 1980; Wojciak et al., 1985). 

The phospholipid PG is unusual and specific for pulmonary surfactant, as it is not 

found in significant concentrations in any other eukaryotic cells, although it is present 

in high amounts in bacterial membranes (Gennis. 1989; Schleifer and Stackebrandt, 

1983). Interestingly. acidic phospholipids such as phosphatidylglycerol in bilayers under 
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che influence of calcium, show some unusual thermotropic properties and fusogenic 

(ability to fuse vesicles) potential (Findlay and Barton, 1978; Leckband et al. , 1993: 

Verkleij et al., 1974). To understand che properties of the acidic lipid-calcium phases, 

fusogenic potential of lipid bilayers, and their use as models of biological membranes, 

some studies using fluorescence microscopy of films of PG (Evert et al., 1994; Leckband 

et al., 1993) and other acidic-lipid systems have been performed to date (Eklund et al .. 

1988; Uische and Mohwald, 1989; Maloney and Grainger, 1993; Mohwald, 1990). 

Some of these srudies have indicated that cations can condense, and induce lateral phase 

separation in fl.lms of acidic phopholipids by strong electrostatic interactions (Evert et al., 

1994; Eklund et aL, 1988). 

Although most of the PG species present in pulmonary surfactant are unsarurated, 
. ~ 

in order to avoid complication in interprecation because of effects of chain length and 

saturation in our examinatio~of how head groups of PG and phosphatidylcholine interact, 

we have studied mixtures of dipalmitoylphospbatidycboline (DPPC) and 

dipalmitoylpbosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) films using fluorescence microscopy under the 

influence of small (mM) amounts of Calcium. The ~fuct:fwas also aimed at understanding 

che film properties of DPPC:DPPG mixtures, as a groUJ¥1 work for studying more 

complex lipid-lipid-protein (i:>PPC:DPPG:surfactauq)rorein) fllms of PS (discussed in 

chapter 6). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1, 2-d.ipalmitoyl-sn-

g1ycero-3-phospho-rac-g1ycero1 (sodium salt) (DPPG-Na) and 1-palmitoy1-2-(12-(7-nitro-

2(1 ,3-benzoxadiazo1e-4y1)amino)-dodecanoy1) phosphatidy1cho1ine (NBD-PC) were 

purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Pelham, AL. The lipids were found to be pure by 

thin layer chromatography (Silica-gel-G), and used as received. 

The lipids were dissolved in chloroform:methanol 3:1 (vol/vol) and mixed in 

desired molar ratios. Monolayers were spread on a subphase containing 0.15 M NaCl 

buffered with 5 mM Tris-HCL and pH adjusted to 6.9 (with and without 1.6 mM CaClJ. 

The salinity, pH and calcium concentration of the subphase were similar to those found 

in alveolar and other extracelluar fluids (Nielson and Lewis, 1988). The subphase was 

prepared with deionized, doubly distilled water, the second distillation being from dilute 

K1vln04 • Care was taken to obtain the deionized water completely void of any ionic 

contaminants. since small (nanomolar) amounts of cations can drastically alter the liquid 

condensed phase strucrures in acidic lipid films (LOsche and MOhwald. 1989). The ionic 

content of the doubly distilled water was checked by semi-quantitative mass spectrometty 

and it was found to be as free of inorganic ions as any standard mass spectroscopy grade 

water samples available. All experiments were performed at a temperature of 22 ± 1°C. 

The experiments were performed on a epifluorescence microscopic surface 

balance whose design and performance is discussed in the previous chapter. The 

monolayers were compressed slowly at an initial rate of 0.13 A2 .molecute·1.sec·1 (20 
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mm2.. sec·1) in steps and compressions were stopped for 1 minute at each step, during 

which the films were visuaUy observed and video recorded. Typical images were 

analyzed and the tolal amount of condensed (black) phase was determined as a function 

of surface pressure by methods discussed in Appendix A. 
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RESULTS 

The typical surface pressure-area (1r-A) isotherms of DPPC, OPPG and 

DPPC:DPPG (mol/mol) 9:1,7:3, 5:5,3:7, 1:9 plus l mol % NBD-PC (minus calcium 

in the subphase, i.e. the DPPG-Na) are shown in Figure 4 .1 (top), and typical images 

seen in some of che monolayers at a similar 1r (bottom). The -rr-A isotherms indicate lhat 

DPPC and DPPG-Na monolayers had almost similar 1r-A behaviour, and all mixed 

monolayers could be compressed to high 1r of - 70 m.N/m. The liquid expanded (LE) 

to liquid condensed (LC) plateaus, or flat portions of the isotherms for lbe DPPG 

monolayers indicated that, tlle LE-LC transition for the monolayers of DPPG occurred 

at a slightly higher 1r than that for DPPC, but with increasing DPPC content this 

1 transition plateau was shifted towards that of DPPC. Also the visual fearures observed 

1 in all the DPPG-Na and the DPPC:DPPG-Na films were similar to those observed for 

j DPPC mms alone. The LE-LC phase transition of such films showed the formation and 

growth of LC domains on a fluorescent LE background, as seen for DPPC alone, except 

that for DPPG the_ LC do~ were ob~rved to appear at a slightly higher 1r, 

corresponding to the higher LE to LC plateaus in the isotherms. The sizes of the 

condensed domains in the DPPC, DPPC:OPPG and DPPG systems were somewhat 

similar. These features indicated that lhe lipids seemed to be quite well mixed in the 

condensed or expanded pbase. The -r-A properties of DPPG-Na and DPPC:DPPG-Na 

are similar to the ones previouity observed by others (Bredlow et al., 1992; Pascrana

Rios et al., 1994; Rana et al.,l993; Sacre"~ Tocanne, 1977). Similar physical 
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Figure 4.1 Isotherms of DPPC. DPPG and their mixtures (DPPC:DPPG-Na 9:1. 7 :3, 

5:5, 3:7, 1:9; mol/mol) containing 1 mol% NBD-PC. The isotherms were consm.Icted 

over a saline subphase at pH of 6.9 (top), and typical images seen in some of these 

monolayers at a 1r - 13 mN/m (bottom). 

The black areas in the images represent the Liquid condensed (LC) and che 

white the liquid expanded (fluid) phase. The symbols in top left of the images indicate 

the lipid ftlms from which they were obcained. Scale bar is 25 .urn. 
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properties, such as gel to Liquid-crystal phase transition temperarures, have been observed 

previously with saturated PC amd saturated PG (Findlay and Barton. 1978; Fleming and 

Keough, 1983; Verkeleij et aL. 1974). The lipids appear to pack in the same fashion. 

and so their monolayer and biLayer properties are quite similar. 

The 1r-A isotherms of DPPG, DPPC and DPPC:DPPG (9:1, 7:3, 5:5, moVmol) 

monolayers with 1.6 mM calcium in the subphase are shown in Figure 4.2 (top) , and the 

typical images seen in some of ithese films at a similar 1r (bottom). The DPPC:DPPG-Na 

films showed transition plateau..s corresponding to an LE-LC transition in the range 7-10 

mN/m. Also all the mixed EUms without calcium could be compressed to 1r - 70 

mN/m, showing negligible effects of DPPG on the packing of DPPC when the subphase 

contained only sodium ions. Isotherms of the same mixtures on a similar subphase 

containing 1.6 mM calcium (closed symbols) showed a reduction of the 1r of the LE-LC 

transition, and the isotherms in..-dicated an apparent collapse of the monolayers containing 

DPPG-Ca and DPPC:DPPG-Ca (3 :7, 5 :5) at" less than 70 mN/m. Similar effects of 

divalent cation binding of acidi~~: lipid headgroups on the LE-LC plateaus of the isotherms 

have been observed by others,. and suggested to be due to a condensing effect of these 

ions on the phase transition of" such acidic lipids in films (Even et al.. 1994; Leckband 

et al., 1993; l..Osche and Moh,...ald, 1989; Taneva and Keough, 1995). 

Subsequent experiments indicated that the apparent collapse of the DPPG-Ca and 

DPPC:DPPG-Ca films at relatively low 71'", compared to that in DPPC or the 

DPPC:DPPG-Na fllms. may have been induced by the design of the fluorescence 

balance. The balance contained a teflon collar inserted in the area of observation and 
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Figure 4.2 Isotherms of DPPC. DPPG and DPPC:DPPG (9:1, 7:3, 5:5; mol/mol) 

monolayers constructed over a saline subphase containing 1.6 mM calcium (DPPG-Ca) 

(top) and typical images seen in such films at a 1r - 7 mN/m (bottom). [sotherms with 

open symbols represent the rnonolayers formed on 0.15 M Na subphase only (DPPG-

N a). and those with closed symbols represent monolayers formed on a subphase 

containing 0.15 M Na and 1.6 mM Calcium (DPPG--Ca). 

The symbols on left of the images represent the ftlms from which the images were 

obtained. at a 1r of 8 mN/m. Scale bar is 25 ,urn. 
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surface pressure measurement of the trough to reduce monolayer flow during visual 

observation. The teflon collars were connected by small canals to the main body of the 

trough (see Figure 2.3, bonom). The Wilhelmy plate used for measuring surface 

pressure is also contained in the collar region. Comparing the collapse 1r of the 

OPPC:OPPG-Ca films (shown here), with those obtained by others using a balance 

without the collar (Taneva and Keough, 1995), we found some discrepancies in the 

values of the collapse 1r. The DPPC:DPPG-Ca fllms in the latter system collapsed at a 

much higher 1r (Taneva and Keough, 1995) than seemed to be the case in this srudy. We 

interpreted, this difference to be due to the high viscosity of OPPC:DPPG-Ca films, 

which did not allow the packing of the OPPG-Ca molecules to reach the same state in 

the Wilhelmy plate dipping area (where the 1r is measured) as in the main pans of the 

film. Thus the pressure sensing plate did not pick up the change of 1r as rapidly as the 

monolayer area was changed. This occurred even though the balance was operated at 

a very low compression rate. 

The visual fearures seen in the films of DPPC:DPPG-Ca (Figure 4.2) are quite 

differenr from the ones seen for DPPC and the DPPC:DPPG-Na systems. The LC 

domains in the DPPC:DPPG-Ca systems were larger and had "flower-like" shapes than 

those found in systems wilhom calcium (Figure 4.1). Similar flower-like domains have 

been observed by others in acidic lipid films with divalent cations (Ca2 "", Mgh) (LOsche 

and M6hwald, 1989). This change of the shapes and sizes of the LC domains gave an 

indication that there were possibly strong electtostatic interactions between the negatively 

charged phosphate and the divalent positively charged calcium ion. LOsche and MOhwald, 
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Figure 4.3 Plot of percentage of the total area occupied by the condensed (black) phase 

plotted as a function of surface pressure ( 1r). The symbols shown in the inset represent 

the isotherms containing similar DPPC:DPPG mixtures as shown in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2. 

Error bars indicate ± one standard deviations of an average of ten images analyzed at 

each 1r. 
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(1989), have indicated that the cation upon binding to the acidic lipid headgroups, alters 

the interfacial line tension between the LE and LC phase, and thus cb.e domains are more 

convoluted than the more rounded or elliptical appearance of them in systems where no 

such interactions occur (i.e. DPPC or DPPC:DPPG-Na). 

As shown in Figure 4.3, the percentage of tocal area occupied by the condensed 

domains, or black phase, in the presence of calcium showed an increase at equivalent -rr, 

with increasing DPPG in the films . ln the absence of calcium, all the monolayers gave 

similar results for the amount of condensed phase, indicating that there were no 

significant differences in the amount of condensed phase between DPPC and DPPG films 

at comparable 1r (open symbols). This may indicate that the phospholipids mixed well 

in either of the phases, even with the headgroup differences being present. Mono layers 

containing 10 mol % DPPG had similar amounts of condensed phase to those seen in the 

absence of calcium. ln those containing more than that amount the curves of percentage 

of condensed phase vs -r were shifted substantially to the left, indicating that a greater 

degree of condensation had occurred at all 1r in the films in the presence of calcium than 

in its absence. Also, the percentage of condensed domains in the mono layers containing 

> 10% DPPG (with calcium) increased sharply between 5 and 15 mN/m compared to 

those without the cation. At a comparable 1r of 20 mN/m, DPPG-Ca films showed 

higher total condensed phase(> 90%) compared to the DPPG-Na ( -70 %) system. 

This indicated that calcium in millimolar amounts can increase the amounts of condensed 

phase of acidic lipid fllms and drastically affects the LE to LC transition of such films. 
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DISCUSSION 

4.41) No phase segregation in PC/PG mixed fibns. 

Fluorescence microscopy has been used to study in detail the ionic interactions 

of divalent cations with acidic phospholipid films. Divalent cations ha'-·e been proposed 

to induce lateral phase separations or pf1ase transitions in bilayers, as a result of specific 

ion-lipid interactions and this may lead 1:0 membrane fusion (Findlay and Bunon, 1978; 

Leck:band et aL, 1993). Calcium induced condensation of the PG headgroups probably 

results from additional hydrophobicity Qf interaction between the domains and domain 

boundaries in two opposing bilayers, and induces fusion in such systems (Leckband et 

aL, 1993). Using fluorescence microscopy of DMPCffiMPG films, below their phase 

transition temperature, 5 mM calcium does not induce any condensed domains at 1r where 

the films are in the LE phase, indicating miscibility of the two lipids in that phase 

(Leckband et aL, 1993). Whereas in DLPC/DLPG systems (at 25 'C, which bas only 

LE phase at all 1r) slow but gradual pha:.se segregation or separation of probe conlaining 

and excluding domains have been observed (Leckband et al., 1993). Others have 

observed chat more chaotic LC domain shapes are observed in acidic phospholipid films 

with increasing calcium concentration fr-om the micromolar to millimolar range, and have 

proposed chat divalent cations effect nucleation, shapes and sizes of LC domains (l..Osche 

and M6hwald., 1989). Palmitic acid was seen to phase separate in fllms of OPPC, in 

the presence of calcium, and also cati<>nic fluorescent dyes were found to bind to such 

domains (Maloney and Grainger, 1993)_ Others have suggested, from 1r-A measurements 
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of different chain Length acidic phospholipid films, that calcium and other cations can 

interact with DPPG fllms in the gel but not in the fluid phase (Sacre and Tocanne. 1977). 

This study similarly suggests that calcium was able to maintain complete miscibility of 

the two lipids in the monolayers and influence the phase transition of such lipid systems 

containing small, moderate and high amounts of the acidic PG. Figure 4.4 suggests the 

packing of DPPC with DPPG in films at the air-water interface, and the effect of calcium 

on such fllms (bottom panel). 

4.42] Calcium and dehydration of PG. 

The divalent ion calcium affected the acidic DPPG and even the DPPC:DPPG 

(7:3) systems, but not the zwitterionic lipid DPPC. The negatively charged headgroup 

of PG is probably dehydrated by calcium binding to it (Figure 4.4. bottom panel). 

Binding of divalent cations to acidic headgroups can induce phase transitions in the case 

of fluid monolayers (Evert et al., 1994) or the formation of larger condensed domains 

(and the occurrence of high percentage condensation) at any 1r, such as seen in this study. 

The calcium ions probably bind to the phosphate headgroups and cause the intermolecular 

interaction of headgroups, especially those of acidic PG, to produce a more ordered 

phase at any given temperature. Headgroup dehydration could also lead to a change of 

orientation of the molecules, or straightening of the chains, as illustrated in Figure 4 .4 

(bottom panel). This would allow for the formation of larger condensed domains, into 

which the probe could not diffuse or penecrate. A higher proportion of condensed phase 

at lower surface pressure is associated with this tight intermolecular packing. Also, 
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Figure 4.4 Molecular representation of DPPC:DPPG mixed films at the air-water 

interface. 

The top panel indicates. although there is a difference in charge and size of the 

polar beadgroup, the molecules DPPC and DPPG accommodate each other quite well in 

che loosely or tightly packed phase in films. The bottom panel indicates that this 

accommodation of the molecules in each phase do not change under lhe influence of 

divalent calcium, but rather electrostatic interactions between the ion and the PG 

headgroup tilts the DPPG molecules towards the perpendicular of the air-water interface 

' (or condenses che film). 
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associated with the binding of calcium, dlere could be a significant headgroup 

dehydration (Findlay and Banon, 1978; Fleming and Keough; 1992; Verkleij er a!., 

1974). This may promote the "squeeze out" process as suggested by others to occur in 

pulmonary surfactant (Egberts et al.. 1989). Removal of lipids in a three dimensional 

srmcrure would not require as great an energy input if the number of water molecules 

associated with the headgroups were reduced from chat in the fully hydrated state. 

4 .43] Role of PG in Pulmonary Surfactant. 

The dehydration process may also play a significant role in adsorption of 

pulmonary surfaccant. From bilayer studies of phospholipids under different states of 

hydration, it has been shown that minimally hydrated phospholipid bilayers spread very 

rapidly at the air-water interface (Bangham et al. , 1979; Morley et al .. 1978). These 

authors have suggested that the spreading of lipids occurred due to the force of hydration 

of the phospholipid headgroups in the dehydrated bilayers, and others that minimally 

hydrated bilayers can have open ends or defects (Bangham. et al. , 1979; Keough, 1992). 

The adsorption process of pulmonary surfactant to the air-water interface was found to 

depend on its acidic lipid content and calcium. Also it has been indicated that PG 

containing bilayers under the influence of calcium form meta-stable phases (Lentz et al., 

1982; Verkeleij et al. , 1974). Non-bilayer and metastable phases have been implicated 

in promoting the rapid absorption of pulmonary surfactant to the interface (Keough, 

1992). The PC:PG-Ca dehydrated phase observed in our study may be such a phase, 

wtuch would enhance the adsorption of the materials at an air-water interface. 
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Films of DPPC containing small to moderate amounts of PG have been srudied 

as models of pulmonary surfactant, since it was indicated that such films could attain 

high 1r at minimal compression and showed good spreadabilicy. Films of DPPC 

containing 10 to 30 mol% unsarurated PG, can be compressed to high 1r, indicating that 

the unsaturated components may be selectively squeezed out of such films, although such 

films did not show any enhanced re-spreading rates compared to DPPC alone (Fleming, 

et al., 1983). Re-spreading after dynamic collapse though was found to be enhanced in 

a 90:10 (DPPC:PG, mol:mol) system by others (Noner et al., 1980a). It has been 

suggested that in DPPC:PG film systems containing calcium, the material may re-spread 

quicldy from the collapse phase during dynamic compression-expansion of such fllms 

(Fleming and Keough, 1988). Recently using infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) on 

DPPC:DPPG (7:1) films. others have indicated that there is no squeeze-out of either 

component from the films at high 1r (Rana et al., 1993), whereas in DPPC:POPG 

mixrures, the unsaturated component POPG was squeezed out (Pastrana-Rios, 1994). 

Since some of the pulmonary surfactant PG is saturated (DPPG) (Akino, 1992; Sanders 

and Longmore, 1975; King, 1984) it is tempting to speculate on another role of the 

saturated phospholipids in surfactant, which is that DPPG enhances the stability of DPPC 

mms at high n-, as also suggested by others (Rana et al., 1993). A recent srudy indicates 

that calcium ions interact with a panicular subset of phospholipids in calf lung surfactant 

extracts, and increase the molecular order in such extracts (Ge et al. , 1995). We have 

also observed a similar effect of the cation on pulmonary surfactant lipid extract ft.lms 

at the air-water interface (Chapter 11). It is not ye[ clear what complex role PG plays 
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in the surface activity of pulmonary surfactant. This study at least indicates that PG is 

miscible with PC in films, and that calcium can interact strongly with such lipid in films. 

Also the interactions of this phospholipid and calcium with surfactant proteins (discussed 

in chapter 6) may further implicate other roles of PG in surfactant. 

[Small parts of this chapter was published as Nag et al .• 1994 in Thin Solid Films 

(Appendix B. No. 6)] 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cholesterol is one of the most studied components of biological membranes, 

whereas its role in pulmonary surfactant is only beginning to emerge. The sterol is che 

major neutral lipid constituent of pulmonary surfactant (PS), varying from 3 to 10 weight 

percent in PS from various species, and its level also varies in the PS of animals 

acclimatized to different temperarures (Daniels et at., 1995; Fleming and Keough, 1988; 

Keough, 1984; King and Clements, 1972a; Yu et al., 1983). In bovine pulmonary 

surfactant cholesterol is present at levels as Low as 3 wt% of the total lipids (Yu et al., 

1983; Yu and Possmayer, 1993; 1994), whereas in PS from rats, dogs and humans it can 

reach as high as 10- 13 wt % (Daniels et al., 1995; King and Clements, 1972a), or in 

average constitutes about 15 mol% of the total lipids of pulmonary surfactant of some 

species (Keough, 1992). 

[ntrauacheal administration of liposomal suspensions of cholesterol with other 

surfactant materials indicate that the clearance of the sterol by cype-II pneumocytes 

occurs similarly to DPPC, indicating that the cholesterol is an integral component of PS 

(Penenaizzo et aL. 1989). About one percent of the surfactant cholesterol is actually 

synthesized by type-IT cells, as most of it is cycled from unloaded material of circulating 

low density lipoprotein to the cype-II pneumocytes (Haas and Longmore, 1980). 

Cholesterol enhances the spreadabilicy, re-spreadability and adsorption of pulmonary 

surfactant lipids, and alters the stabilicy of surface films of PS (Fleming and Keough, 

1988; Hildebran et al., 1979; Notter et al., 1980b; Taneva and Keough, 1995; Yu et al., 
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1983). Recently it has also been indicated that surfactant protein-A (SP-A) and calcium 

affect the ability of cholesterol to alter the PS films stability (Yu and Possmayer, 1993; 

1994). 

Cholesterol is present in an abundance of around 20-40 wt % of lipids in most 

biological membranes, and is an extremely important regulator of biomembrane fluidity 

(Gennes, 1989; Yeagle, 1985; 1993). Mammalian cell membranes may utilize 

endogenous or exogenous sources of cholesterol for regular maintenance of membrane 

strucrure and growth, and cholesterol determines certain physical properties of biological 

membranes such as fluidity or permeability (reviewed by Yeagle, 1993; 1985). Model 

phospholipid bilayer studies with 0 -50 mol % of cholesterol have indicated that the 

sterol can laterally segregate into cholesterol-rich or cholesterol-poor domains. In such 

systems the phase diagrams ar_e complicated and contain a host of lipid phases beyond 

the simple gel or liquid crystalline phases seen in most phospholipid systems (Estep et 

aL, 1978; Smutzer and Yeagle, 1985). 

Numerous studies on interaction of cholesterol with phospholipid films have been 

performed as models of biological membranes (reviewed in Cadenhead, 1985) and over 

the last decade utilising fluorescence microscopy (Benvegnu and McConnell, 1993; Heckl 

et al., 1986; 1988; Hirschfeld and Seul, 1990; Hwang et aL, 1995; Manjus, 1995; 

Manjus and Slone, 1994; Seul, 1990; Slone, 1995; Slone and Manjus, 1995; 

Subramaniurn and McConnell, 1987; Weis and McConnell, 1985). The interest in 

studying such phospholipid/cholesterol systems in films has grown for many reasons. 

Films of cholesteroVphospbolipid in addition to being models of biological membranes, 
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can also be used as models of lipoprotein panicles (Lund-Katz et al., 1988; Smaby et al., 

1994). Lipoprotein panicles have phospholipid and cholesterol molecules packaged into 

various density particles which have a spherical outer monolayer shell made of Lipids and 

apoproteins, and dlese panicles transfer cholesterol among different body tissues using 

the circulatory system (Chao et al., 1988; Yeagle, 1993). Also the other advantage of 

studying cholesterol in films is that high amounts (> 50 mol %) of cholesterol can be 

accommodated in phospholipid surface films which are not possible in liposomes or 

bilayers, since bilayers with high amounts of the sterol ( > 50 %) are extremely unstable 

(Collins and Phillips, 1982; Estep et al., 1978). Various phospholipid/cholesterol films. 

with low to intermediate amounts of the sterol have been srudied in detail by us 

(W onhman et al.. 1996) and ~ers using fluorescence microscopy (Hirschfeld and Seul, 

1990). The phase diagrams and miscibility of the lipids in films were derived using 

surface pressure-area proflles, and the phase strocrures observed have been correlated 

by fluorescence microscopy (Hirschfeld and Seul, 1990; Lee et al., 1994)_ Although 

cholesterol amounts used in such srudies rarely exceeded the critical miscibility limit of 

the lipids in monolayers or bilayers, film srudies have been performed with higher ( ~ 

30 mol%) cholesterol in different phosphatidylcholine systems (Mattjus and Slone, 1994; 

Merkel and Sackmann, 1994; Slone, 1995; Slone and Manjus 1995; Wonhman et al., 

1996)_ 

ln this srudy we employed fluorescence microscopy co srudy DPPC monolayers 

with low amounts of cholesterol (2- LO mol percent), co comprehend the properties of 

such ftlms as models of pulmonary surfactant. 
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MATERIALS AND MEmODS 

The lipids 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC}, and cholesterol 

were purchased from Sigma Chemicals [St.Louis, MO]. Cholesterol was recrystallized 

from ethanol before use. The fluorescent lipid probe l-palm.itoyl-2-{12-[(7-nitro-2-1.3-

benzox- adiazole-4yl) amino] dodecanoyl}-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (NBD-PC), were 

purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Pelham, AL). The purity of the DPPC and probe 

were confirmed by thin layer chromatography (TLC). The concentrations of the lipid 

samples were determined by a modified version (Keough and Kariel, 1987) of an analysis 

of organic phosphorus described by Banlett, (1959). The lipids and the probe were 

dissolved in chlorofonn:methanol (3: 1 voUvol) and mixed in desired molar proportions 

(DPPC:cholesterol99:0, 97:2, 94:5, 89:10, 0:99 mol/mol containing 1 mol% NBD-PC) 

and stored at -200C. A solution of saline of 0.15 M NaCl, pH-6.9, made with doubly 

distilled water, was used as the subphase on which the monolayers were spread. The 

doubly distilled water bad the second distillation performed wir.h dilute KMn04 . 

Monolayers were spread on the epitluorescence microscopic surface balance and 

all experiments were performed at a temperarure of 21 ± 2°C. The monolayers were 

compressed at a very slow initial rate of 20 mm2 .sec·1, in steps. and a wait period of 10 

minutes was introduced at each step, leading to a fmal compression speed of 0.022 

A2.molecule·1.sec·1• This relatively very slow rate of compression was chosen to allow 

for the condensed domains to attain near equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium shapes or 

states, as discussed by others previously (Weis and McConnell, 1985). During the last 
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minute of the waiting period the monolayer features were video recorded and analyzed 

by methods described in Appendix A. 
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RESULTS 

The typical isotherms of DPPC monolayers containing 0-10 (mol%) and 99 mol 

%cholesterol (plus 1 mol% NBD-PC) are shown in Figure 5.1 (top), and the typical 

images observed in such fllms at a 1r - 11 mN/m (bottom). The DPPC isotherm 

showed the typical LE-LC phase transition as indicated by the plateau region at 1r - 8 

mN/m, which was slightly shifted to higher pressures by the addition of 2-10 mol % 

cholesteroL The cholesterol monolayer showed no detectable change of the initial 

surface pressure of 0 mN/m up co an area per molecule of 46 A.2 .molecute·1, and then a 

sharp increase of surface pressure occurred. The cholesterol film collapsed at a 11'" of 42 

mN/m, which was lower than the collapse 1r of the DPPC of 72 mN/m. The cholesterol 

isotherm indicated that the lipid underwent a phase transition from highly expanded gas 

(G) phase to a solid condensed (SC) phase, in agreement wich previously reponed srudies 

on such systems (Cadenhead, 1985). The typical images from the DPPC/cholesterol 

films indicated that with increasing cholesterol content, the shapes of LC phase of DPPC 

were drastically altered. The typical kidney shaped condensed domains of DPPC became 

spiralled or convoluted into thin filamentous structures. These drastic changes of domain 

shapes were not accompanied by any significant changes in the -rr-A isotherms of these 

systems. The pure cholesterol monolayer (plus 1 mol% NBD-PC) showed a black, 

almost homogenous single phase, with few small regions of intense fluorescence (last 

image in Figure 5.1) at all 1r. This black phase was probably the solid condensed (SC) 

phase of cholesterol, and such features indicated that the probe NBD-PC was excluded 
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Figure 5.1 Typical 1r-A isotherms of DPPC, cholesterol and DPPC + cholesterol 

(mol%) ftlms containing l mol% of NBD-PC are shown (top) , and the typical images 

observed in such ftlm at a 1r -9 m.N/m (bottom). The films were compressed on a non

buffered subpbase of 0.15 M NaCl (pH-6.9) in 20 steps, at a fmal rate of 0.20 

A1.molecule·• .sec·•. The scale bar is 25 ~m. 

The black regions in the first four images indicate the liquid condensed phase and 

the white the liquid expanded phase. In the last image observed from a typical pure 

cholesterol film, the black region may be a solid condensed (SC) , probe excluding phase. 
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Figure 5.2 Typical images observed in films of DPPC + 2 mol% cholesterol compressed 

in 50 steps (under the same conditions in the last figure, except slowly) showing the 

evolution of the condensed spiral domains. The fmal compression rate of the film was 

0 .022 A2 .molecule·1.sec·1• The surface pressures (1r in mN/m) are indicated at the bottom 

of each image. The scale bar is 25 ~m. 

The condensed domains grew in length rather than in sizes (circular or elliptical) 

as seen in films of pure DPPC. The width of the fLlaments decreased with increasing 1r. 

The length of the filaments increased, and spiralled into highly convoluted patterns at 1r 

- 16 - 18 mN/m. 
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our of the SC phase. 

The evolution of LC domain shapes with increasing .surface pressure in films of 

DPPC with 2 mol % cholesterol (plus 1 mol % NBD-PC) is shown in Figure 5.2. Up 

to a-n- of 7 mN/m, the monolayer showed a single homogenous LE phase (not shown}, 

and at a 7rOf9 mN/m nucleation of small comma like LC domains (black) was observed. 

With increasing 1r between 9 and 18 mN/m, these comma-Like LC domains increased in 

length and became thinner, and became spiralled. Such spiral LC domains have been 

previously observed in DIVIPA/cholesrerol and DPPC/cholesterol films (Heckl et al., 

1988, Weis and McConnell, 1985). It has been suggested that cholesterol acts as an 

"line active impurity" between the LC-LE domain boundaries of the phospholipids, and 

alters the shapes of the typical kidney shaped domains of DPPC (Weis and McConnell, 

1994). 

The plot of total amount of black or condensed phase plotted as a function of 1r 

for films of DPPC with cholesterol is shown in Figure 5.3 . The plocs indicated that 

small amounts of cholesterol do not drastically effect the amounts of condensed phase at 

surface pressures of 5-20 mN/m, although at higher 1r the total amount of LC phase is 

decreased from those found in DPPC films at equivalent -n-. This indicated that small 

amounts of cholesterol slightly perturbs fllms of DPPC, especially at higher 1r, and is 

consistent with previous reports (Slotte, 1995). The cholesterol monolayer had 75-84 % 

black phase at al11r, although the black phase in pure cholesterol films may be a solid 

phase and not the liquid condensed (LC) phase seen in phospholipid films. Using the 

NBD-PC probes partitioning, this solid-like phase cannot be discriminated from the LC 
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Figure 5.3 Percentage of the black phase plotted as a function of surface pressure of 

DPPC-cholesterol films. The error bars indicate ± one standard deviation for 10 images 

analyzed at each 11'". 

For films of pure cholesterol an almost homogenous or continuous black: phase 

was observed, although. about 10-15 % of the films area was occupied by the fluorescent 

probe. This black phase may be a solid condensed (SC) phase. and may be different 

from the liquid condensed (LC) phase (which also appear as black or probe excluding) 

observed in all the other systems. 
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phase such as seen in DPPC fLI.ms, but our results at least indicate that this phase is 

tightly packed and excludes the probe. These results indicate that although small 

amounts of cholesterol perturbs the packing of DPPC films at high 1r, the sterol has a far 

greater effect on shapes of condensed domains of the phospholipid. 
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DISCUSSION 

5.41] Cholesterol alters phase properties of DPPC films. 

The effect of increasing molar concentrations of cholesterol in phospholipid films 

bas been studied extensively (Albrecht et al., 1981; Chapman et al. , 1969; Ghosh and 

Tinoco, 1972; Miiller-Landau and Cadenhead, !979; Phillips and Chapman, !968; 

reviewed by Cadenhead, 1985) . Over the last decade fluorescence microscopy has been 

used in such studies (reviewed by Weis. 1991 , McConnell , 1991). Visualization of the 

DPPC fUm has indicated that the LE to LC phase transition at - 7 mN/m coincides 

microscopically with an exclusion of the probe from the regions of high packing or 

condensed (black) phase to regions of high fluidity or low packing or expanded (white) 

phase (Meller, !988; Nag et al., !99! ; Weis and McConnell , !985). The LC domains 

of DPPC also show quasi-equilibrium "kidney bean" shapes (Nag et al. , 1991; Weis and 

McConnell, 1985) . The typical images in the DPPC/cholesterol f'llms shown in Figure 

5.1, and the increase in amounts of fluid or expanded (white) phase with increasing 

cholesterol in such films (Figure 5.3) tends to indicate that cholesterol probably 

partitioned mostly in the fluid phase of such films. This is consistent with the fact that 

the srrucrure of cholesterol was not being accommodated in the tightly packed LC 

domains of DPPC, although cholesterol molecules pack very well by themselves as 

indicated from the films of pure cholesterol (Figure 5.1). Figure 5.4 shows a cartoon 

of the potential arrangements of cho!esterol in films of DPPC at the air-water interface. 

In fllms, cholesterol by itself probably orients at the air-water interface with its terminal 
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Figure 5.4 Typical arrangemerus of cholesterol in fl.lms of DPPC at the air-water 

interface. Cholesterol molecules are probably oriented with their hydroxyl group in the 

water and the sterol rings in the air. 

Cholesterol occupies mostly the fluid phase of DPPC films, and alters the shapes 

of LC domains by binding as a "line active impurity" to the LC domains edges (adapted 

from Weis and McConneU, !985). 
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polar hydroxyl group in water and the rigid or inflexible sterol rings oriented towards the 

air, and forms a tightly packed solid or solid condensed (SC) phase at 1r above 0 mN/m. 

The partitioning of cholesterol mostly in the LE or fluid phase of DPPC could be due to 

the rigid molecule (sterol rings) not being accommodated well in the DPPC tightly 

packed LC phase. As seen from the isotherms of pure cholesterol films, the rigid icy of 

the molecule is inherent since such films undergo a single phase transition from gas to 

solid. The images of such films indicate the existence of a single mostly homogenous, 

continuous solid-like phase. Such solid-like phase is continuous and do not have any 

domain boundaries or shapes. compared to those seen for Liquid condensed domains of 

DPPC in films. Recently Lee eta!., (1995), have shown that cholesterol in fluid DMPC 

films can be segregated out of the fluid phase by applying an electrostatic field, 

confirming the localization of most of the molecules in the fluid phase. 

5.42] Shape changes or DPPC condensed domains. 

It was interesting to note in this study that, although cholesterol (in low amounts) 

did not substantially alter the 1r-A isotherms of DPPC, it bad a drastic effect on the 

shapes of LC domains of DPPC. Such shape changes have been termed as "shape 

transitions" in analogy to phase transitions occurring in thin ftlms (McConnell, 1991; 

Seul and Andelman, 1995), and studying such ttansitions reveals somewhat the molecular 

arrangements of the phospholipids inside such domains. The probe-excluded phase which 

we associate with LC or liquid condensed domains of DPPC exhibits circular or "kidney 

bean" shapes due to a "competition between line tension and electrostatic forces acting 
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on the phospholipid molecules" (McConnell, 1991) . Line tension can be described as 

the tension or force acting along the boundary of the condensed phase with the fluid, 

which allows the LC phase to be isolated into units as separated elliptical or circular 

domains (Groves and McConnell, 1996; McConnell, 1995). The line tension prevents 

the domains from fusing. It arises from different dipole orientations of the molecules in 

the LE and LC phase. The phospholipid molecules at an air-water interface are 

considered as single molecular dipoles and arise from the orientation of the headgroup 

in the water. The shapes of the phospholipid domains occur through a competition 

be[Ween the dipole orientation, line tension and the culombic or electrostatic forces 

between the molecules (che concepts of dipole orientation of lipids and resulting shapes 

of domains have been discussed in McConnell, 1991). Weis and McConnell (1985) 

observed the effect of cholesterol on the LC domains of DPPC with the introduction of 

2-4 mol% cholesterol in such films, and reponed for the first time that the LC domains 

of such systems were thin and filamentous, and that the direction of the fllamemous 

growth depended on the chirality of the phospholipid molecule. They suggested that 

cholesterol acted as a line active impurity at the LC domain boundary, and induced 

electrostatic instabilities which deform the circular domains to more longitudinal spiral 

shapes, or allow the domains to grow in one direction or axis and not the others. It was 

suggested that cholesterol in low amounts concentrated from the fluid phase around the 

edge of the LC phase of DPPC with an increase in packing density of the films, and 

destabilised the condensed-fluid domain interfaces as an "line active impurity". Others 

have shown that increasing amounts of cholesterol from 2 to 20 mol% in DMPA films 
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will systematically decrease che thickness of the spiral domains, and above 25 mol% 

cholesterol, the LEILC phase ttansition is no longer detectable by fluorescence 

microscopy (Heckl et al., 1986, 1988). Also such drastic changes of condensed domains 

shape in phospholipid-cholesterol films are not reflected in their 1r-A isotherms. Such 

studies including ours, suggest that studies of 1r-A isotherms of lipid-cholesterol films 

need further re-evaluation of molecular details in light of fluorescence microscopy 

results. 

5.43] Possible role of cholesterol in pulmonary surfactant. 

Only a few reports on cholesterol/phospholipid ftlms as models of pulmonary 

surfactant have appeared over the last decade or more (see Keough, 1984; 1992 for 

review), and the role of the lipid in pulmonary surfactant is only beginning to emerge 

(reviewed by Daniels, 1995; Keough, 1984). These repons indicate that cholesterol in 

low amounts enhanced the adsorption, re-adsorption and spreading of some PS 

components in films (Fleming and Keough, 1988; Taneva and Keough, 1995), but the 

sterol decreases the stability of some phosphatidylcholine films at high 1r (Yu and 

Possmayer, 1993; 1994; Taneva and Keough, 1995). Other studies have indicated that 

cholesterol can impede the surface activity of mixed surfactant lipid films at high surface 

pressure (Fleming and Keough, 1988). In this study, !he amount of condensed pbase of 

DPPC was affected at high 1r, indicating that cholesterol affects the DPPC films packing 

more at high 1r (or low -y). Also since the fluidizing effect of the sterol on DPPC films 

seems to occur at high 1r, cholesterol is possibly present in such films at those 1r or it is 
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difficult to "squeeze - om" from such films. This would tend to indicate that cholesterol 

is detrimental to some of the surface activicy of DPPC ftlms or abilicy of such films to 

lower surface tension (y) to very low values, at high compression. Since pulmonary 

surfactant films are far more complex than the mixrures srudied here, and are adsorbed 

instead of solvent spread to the air-fluid interface, the function of cholesterol in PS may 

be more complex. In pulmonary surfactant cholesterol may help in the mechanism of 

adsorption of particular phospholipids to the films at the air-alveolar fluid interface. Yu 

and Possmayer (1993; 1994) have indicated that although cholesterol decreased the 

stability of surface films of some surfactant phospholipids, in adsorbed films surfactant 

protein - A (SP-A) and calcium could remove such instability. They suggested that the 

protein by some unknown mechanism prevents cholesterol in PS from reaching the 

surface-films during adsorption, thus removing any detrimental affect the sterol has on 

stability of PS films at high ,._ The fluidity impaned by cholesterol to the DPPC films 

can thus be implicated to be conducive of an impert"ection of the DPPC paclcing in 

bilayer structures, allowing them to adsorb rapidly. In the case of the more complex 

pulmonary surfactant system, selective adsorption of DPPC to the surface and prevention 

of cholesterol from reaching such films by proteins, may remove any detrimental effect 

of this lipid on the films stability. 

Fluorescence microscopy has also been used in srudying solvent-spread films of 

lipid extracts of pulmonary surfactant at the air-water interface (Hall et al., 1995a; 

1995b), and some definitive effect of the sterol on such films have been found 

(Korcakova et al., 1996). The studies by Hall and co-workers have indicated that 
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removing the neutral lipids such as cholesterol from the lipid extracts produced 

significant alteration of the amounts of condensed phase fonned in such films. In our 

study we observed that, cholesterol penurbed the packing and fluidized films of DPPC, 

and was probably difficult to squeeze-out of such films. The studies by Hall and co-

workers, and the more simpler system studied here indicate that the sterol probably plays 

some important role in the fluidity. stability and organization of pulmonary surfactant 

fLlms at the air-water interface. 

[The srudy of complete range of cholesterol in phospholipid films and the discussions of 

such .films as model of biomembranes is given in Worthmlln et al., (1996); Appendix B, 

No.2] 
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Chapter 6 

SURF ACT ANT PROTEIN- C 

(SP-C) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pulmonary surfactant (PS) contains small amounts (2-5 wt%) of specific proteins, 

among which the smallest is a hydrophobic protein called surfactant protein-C (SP-C). 

The protein is under intensive scrutiny in order to comprehend its functional role in 

pulmonary surfactant. Porcine SP-C is a 4.2 kDa, dipalm.itoylated, 35 residue peptide, 

of which 23 residues are hydrophobic (Beers and Fisher, l992; Curstedt et a!. , l990; 

Hawgood and Shiffer, 1991). The processing and syntbesis of SP-C occurs in type - II 

pneumocytes, and its post-ttanslational processing takes place in the acidic environment 

of the lamellar bodies, which can be altered by changing the pH of the pneumocytes 

internal environment (Beers, 1996). Figure 6.1 shows the typical gene from which the 

SP-C peptide is translated and transcribed, and the typical orientation of the protein in 

phospholipid bilayers. A recent high resolution NMR study showed that SP-C in an 

apolar solvent bas a 37 A long a -helix between residues 9 to 34 (Johansson et at. , 

1994b). Other studies have indicated that SP-C has about 60 % a:-helical confonnation 

in lipid bilayers (Pastrana et al., 1991; Vandenbussche et al. , 1992b) or monolayers 

(Creuwels et al., 1993) and has a trans-bilayer oriencation similar to integral membrane 

proteins (Morrow et al., 1993b). The larger precursor protein from which mature SP-C 

is formed was suggested to contain a trans-membrane a:-belical region, which may be 

embedded in the membrane of type-IT cells. with the N -terminal of this precursor located 

in the cytosol (Keller et al., l99l). 

Hydrophobic proteins of surfactant, SP-B and SP-C, together make up about 2 

l3l 
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Figure 6.1 The gene. mRNA and the processing of surfactant protein- C (SP-C) and the 

secondary sttucrure of the matured. dipalmitoylated protein. [From Weaver and Whitsett. 

(1991). reprinted with the permission of the authors and publisher. c The Biochemical 

Society & Ponland Press, UK] 

The protein in its mature form is an a-helix and has dipalmitoylated cystine 

residues near its C-terminal. 
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weight percent of the lipids, although the exact amounts of each has not yet been 

determined with certainty. The precise amount of the proteins which may be associated 

with the films at the air-water interface is even less weil def"med, although recent 

experiments suggest that at least SP-C can adsorb into the layer (Chapter 7), and small 

amounts can remain in the fUm even under high compression (Taneva and Keough, 1994; 

1994a; 1994b; 1995). In vitro studies have shown that SP-C facilitates PS lipid 

adsorption into an air-water interface (Hallet al., 1992; Notter et al., 1987; Perez-Gil 

et al., 1992b; Takahashi and Fujiwara, 1986; Yu and Possmayer, 1988), mediates lipid 

insertion into preformed lipid monolayers (Creuwels et al., 1993; Oosterlaken

Dijksterhuis, et al., 199la) and facilitates re-spreading of lipids from collapsed phases 

of monolayers (Taneva and Keough, 1994). SP-C also can alter the elasticity and 

viscosity of lipid monolayers (Pastrana et al., 1991). Some of these processes were 

enhanced in the presence of anionic lipids and calcium. Porcine SP-C has positively 

charged residues near its N-terminal and these may interact with anionic phospholipids 

(Shiffer et al., 1992; 1993). Neutralization of the positive charge of SP-C in lipid 

vesicles alters functional properties of the protein, such as inducing the binding of the 

vesicles to phospholipid monolayers (Creuwels et al., 1995a). Also pa1mitoylation and 

i pH alter some of the functional properties of SP-C in studies in virro, such as increasing 

adsorption rates of phospholipid vesicles to an air-water interface (Johansson et al ., 1995; 

Quanbar and Possmayer , 1995). Although srudies have indicated roles for SP-C in 

pulmonary surfactant dynamics, only recently have investigations indicated how SP-C 

I may structurally interact with some PS lipids (Horowitt et al. , 1993; Johansson et al. , 
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l994a; 1995; Krill and Gupta , 1994; Morrow et al., l993b; Pastrana et al.. 1991; 

Panaiotov et al., 1996; Shiffer et al., 1993; Simatos et al. , 1990; Vandenbussche et al. , 

l992b). 

Monolayers of lipid-protein systems have long served as models of biological 

membraoes (Cadenhead, 1985; Cserbati and Szogyi, 1994; Mohwald, 1990), and as 

models of serum lipoprotein parricles (lbadab et al., 1988; Krebs and Phillips, 1983; 

Krebs et al., 1988). This srudy of SP-C with lipids in monolayers is relevant to lipid-

protein interactions of integral membrane proteins in model membranes, as well as to the 

interactions of the components in surfactant monolayers and bilayers. Using 

epifluorescence microscopy, the influence of proteins on lipid monolayer phase packing, 

and the transition from liquid expanded (LE) to liquid condensed (LC) phase has been 

semi-quantitatively assessed (Heckler al., 1987; M6hwald, 1990; Perez-Gil et al., 1992a; 

Peschke and M6hwald, 1987). The influence of ions or anionic lipids (Evert et al. , 

1994; chapter 4) and lipid-protein (Hecld et aL. 1987) monolayers bas also been studied 

by iliis technique. Similarities of surface pressure-induced monolayer changes with 

bilayer lipid systems undergoing thermal phase transitions have been noted (MOhwald. 

1990; Nag et al., 1993). In a previous collaborative study we found SP-C caused lipid 

packing re-arrangements and affected isothermal phase properties of DPPC in spread 

rnonolayers (Perez-Gil et al., l992a) and bilayers (Keough et al., 1992). In this srudy 

we show directly how fluorescein-labelled SP-C (F-SP-C} is organized in spread 

monolayers of DPPC, DPPC:DPPG (dipalmitoylphospbatidylglycerol) (7:3 mol/mol), 

under the influence of calcium. Although the amounts of the surfactant proteins used in 
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this and following studies (3-30 wt%) exceeds the amounts present in pulmonary 

surfactant, the studies could be compared to other srudies done in bilayers using similar 

high amoums of proteins. Also these model studies required high amounts of proteins 

to detect any saturation of interactions of the proteins with the lipids. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.21) Materials. 

1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine(DPPC), 1, 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero 

-3-pllospllo-rac-glycerol (sodium salt) (DPPG-Na) and 1-palmitoyl-2-{12-((7-nitro-2-1 .3-

benzoxadizole-4-yl)amino] dodecanoyl} phosphatidylcholine (NBD-PC) were purchased 

from Avanti Polar Lipids (Pelham, AL}. The lipids were found to be pure by thin layer 

chromatography and used as received. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was purctlased 

from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). The subphase buffer for the mono layers was 0.15 

M NaCl and 5 mM Tris dissolved in deionized doubly-distilled water, the second 

distillation performed from dilute KMn04 containing 1.6 mM calcium ions when 

required. The pH was adjusted to 6.9 with O.LN HCL Pulmonary surfactant protein SP

C was isolated from porcine lungs by the method of Curstedt et al., (1991). by Dr. Jesus 

Perez-Gil of the University of Madrid and is discussed elsewhere (Perez-Gil et al., 

1993). 

6.22) Fluorescent Labelling of SP-C. 

Purified and native SP-C was fluorescently labelled by Antonio Cruz and Jesus

Perez Gil (University of Madrid) by the following method. The pH of a solution of 200 

1-Lg of purified SP-C in 2 ml of chlorofonn:methanol (2: 1 voUvol) was adjusted to 7.8 by 

addition of appropriate amounts of 50 mM Tris in methanol. Fluorescent labeUing was 

achieved by incubating the SP-C solution wich 20 1-J.l of 10 mM fluorescein isothiocyanate 
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(FITC). at 4°C overnight. The pH of the solmion was re-adjusted ro 2 and the proteins 

eluted from a LH-20 Sepbadex (Pharmacia LKB, Sweden) column to femove the 

unreacted FITC. The chromatographic profile of the LH-20 effluent was followed by 

absorbency at 250 run (unreacted SP-C) and 450 run (fluorescein labelled SP-C). 

Fluorescein labelled SP-C (F-SP-C) showed a single band on SDS-gel electrophoresis 

around 5()()() Da and was not further purified. 

Native and labelled SP-C (F-SP-C) were scanned by Matrix Assisted Laser 

Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) spectrometry by Mr. Lome Taylor at the depanment of 

Chemistry, University of Waterloo (Ontario. Canada). to determine their respective 

molecular weights by procedures discussed by Hillen.kamp et al. (1991). A similar type 

of Matrix Assisted Plasma Desorption spectrometry has been used previously by Curstedt 

, et al. , (1990) to determine the molecular weight of SP-C and the analytical procedures 

are given in detail by these authors. 

SP-C and F-5P-C were quantitated by amino acid analysis. DPPC, DPPG and 

NBD-PC were assayed by estimating the total amount of phosphorus in the lipids by a 

modified of method ofBanlett (1959) as described elsewhere (Keough and Karle!, 1987). 

6.23] Monolayer- formation and observation. 

The lipids, NBD-PC (fluorescent lipid probe) and protein F-SP-C (fluorescein

labelled SP-C) were dissolved in chloroform:metbanol (3: 1 vol/vol) and mixed in desired 

weight proportions. One mol% of NBD-PC was included in DPPC and DPPC:DPPG 
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(7:3 mol/mol) mixcures. No lipid probe was used when F-SP-C (3, 6 and 12 wt% or 

0.5, 1.07 and 2.14 moL%) was present in lipid monolayers since fluorescence emission 

from F-SP-C was found to be sufficient to observe the monolayers. Monolayers were 

spread on a buffered saline subphase from the chloroform: methanol (3:1 vol/vol) solution 

in the epifluorescence microscopic surface balance described above. All experiments 

were carried out at a tempera cure of 21 ± 1 ac. The monolayers were compressed in 

steps at a rate of 20 tniittsec or an initial rate of 0.13 A2 .molecute·1.sec·1, compression 

stopped for one minute and monolayer images obtained during the minute using the video 

camera and recorder of the epifluorescence balance. The images were analyzed using 

digital image processing by methods discussed in details in Appendix A. The percentage 

of condensed phase was estimated as (total area of black regions per image/the total area 

of the image x 100). 

6.24) Quantitative Estimation of lipid-SP-C Association. 

Estimates of the distribution of F-SP-C in the Liquid expanded and Liquid 

condensed phase were performed using a procedure of Hecld et al., (1987). In this 

procedure the percentage of black or condensed phase is convened to degree of 

crystallization and plotted as a function of area/molecule of the lipid, and this plot can 

be used to give an estimation of the area of the protein in each phase. The degree of 

crystallization cp was calculated by the methods of Heckl et al. , (1987), where cp = 1 -

(1 - }C).AI~. where X =the ratio of the dark (condensed) area to the total area; A = 

the observed area per lipid molecule; An = the area of the Lipid molecule in the fluid 
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region just below the liquid expanded to liquid phase transition region. The percentage 

of dark phase gives the proportion of the total area which is in the condensed phase 

whereas the degree of crystallization gives the proportion of the lipid molecules which 

are in that phase. 
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RESULTS 

The MALDI mass spectra of SP-C (top panel) and its fluorescein-labelled 

analogue F-SP-C (bottom panel) are shown in Figure 6 .2 . As shown in the top panel of 

Figure 6.2 native SP-C produced a main peak at 4213 Da, and minor ones at 4023 and 

8081 Da. The F-SP-C spectrum in the bottom panel showed a major peak at 4117 Da 

aod smaller ones at 3747, 4007 and 4360 Da. The formula weights (FW) of SP-C from 

amino acid analysis are 4186 Da ( + 2 palmitates), 3948 (-1 palmitate) and 3710 (-2 

palmitates). Curstedt et al. (1990) using similar mass spectrometry ofSP-C have shown 

that the native protein had spectral peaks at 4210 Da ( + 2 palmitates), 3971 Da ( -1 

palmitate) and 3733 Da (- 2 palmitates), the main peak of SP-C (4210 Da) being close 

to our SP-C peak at 4213 Da. The difference in MALDI spectrometrically determined 

molecular mass and the formula weight (FW) of SP-C may be due to sodium adjuncts 

of various forms of SP-C being detected spectrometrically, as has been discussed by 

Cutstedt et al. (1991). The spectrum in Figure 6.2 (top panel) indicates that SP-C is 

mainly in its dipalmitoylaced, native, monomeric form (4213 Da), with minor amounts 

of SP-C in other forms such as SP-C dimer (8081 Da) aod monopalmitoyl SP-C (4023 

Da). Similarly, the F-SP-C specnum can be explained as displaying some deacylated 

form of SP-C from the peak at 3747 Da (4213 Da - 476 Da (FW of 2 palmitates) = 

3737 Da], and a main peak at 4117 Da which corresponds to this deacylated form 

labelled with one mole of fluorescein per mole of protein [3737 Da + 376 Da (FW of 

fluorescein) = 4113 Da for F-SP-C]. The other peaks in the F-SP-C spectra indicate 
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Figure 6.2 MALDI mass spectra of porcine SP-C (top panel) and fluorescein-labelled 

deacylated F-SP-C (bonom panel). 

The main peak at 4213 Dalton (top panel) is from the dipalmitoylated monomer 

of the protein and the one at 4117 Da (bottom panel) is from the deacylated. fluorescein

labelled protein (F-SP-C). The other minor peaks are for various forms (see main text) 

of SP-C present in the extracted protein. 
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minor amoums of SP·C at its various levels of acylation. 

Figure 6.3 shows the surface pressure - area per molecule (1r-A) isotherms of 

DPPC rnonolayers containing 0, 3, 6, and 12 wt% or 0 , 0.5, 1.07 and 2.05 mol% ofF-

SP-C (top), and the typical images obtained from a monolayer containing 3 wt% F-SP·C 

are shown in the figure (bottom). The isotherm in the inset of Figure 6.3 (top) is for 

pure F-SP·C. The monolayer without f·SP-C contained l mol% of the fluorescent lipid 

probe NBD-PC. The letters near lhe isotherms (arrows) indicate the 11"' at which the 

images (bottom) in the ftl.m were obtained. The liquid expanded (LE) to liquid 

condensed (LC) phase transition for DPPC + 0 - 6 wt % F-SP-C monolayers occurred 

between 5 - 7 mN/m as indicated by the plateau regions in the isotherms in Figure 6.3. 

The protein isotherm (top inset) showed behaviour similar to native SP-C monolayers 

studied previously (Perez-Gil et at. , l992a; Taneva and Keough, 1994b). The lipid-

protein isotherms also showed a levelling at 11"' - 50 m.N/m corresponding to the 

exclusion of F-SP-C-lipid units or monolayer collapse, similar to the values found 

previously in the case of pure SP-C (Taneva and Keough, 1994). 

The typical images iii Figure 6.3 (bottom) of a monolayer of DPPC + 3 wt% F-

SP-C showed that LE (bright regions) and condensed phase (dark regions) of DPPC, 

could be visualized from the fluorescence of the fluoresceln-labelled protein. [mage A 

in Figure 6 .3 shows mainly LE or fluid phase for the lipid monolayer and suggests that 

F-SP-C is in that phase. Image E indicates that F-SP-C (light regions) remained in the 

monolayer at high surface pressures (1r = 64 mN/m). Recently, Panaiotov et al. , (1996) 

using atomic force microscopy have shown similar architecture of fllms of DPPC/SP-C, 
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Figure 6.3. Typical surface pressure - area per molecule (1r-A) isotherms of DPPC 

containing 0 - 12 weight percent (0.5 - 2.05 mol %) of fluorescently lahelled SP-C (F

SP-C), and 100% F-SP-C (inset) (top) and the rypical images obtained from a DPPC 

monolayer containing 3 wt% F-SP-C at various 1r (bottom). The monolayers of OPPC 

only, contained 1 mol% NBD-PC. The letters A toE indicated in the isotherms (top) 

represent the 1r at which the images (bottom) were obtained. The light areas in the 

images represent the LE phase and were observed from the emission of the fluorescently

labelled protein or F-SP-C. The scale bar is 25 p.m. 
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especially the ones observed here at high surface pressure (image E). The bright regions 

in image E may be residual fluid phase containing prOlein or regions of excluded protein 

(plus or minus small amounts of adherent lipids). Image B indicates that the shape of 

the LC domains of DPPC + 3 wt% F-SP-C films had small prouusions at tile LEILC 

boundaries and were different from more elliptical or kidney-bean shapes generally 

observed in pure DPPC monolayers (MOhwald et al., 1988; Nag et al., 1991). 

The isotherm of F-SP-C (Figure 6.3, top, inset) indicated that lhe protein 

occupied molecular areas of 640 A2 .molecute·1 at "lift off" 1r, and 380 k !..molecule"1 at 

a 1r of 25 mN/m. These values are in agreement with ones previously found for a

helical lipoproteins (Krebs et al., 1988) and close to those seen with native acylated SP-C 

(Taneva and Keough, 1994; L994b). Others have shown by circular dichroism and 

infrared spectroscopy that SP-C has a high amount of a -helix in DPPC monolayers 

(Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis er al., 1991; Pastrana-Rios ec al., 1995). The isotherms in 

Figure 6.3 can be recalculated in terms of 1r versus area per molecule of DPPC only (as 

opposed to the average area per molecule of DPPC plus protein as in Figure 6.3, top). 

Then the apparent change in area of a DPPC molecule that is induced by the protein can 

be calculared by subtraction of the recalculated isotherms of DPPC plus protein from the 

isotherm of DPPC alone (Hecld et al. , 1987). Such a presentation is made in Figure 6.4. 

The change of area of the lipid-protein monolayers from that of DPPC (open circles, 

Figure 6 .4) was non-linear between 83 A2.rnolecute·1 and 40 A2.molecule"1 of DPPC. 

This difference in area was low at higher areas per molecule of lipid, reached a 

maximum at 55 A2 .molecule·1 (r = 5 mN/m), and then declined to become negligible 
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Figure 6.4. The nominal change in the area per molecule of DPPC induced by the 

protein plotted as a function of the area per molecule of DPPC. The change of area was 

obtained by subttacting the area per molecule of pure DPPC from the nominal area per 

molecule of DPPC in the presence of the proteins at six different surface pressures. The 

symbols correspond to systems containing DPPC plus 0 wt% (0) ; 3 wt% ( e); 6 wt% 

(V) and 12 wt % ( Y) of F-SP-C. 
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at 40 A2 .molecute·'. for all concentrations of the prO[ein. The change of the area of the 

isotherms of lipids containing protein can be used to approximate the panial molar areas 

of the protein at the different areas per molecule of DPPC in the lipid-protein systems, 

by dividing the area change by the molar amount of protein in the monolayers. This 

assumes that all the area difference is due to the presence of dle protein. 

The average nominal area of the protein at 5 mN/m (which corresponds wan area 

of DPPC of 83 A2 .molecute·') so calculated from the change of area at different protein 

concentrations was 512 ± l03 A2.molecute·1, an area close to that of the protein 

observed from the isotherm of the pure protein at that 1r (Figure 6.3, top, inset). This 

would indicate that, at least at low 1r the protein at all concentrations in the phospholipid 

monolayers occupied the same area as it would in the pure protein monolayer. At a 

higher 1r of - 25 mN/m (corresponding to 55 A2 .molecuie·' area for DPPC) where the 

change of area induced in the protein-DPPC isotherms was maximum (Figure 6.4), the 

nominal area of the protein molecule in the mixed ftlms was determined as 1306 ± l 00 

A2 .molecuie·'. whereas the protein only had an area of 370 A2 .molecute·' in the pure 

protein monolayer (Figure 6.3, inset). This implies that che protein had a greater panial 

area at the higher 1r in the mixed films than it would occupy in a monolayer of the 

protein alone. lt is also possible that the protein probably alters lipid packing at a given 

surface pressure and a substantial part of the apparent change in Lipid area probably is 

a reflection of the lipid state. It has been shown recently by ellipsometry and infra red 

spectroscopy (Post et al., 1995, Pastrana-Rios et al, 1995) that native acylated SP-C in 

lipid films undergoes possible conformational changes at the air-water interface between 
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10-25 mN/m, and possibly a change of orientation of the alpha-helix occurs. While such 

changes might be responsible for an increase in partial area, the size of the change 

estimated from the surface data is large and it is difficult to envisage how changes of 

such a magnitude would accompany the conformational and orientational effects noted 

by Post et al., (1995) and Pasttana-Rios et al., (1995). [tis possible to interpret the data. 

in Figure 6.4 to indicate that at low areas per molecule of DPPC, where the lipid is in 

lhe liquid expanded phase, the protein and the lipid effect Limited perturbation of each 

other. At higher pressures where more lipid would be in the liquid condensed phase, 

more protein would be excluded into liquid expanded phase, causing greater perturbation 

of packing of lipid in these domains, and an apparent increase in the calculated protein 

area because of the initial assumption that the area change is all due to proteins in the 

system. 

Figure 6.5 (top) shows typical tr-A isotherms of DPPC:DPPG (7:3 mol/mol) 

containing 0, 3, 6 and 12 wt% of F-SP-C (DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C) without calcium, and 

the typical images observed in such monolayers at a 1r of 15 m.N/m (bottom) (symbols 

represent the amounts of protein in the films). In the absence of calcium 

DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C monolayers displayed isotherms similar to those obtained for the 

DPPC/F-SP-C system (Figure 6.3, cop), except that the LE-LC plateau occurred a< a 

slightly higher 1r of 8-9 mN/m . The isotherms in Figure 6.5 (top) in the inset are for 

similar DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C monolayers in the presence of 1.6 mM CaCl2 in the 

subpbase (DPPC:DPPG-Ca). The tendency for the isotherms obta.ined with lhese 

mixtures in the presence of calcium to show plateaus around 50 mN/m could be panty 
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Figure 6.5 Typical 1r-A isotherms of DPPC:DPPG (7:3. moVmol) containing 6-!2 wt 

% of F-SP-C as in Figure 6 .3, with (inset) and without 1.6 mM calcium in the subphase 

(top), and typical images seen at 1r - 15 mN/m in such monolayers without calcium 

(bottom). The letters A - D in the bottom right of each image indicate direction of 

increasing concentration (from 0-12 wt%) of protein. Scale bar is 25 ,urn. 
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due to the design of the balance and the high viscosity of these mono layers at high tr (see 

chapter 4, for details). The balance was designed wich a channel between the main 

surface and the observing regions (Nag et al., 1990; Peters and Beck, 1983). For highly 

viscous monolayers (DPPC:DPPG-Ca) the channel produced an apparent reduction of tr 

in comparison to that observed in such monolayers on a balance of different design 

(Taneva and Keough, 1995). The effect was ascribed, likely improperly, by us to 

monolayer collapse when such systems were fJ.rst srudied in this balance (Nag et al., 

1994, chapter 4). 

The DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C isotherms obtained in the presence of 1.6 mM calcium 

(inset of Figure 6.5) showed LE to LC phase transition plateaus at a lower tr compared 

to the monolayers without calcium. This behaviour of DPPC:DPPG monolayers under 

the influence of calcium was consistent with similar anionic lipid monolayer systems 

studied previously (Flach et al., 1993; Uische and Mohwald, 1989; Nag et al. , 1994; 

Taneva and Keough, 1995, chapter 4). Images in Figure 6.5 (bonom) indicated that with 

increasing amounts F-SP-C (A to D) the average size of the LC domains of the lipids 

decreased. This pattern of decreasing size of LC domains with increasing amounts of 

protein in the monolayer, was also observed in the DPPC/F-SP-C system and previously 

in DPPC monolayers containing a native, unlabelled and acylated SP-C (Perez-Gil et al., 

1992a). 

The total amount of condensed phase as a percentage of the tolal monolayer (% 

condensed) for DPPCIF-SP-C (top panel) and DPPC:DPPGIF-SP-C (bottom panel) 

monolayers without calcium plotted as a function of tr are shown in Figure 6.6. At 
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Figure 6.6 Percentage of the monolayers in condensed phase (% condensed) as a 

function of " for DPPC (top) and DPPC:DPPG (bottom) containing F-SP-C in the 

absence of calcium. The symbols correspond to systems containing the phospholipids 

plus 0 wt% (0); 3 wt% (e); 6 wt% (V) and 12 wt% (Y) of F-SP-C. Error bars 

represent ± one standard deviations of ten frames analyzed at each 1r from an individual 

monolayer. 
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comparable 1r increasing amounts of F-SP-C decreased the total amounts of condensed 

phase for both DPPC and DPPC:DPPG monolayers. It can be observed in Figure 6.6 

(top panel), that although up to 6 wt% of F-SP-C caused smaller condensed domains, it 

did not substantially reduce the amount of condensed phase of DPPC monolayers , 

whereas 12 wt% of F-SP-C did reduce that total amount. In a previous srudy (Perez-Gil 

et al., 1992a) a similar perturbation of DPPC mono layers by native SP-C was observed. 

The total amounts of condensed phase in DPPC:DPPG monolayer:s were reduced by F-

SP-C. 

Figure 6. 7 shows the relative amounts of condensed phase (left panels) and the 

degree of crystallization ¢ (right panel) plotted as a function of molecular area of the 

Lipids. Both forms show a difference in the influence of 12 wt% protein as compared 

to that of 3 and 6 wt%. The degree of crystallization plots (right pane, Figure 6.7) can 

be used to estimate the area occupied by the lipid in the gel or crystalline (condensed) 

phase and in the fluid phase, by extrapolating the linear portions of the plots to cp of 1 

or 0 respectively, as previously discussed by Hedd et al. (1987). For the pure DPPC 

mono layers (open circles in 6, right panel) an area per molecule of 75 ± 2 A2 .molecule·1 

[95 % confidence limit] (cp = 0) was obtained for the lipids in the fluid phase, and 46 

± 2 A2.molecute·1 (cp = 1) for the lipids in the gel or condensed phase , and the values 

were very close to those for the mixed DPPC/DPPG monolayers. These values are in 

close agreement with those found previously for DPPC by others (Heckl et al. , 1987; 

M5hwald, 1990). The plots of the degree of crystallization are linear up to cf> = 0. 9 , and 

for monolayers containing 0, 3 and 6 wt% of F-SP-C they converge to a similar area per 
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Figure 6. 7 Percentage of condensed phase as in Figure 6.6 (left panel) and degree of 

crystallization or cp (right panel) plotted as a function of molecular area of the lipids_ 

Top panels are of DPPC and the bottom ones are for DPPC:DPPG systems containing 

0 wt% ( 0); 3 wt% ( e ); 6 wt% (V) and 12 wt% (Y) ofF-SP-C. 

The degree of crystallization was obtained by converting the percentage condensed 

(Figure 6.6) to amount of gel phase by methods used previously by Hecld, eta! (1987) 

(see text for details), to estimate partial molar areas occupied by the protein in the 

rnonolayers. 
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molecule (or - 55 A2 .molecuie·1) of lipid at that <P- Beyond this point there is a change 

of slope in most of the systems, except in the lipid monolayers containing 12 wt% F-SP-

C. The slope change is observed for lipids with and without prO[ein possibly indicating 

that there was no effect of the protein on the gelation patterns above <f> of 0.9. This 

would be consistent if the protein were essentially squeezed out of the condensed lipids 

above <P - 0. 9. [n contrast when the plots were extrapolated to <P = 0, the indication 

was that with increasing protein concentrations the area of the lipids in the fluid or 

expanded phase increased by about 10 A2.molecule·1, with each increment of protein 

added. This indicates lhat the proteins changed the area of the lipids, and presumably 

their packing modes in the expanded or fluid phase. Extrapolation of the initial linear 

lines to the upper axis of <P = 1 (for 0-6 wt% protein), revealed a value of 45 ± 2 

A2.molecule·1 (95% confidence}, which suggests that the panial molar areas of the lipids 

in the gel phase for the pure lipids and lipid-protein systems are similar. This would 

suggest that the protein, up to 6 wt %. did not affect the gel phase. The systems with 

the 12 wt% protein showed lower slopes of the tfJ vs area plots which did not extrapolate 

to real areas per molecule at <P = 1, behaviour which suggests that, at the high protein 

concentration. the gel phase packing could be influenced by the protein. T h e 

percentages of condensed phase as a function of surface pressure of DPPC:DPPG 

monolayers in the presence of 1.6 mM calcium are shown in Figure 6.8 (top}, and 

typical images observed in such monolayers at 1r = 8 mN/m are in the bottom. The 

calcium produced higher amounts of condensed phase in DPPC:DPPG mono layers at any 

given 1r compared to the ones without calcium, but the F-SP-C continued to induce a 
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Figure 6.8 Percentage of condensed phase plotted as a function of 7f for 

: DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C monolayers in the presence of l.6 mM CaCI, (top); and typical 

images from such monolayers obtained at a 1r of 8 mN/m (bottom). The symbols 

correspond to systems containing the DPPC:DPPGplus 0 wt% ( 0); 3 wt% (e); 6 wt% 

; (V) and 12 wt % ('I') of F-5P-C. The leners A-D in the bonom right of each image 

indicates the direction of increasing concentration of F-SP-C, (0-12 wt% F-SP-C). Scale 

bar is 25 p.m. Error bars indicate standard deviations of ten images analyzed at each 1r 

from an individual monolayer. 
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decrease in the size of condensed phase domains. The images in Figure 6.8 (boctom) 

also indicated that the LC domains in OPPC:OPPG monolayers had a different shape 

(flower-like) in the presence of calcium ( ± F-SP-C) compared to the ones seen in DPPC 

or DPPC:OPPG systems without calcium (Figure 6.3 and 6.5, boctom panels). Flower

like LC domains have been observed previously in anionic Hpid monolayers containing 

divalent cations (LOse he and MOhwald, 1989) and by us as shown in chapcer 4. In the 

presence of calcium increasing amounts of F-SP-C decreased the amounts LC phase of 

DPPC:DPPG monolayers (Figure 6.8), as had been seen in the systems without calcium 

(Figure 6.5). 
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DISCUSSION 

6.41] Characterization of SP-C. 

Pulmonary surfactant protein SP-C is difficult to isolate and study due to its 

extremely hydrophobic nature and insolubility in polar solvents usually employed in 

structural characterization of proteins (Beers and Fisher, 1992; Keough, 1992). 

Extracted native SP-C was found to conrain forms which differed in their levels of 

acylation, truncation and dimerization, which were easily detected by MALDI type mass 

spectrometry (Curstedt et a!., l990). In this srudy MALDI analysis of SP-C and F-SP-C 

was used to determine the degree of acylation, dimerization and fluorescent labelling of 

the protein. During the fluorescent labelling process the protein underwent panial 

deacylation along with labeUing with l mole of fluorescein (F-SP-C) per mole of SP-C. 

This panially deacylated, fluorescein-labelled F-SP-C was found not to exhibit any 

significant differences in its surface pressure-area monolayer characteristics (Figure 6 .3, 

inset), and its interaction with DPPC in monolayers from propenies observed with native 

SP-C srudied previously (Perez-Gil et at., l992a). Recently it has also been shown that, 

in the absence of calcium the level of SP-C acylation does not significantly alter its 

function in lipid adsorption and insenion to preformed monolayers (Creuwels et al., 

1993). In another srudy F-SP-C was found to increase the rate of adsorption of DPPC 

to an air-water interface similar to native, non-labelled SP-C (Chapter 7). In that same 

study, evidence was obtained that spread films and those adsorbed from liposomes 

displayed similar surface textures and domain distributions. Nevertheless, it is noted that 
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the solvent-spread films of simple systems used here may not totally reflect the adsorbed 

ftlm of pulmonary surfactant which may potentially have more complex composition in 

siru. 

6.42] Effect of SP-C on DPPC/DPPG nlms 

Proteins like glycophorin (Jones and Davis, 1987), bombilitin ill (Signor et aL, 

1994) and cytochrome C (Peschke and MOb.wald, 1987) were found to cause changes in 

the isotherms of lipid monolayers. Up to a 1r of 30 mN/m, F-SP-C produced a slight 

expansion of the monolayers compared to that expected for ideal mixing of lipids and 

proteins, irrespective of the lipid and ionic conditions used. Assuming all the nominal 

change in the area to be due to the area occupied by the protein, the data in Figure 6 .4 

could be interpreted to indicate that the protein occupied a partial molar area of - 512 

A2 .molecute·1 in the lipid-protein monolayers at Low 1r and at all protein concentrations, 

whereas at higher 1r its calculated partial molar areas appeared to increase. This change 

in the panial molar area of the protein at higher 1r, may be suggestive of a change of 

conformation or aligmnent of the protein in the mono layers, or a change of lipid area or 

both. The area changes of the DPPC monolayers induced by SP-C at lower 1r, are 

however, smaller than the ones seen in water soluble cytochrome protein, which was also 

found to insen in the fluid phase of DPPC (Hecld et aL 1987), indicating that 

hydrophobic SP-C may have a different organization in phospholipid monolayers than the 

water soluble proteins. Recently, Post et al. (1995) showed by ellipsometry of 

DPPC/SP-C monolayers that a change of thickness of the lipid-protein monolayers 
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occurred between 10 to 25 mN/m in the presence of SP-C, possibly indicative of some 

change of molecular alignment of this protein in monolayers occurred between those 1r. 

SP-C is insoluble in aqueous systems so that it can be spread in mono layers in pure form 

(Figure 6.3, inset). Monolayers of pure protein formed through spreading from solvem 

do not show an increase in partial molar areas with compression. So while it might be 

possible that the lipid causes a large change in the area of the protein, it seems more 

likely that the assumption that the lipid is unaffected by the protein at the higher pressure 

(and lower areas per lipid molecule) is not warranted, and lhat SP-C penurbs the lipid 

packing especially of the liquid expanded phase. 

6.43) Association of SP-C with the fluid phase of DPPCIDPPG films. 

The typical orientation of SP-C in bilayers (top) and in monolayers (bottom) at 

low (A) and high (B) surface pressures are shown in Figure 6.9. This srudy showed that 

F-SP-C occupied the LE or fluid phase of all the phospholipid monolayers srudied, as 

shown in the images in Figure 6.3, 6.5, 6.8 (bottom panels). Previous srudies have 

shown that fluorescently-labelled cytochrome c insetted into the LE phase of lipid 

monolayers (Peschke and Mohwald, 1987; Mohwald, 1990). In lipid bilayers. 

bactereorhodopsin and calcium A TPase have been shown by electron microscopy to be 

excluded froin the gel phase of lipids and distributed in the fluid phase (Kleeman and 

McConnell, 1976; Cherry et al., 1980). Recent srudies on the amphipathic helical 

peptide bombilitin-ill in DPPC monolayers also indicate that the protein is excluded from 

the LC phase of lipids (Signor et al., 1994). Horowitz et al. (1993) have recently shown 
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Figure 6.9. Possible orientation of the cr:-belix of SP-C in a phospholipid bilayer (A) and 

in monolayers at low (B) and high (C) surface pressures (bottom). 

The image (A) indicates that the orientation of the a-helix of SP-C in lipid 

bilayers is similar to many trans-membrane proteins, the hydrophobic stretch of the helix 

located in the hydrocarbon regions inside of the bilayer. The polar amino acid residues 

of the protein are probably located near the headgroup of the lipids, and the dipalmitoyl. 

chains embedded into the bilayer interior to anchor the protein to the layer. 

SP-C is localised in the liquid expanded or fluid phase (green regions of the fllms)o 

of the phospholipid monolayers (bottom). In monolayers, the helix of SP-C may lie close 

to the plane of the air-water interface (B), whereas with increasing 'If' or packing of the 

phospholipids the helix may orient or tilt toward the perpendicular plane of the interface 

(C). 
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by fluorescence energy transfer methods that SP-C is excluded from the gel phase of 

DPPC:DPPG bilayers, and the exclusion prompts the protein to self-associate in the fluid 

phase. The preference of F-SP-C for the fluid phase thus seems to be a general property 

of proteins to occupy loosely packed regions of bilayers or mono layers. The pattern of 

plots of degree of crystallization as a function of molecular area (Figure 6.7) also 

supports the idea that F-SP-C occupied the fluid phase. as the area per molecule of the 

lipids were changed in the expanded or fluid phase (¢ = 0). whereas the change at 100 

per cent gelation(¢ = 1) was only minimaL This may also indicate that F-SP-C (up to 

6 wt%) does not penetrate the gel or condensed phase and does not penurb the molecular 

areas of the lipids in that phase significantly. At 12 wt%, the lipid-procein packing 

appears to follow a different pattern where the F-SP-C does somehow or other influence 

the gel phase packing also. This is consistent with previous results for high amounts of 

non-fluorescent SP-C in DPPC monolayers (Perez-Gil et al .• 1992a). Recently atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) of DPPC/DPPG films containing native SP-C bas shown that 

the protein occupies the LE phase of the films . and that the protein molecules are 

organized as long strips or strands in that phase (Amrein et al.. 1995). Others recent 

studies using AFM of SP-C in DPPC films have indicated that the organization of the 

LE-LC phase in such films are exactly similar to the ones observed here by fluorescence 

microscopy (Panaiotov et al., 1996). 

6.44] Packing changes of the lipids induced by SP-C. 

F-SP-C altered the packing of monolayer phases as indicated by the decrease in 
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domain size and amount of the condensed phase shown in Figures 6. 7 and 6.8, a 

behaviour consistent with that seen for native SP-C in DPPC monolayers reported 

previously (Perez-Gil et al., 1992a). Pastrana et al. (1990) have shown by FTIR that SP

C alters the packing of DPPC:DPPG bilayers so that the lipids in Lipid/SP-C mixtures 

exhibit more fluid characteristics than the lipids alone. In bilayers of saturated lipids, 

increasing amounts of SP-C broadened the range of the gel to fluid transition, decreased 

the co-operativity and caused a reduction in the calorimetrically detectable enthalpy of 

the transition in a concentration dependent manner (Shiffer et al. , 1993; Simatos et al., 

1990; Vandenbussche et al., 1992b). These studies indicate that SP-C can alter lipid 

packing in bilayers. A decrease of co-operativity of the gel to fluid transition is 

associated with the protein "removing" a certain number of lipids which take part in chat 

j transition or modifying the way in which the overall chain melting occurs. As seen in 

this study F-SP-C affected the condensed phase formation and growth in DPPC and 

DPPC:DPPG monolayers in a concentration dependent manner (Figure 6.6 and 6.8). 

Higher surface pressures were required to reach similar amounts of condensed phase lipid 

with increasing amounts of protein in the lipid monolayers. Figure 6.6 shows that 12 

wt% F-SP-C in DPPC and DPPC:DPPG monolayers decreased the percent condensed 

lipid from 80% to 30% at a 1r of 30 mN/m. As discussed previously the appearance of 

more numerous and smaller LC domains in the presence of protein is likely due to a 

competition between the disrupting effect of SP-C on the packing and the need to pack 

into condensed phase caused by increasing applied pressure, resulting in more nucleation 

sites which grow in size with increasing 1r (Perez-Gil et al. . 1992a). These experiments 
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provide direct evidence for the Location of SP-C in the LE phase, something which could 

only be implied in the previous work (Perez-Gil et al., 1992a), and is supported by 

recent AFM observations (Amrein et aL, 1995; Panaiotov et aL, 1996). 

The LC domain shapes seen in the DPPC/F-SP-C monolayers (Figure 6.3, B) 

showed protrusions on their boundaries, and were different from the more circular or 

elliptical ones found in pure DPPC mono layers. This is also consistent with the presence 

of Lipid-protein association in the monolayers srudied. Similar LC domain shapes (with 

protrusions) have also been observed by others in lipid-protein monolayers, and have 

been suggested to be due to protein mediated instabilities occurring at the LC/LE domain 

boundaries (MOhwald et al .• 1988). The qualitative effects of F-SP-C on DPPC and 

DPPC:DPPG systems were similar in both the presence and absence of calcium, that is, 

the protein produced more, smaller LC domains in all cases. This suggests that the 

imeraction of SP-C with the lipids in these systems is primarily governed by hydrophobic 

forces as implied from studies with native SP-C (Taneva and Keough, 1994a; Taneva and 

Keough, 1995). 

Pulmonary surfactant is presumed to provide a DPPC-rich monolayer at the air-

alveolar fluid interface, wttich reduces surface tension of that interface. In the lung 

alveoli the surface tension has been directly measured to be very low (corresponding 

possibly to very high surface pressures) at low lung volumes (Schilrch et al, 1976), and 

it is currently believed that the a1 veolar fluid interfacial surface pressure due to the PS 

monolayer varies between 40-70 mN/m during normal breathing (Goerke and Clements, 

1986). Other PS components such as SP-C may be squeezed out of such monolayers 
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during compression to maintain a low surface tension (or high -n-) at the air alveolar-fluid 

interface. It is hard to estimate from this srudy the exact amounts of F-SP-C presem in 

the mono layers at very high 1r, due to difficulty in obtaining quantitative estimates of the 

highly irregular fluorescently labelled areas at these pressures. The results however 

indicate that some SP-C may be present in the monolayers at high 1r (see, for example, 

Figure 6.3, D and E) and suppon other srudies which also indicated that small amounts 

of protein could be associated with the fllms at high surface pressures (Taneva and 

Keough, 1994; 1994a; 1994b). Above the collapse ,. of pure SP-C, the monolayer 

images indicated (Figure 6.3, E) that F-SP-C was mostly excluded out of the LC phase 

into aggregated (highly fluorescent) regions, but at least some of it may be still present 

in the interface. This fact is also reflected in the percent condensed plots in Figure 6.6, 

where about 90 % of the monolayer area was occupied by the condensed phase above the 

collapse 1r of SP-C. These results are consistent with those of Taneva and Keough 

(1994b) which suggest that small amounts of SP-C remain in the monolayer up to very 

high 1r, but that at high SP-C concenrrations exclusion of some SP-C-lipid units occurs. 

The a-helix of SP-C can have preferred orientations in monolayers depending on the 1r 

(Creuwels et al., 1993). With increase in 1r (from 10 to 30 mN/m). the a-helical axis 

could change from being parallel to the plane of the monolayer to being perpendicular 

to it as shown in Figure 6.9 (Creuwels et al., 1993). F-SP-C may be following a similar 

course with the more perpendicular orientation allowing for some protein to remain in 

such monolayers at high 1r (above the collapse 1r of the protein). The presence of the 

protein at high 1r may also suppon a functional role for SP-C in rapidly re-spreading 
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lipids from compressed monolayers as suggested elsewhere (Taneva and Keough, 1994b). 

6.45] Electrostatic interactions of SP-C ? 

A recent 2H-NMR srudy indicated that the charged N-terminal of SP-C is located 

at the surface of the DPPC bilayer, near the polar head-group region (see Figures 6.1 

and 6.9) of the lipid (Morrow et al., 1993b). SP-C was found to order the bilayer 

membrane surface of DPPC:DPPG (7: 1 mol/mol) . panially irrunobilizing the lipid 

headgroups (Horowitz et al.. 1992). Since theN-terminal region of SP-C also contains 

the cationic residues arginine and lysine, the protein has the potential for electrostatic 

interactions with anionic lipids (Shiffer et al., 1993). Our monolayer data do not allow 

us to confirm that such an association occurs but the percent condensed-1r plots (Figure 

6.6, bottom panel) may indicate some interaction of F-SP-C with the anionic headgroup 

of DPPG. At 12 wt% F-SP-C, the percent condensed phase profile of DPPC:DPPG in 

Figure 6.6 (bottom panel) , indicates a slightly higher amount of gel phase fonnation in 

such monolayers compared to DPPC at similar 1r. This observation could also be 

interpreted in terms of SP-C inducing a slight ordering effect on DPPC:DPPG 

monolayers in comparison to DPPC. In Figure 6.8 a similar ordering effect of pure 

DPPC:DPPG monolayers under the influence of calcium can be seen, as higher amounts 

of condensed phase were reached at a lower 1r compared to the calcium free system. 

Bilayers of DPPG plus 4-10 mol% SP-C have been shown co exhibit chain melting 

transitions at temperatures (TJ 20-25°C higher than DPPG alone (Perez-Gil et al.. 1994; 

Shiffer et al., 1993). The higher T~: of the bilayers indicace that they are more densely 
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packed and ordered than those in the absence of protein. Thus F-SP-C may have some 

electrostatic interactions with anionic lipid monolayers but they cannot be isolated in this 

study. possibly because of hydrophobic lipid-protein interactions overshadowing the 

electrostatic interactions. 

Fluorescence microscopy of anionic lipid monolayers bas shown that calcium can 

condense or increase the amount of LC phase of phosphatidylglycerol (Evert et al., 1994; 

Leckband eta!. 1993; Nag et al. , 1994, and Chapter 4) and other anionic lipids (Loscbe 

and MOhwald, 1989), compared to its effect on DPPC. This condensation was observed 

as an increase in formation and growth of LC regions of such monolayers at lower 1r 

compared to DPPC (Even eta!., 1994; Uische and Mohwald, 1989; Nag et al., 1994). 

Our observations of DPPC:DPPG-Ca monolayers are similar to those found in the 

previous studies. As shown in Figure 6.8, higher amounts of condensed phase were 

found in all DPPC:DPPG and DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C monolayers in the presence of 

calcium compared to the monolayers without calcium (Figure 6.7, bottom panel). Also 

the shapes of the LC domains in all DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C monolayers in the presence of 

calcium (Figure 6.8, bottom panel) showed flower-like snuctures, and were different 

from those seen in monolayers without calcium. These snucrural changes in 

DPPC:DPPG/F-SP-C condensed domains may indicate that calcium-mediated effects on 

the lipid p:lcking persist in monolayers containing the protein. The condensation of the 

acidic lipids in mono layers is possibly due to dehydration of the anionic lipid headgroups 

by calcium which leads lo an ordering of the lipid acyl chains at low .r (Flach et al .• 

1993). The occurrence of a calcium induced lateral phase segregation of PG-rich LC 
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phase may also be possible (Leckband et al., 1993), where the total LC phase is a 

mixture of segregated OPPG-Ca rich phase plus che normal surface pressure induced LC 

phase. 

The plots of percent condensed phase versus 1r for DPPC:DPPG monolayers in 

the presence of calcium (Figure 6.8) showed that 95 % condensed phase is reached at ;r 

of 15 mN/m compared to a requirement for twice the 1r (30 mN/m) to reach similar 

amounts of condensed phase in the monolayers in che absence of the cation (Figure 6.6). 

For che most part, inclusion of F-SP-C in DPPC:DPPG-Ca monolayers caused relatively 

larger reductions in the percent condensed then it did in DPPC:DPPG monolayers 

[Compare Figures 6.6 (bonom panel) and 6.8 (top panel)]. This observation suggests 

that the protein panially overrides the condensing effect of calcium and continues to 

penurb the monolayer lipid packing. Alpha helical peptides have been suggested to 

interact with an air-water or lipid-water interface according to their hydrophobicity 

(Krebs and Phillips, !983), and the highly hydrophobic F-SP-C even disrupted the 

monolayer packing of a highly condensed (by ions) monolayer. The penurbing effects 

of the protein over the condensing effect of cations demonstrated a predominance of 

hydrophobic forces over electrostatic ones in the lipid-protein interactions. 

Recent studies on mellitin in lipid films have shown that a dehydration of the lipid 

headgroups is associated with the protein assuming a different secondary structure in the 

lipid environment (De Jongh et al., 1994). Creuwels et al. (1993) have shown that, with 

increase in 1r the a:-helix of SP-C undergoes an orientationa1 change from a parallel to 

perpendicular orientation relative to the monolayer plane. Since calcium can dehydrate 
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the DPPG headgroup, F-SP-C possibly might have had a different orientation in the 

DPPC:DPPG monolayers when calcium was present, and penurbed the packing in such 

monolayers differently from that of DPPC or PG systems wilhout the cation. 

SP-C can induce packing re-arrangements (increase fluidity or decreased 

condensed phase formation) in neutral and anionic lipid arrays. Fluid lipid bilayers have 

higher rates of adsorption to lhe air-water interface compared to gel state bilayers. SP-C 

may enhance the capacity of lipids, neutral or anionic, to adsorb at an air-water interface, 

by causing packing perturbations and increasing fluidity in monolayers or it might 

provide sites of dislocation in bilayers so that cooperative lipid transfers to the interface 

might be initiated. When calcium was present lhe relative perturbation of the anionic 

lipid system by SP-C seemed to increase consistent with enhanced adsorption and lipid 

insertive processes seen previously by others (Creuwels et al., 1993). This srudy 

indicates that the a-helical protein SP-C is dispersed in lhe fluid (LE) phase and confmns 

the prediction of a previous srudy (Perez-Gil et al., 1992a). It also confirms that such 

proteins may remain in the monolayer at high surface pressure, in regions laterally-

excluded from the condensed phase. Although the protein studied here was mainly 

deacylated, currently it is not known what the function of the acylation of the protein is, 

and if such acylation would alter the surface activity of the protein. 

[This chapter and the figures have been published as Nag et al., 1996 in the Biophysical 

Journal (Appendix B, No. 5); and reprinted with permission of publisher and co-authors]. 
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Chapter 7 

ADSORPTION 
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INTRODUCTION 

Alchough lipids are easily spread in monolayers and yield some information on 

biological membranes, Lipid-protein monolayers are difficult co assemble (Schindler. 

1989) because of the imolubility of most proteins in volatile non-polar solvents. 

Monolayers formed by adsorption from lipid-protein vesicles can have proteins 

incorporated in them (Schindler, 1989). Planar lipid-protein bilayers formed from 

adsorbed monolayers have served as tools in srudying biomembrane lipid-protein and 

lipid-Lipid interactions (Lawrie et al., 1996; Patrus et al., 1981; Schiirholz and Schindler, 

1991). Adsorbed monolayers have also been used in studying processes such as 

biomembrane assembly (Gershfeld, 1989), lipid exchange between membranes (Jatmig, 

1984), antibody-antigen recognition (Fischer et aL, 1993) and pulmonary surfactant 

biophysics (Goerke and Clements, 1986; Keough, 1992). Monolayers sponcaneously 

formed from vesicles may be similar to their solvent-spread counterparts (Gershfeld, 

1976; Schindler, 1989), but limited direct ex:perimencal evidence exists on this issue 

(Salesse et al., 1987). There has been a continuous interest in the equivalency of spread 

and adsorbed fllm.s, especially in the field of pulmonary surfactant, since the films in the 

tung alveoli are adsorbed and not solvent spread. [n studying adsorption processes of 

some pulmonary surfactant components, we have found direct evidence for equivalence 

or similarities in monolayers fanned by adsorption or spreading from volatile solvents. 

Fluorescence microscopy of solvent-spread Lipid and lipid-protein films but not 

adsorbed ones have been used to visually observe monolayer srrucrures at the air-water 
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interface as discussed in the preceding chapters (MOhwald, 1990; Stine, 1995). Using 

fluorescence microscopy, Heyn et. al. (1990) showed that films formed by adsorption of 

lipid vesicles show LE or LC phases during isothermal compression. These ftlms were 

formed from vesicular suspensions that had been transferred by a "wet bridge" on to an 

air-water interface to yield ftlms without attached vesicles (Heyn et al.. 1990). In this 

chapter we report on the phase characteristics as a function of time and changing surface 

pressure (1r) of monolayers of DPPC and DPPC/SP-C that were formed by adsorption 

from vesicles injected below the air-water interface. Some of these films were compared 

to the properties of films spread from organic solvent. The location of the protein SP-C 

in the adsorbed DPPC fl.lms was determined with fluorescently-labelled protein (F-SP-c), 

lhe property of which was discussed in solvent-spread ftlms in the Last chapter. Although 

the adsorption of surfactant films in the alveoli may occur via more complex processes 

(rubular myelin, reservoir), this study at least shed some light on adsorption of simple 

components of surfactant at the air-water interface. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

7.21] Materials. 

DPPC and F-SP-C were obtained as discussed in Chapter 6. The fluorescent 

probe N -lissamine-rhodamine-B-sulphonyl-1,2 ,hexadecyl phosphatidylethanolamine (R

PE) was obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). 

The vesicle solvent and monolayer subphase buffer was prepared by dissolving 

0.15 M NaCl. 10 mM MOPS (3-[N-morpllolino] propane-sulpllonic acid) (Sigma. MO) 

and 5 m.M CaC12 in doubly glass distilled water, the second distillation being performed 

with dilute KMn04 , and the pH adjusted to 6.9 with O.lN HCl. 

7 .22] Preparation of vesicles. 

Liposomal suspensions of DPPC and DPPC plus F-SP-C were prepared by two 

methods to yield multilamellar vesicles (MLV) and sonicated vesicles (SV). DPPC , F

SP-C and the probe R-PE were individually dissolved in chloroform:methanol 3: l 

(vol/vol) and mixed in desired proponions. The solvents were dried down under a 

stream of nittogen in small 1 ml chromosulphuric-acid cleaned glass vials. Sonicated 

vesicles (SV) were prepared by resuspending the dried materials in 0.9% buffered saline 

and sonicating the suspensions on ice. Sonication was perfonned with 60 individual 

bursts lasting 1 sec at medium-power with a microprobe sonicator (Bronson Ultrasonics, 

ON, CAN.). MLV were made by incubating the re-suspended material at 45°C for 30 

minutes (above Tc of DPPC) and vigorously vortexing the suspensions until a milky 
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homogenous suspension was achieved. These methods and their liposomal type yields 

are discussed in detail by Woodle and Papahadjopoulus, (1989). 

7 .23] Epifluorescence microscopic adsorption apparatus. 

Adsorption was observed on a modified version of the epifluorescent microscopic 

surface balance. Modification was done by attaching an adsorption chamber to the 

original balance. The adsorption apparatus was made of teflon and contained two 

circular chambers connected by a shan channel to maintain subphase and monolayer 

continuity. Diagrams of the adsorption balance (top), and the adsorption chamber 

(bottom) are shown in Fig-\lre 7 .1. The total volume of the subphase was 10 m1 and the 

total surface area 15 cm2 • The vesicles in desired amounts (0.04-0.06 mg/ml final 

concentration) were injected into the buffer under the air-buffer interface at the cenue 

of the channel linking the two chambers. Surface fluorescence was monitored by 

epifluorescence microscopy from one of the circular chambers and surface pressure in 

the second chamber using a Wilhelmy dipping plate suspended from a pressure 

cransd.ucer. 

7 .24] Monolayer formation and visual observation. 

Vesicular suspensions of DPPC or DPPC + F-SP-C were injected under 

the air-buffer interface of the surface balance discussed above. The change of surface 

pressure (1r) during adsorption from vesicles was monitored using a roughened platinum 

Wilhelmy dipping plate attached to a pressure transducer (Figure 7.1, top) connected to 
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Figure 7.1 Diagrams of the epifluorescence microscopic adsorption apparatus (top) and 

a cross section of the adsorption chamber (bottom) are shown. The adsorption chamber 

(bottom) was made from a solid teflon block with two cylindrical cups cut into the block, 

and the cups were connected by a channel or canal. Smaller circular weUs or grooves 

(2 mm in depth) were cut into the bottom of each of the cups to hold a magnetic stirrer. 

The complete volume of the chamber was 10 m.l. 

This chamber was fined into the cavity of the larger epifluorescent microscopic 

surface balance used for compression of solvent spread ftlms . The surface tension of the 

clean buffer poured into the chamber was measured by a platinum dipping plate in one 

of the circular cups, convened into surface pressure by the computer, and plotted as a 

function of time. After injection of vesicles under the air-water interface through a small 

hole in the middle of the canal, the surface was immediately brought into focus in the 

microscope. The feawres of the surface or the fllms formed was observed over 1 hour, 

and typical images were video recorded and analyzed. 
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a personal computer, as discussed above. Experiments were performed at a temperature 

of 22 ± 2°C. After injection of vesicles under the buffer interface, the surface of the 

solution was brought into focus in the epifluorescence microscope. The formation of the 

monolayer was observed from R-PE or F-SP-C fluorescence emission. Typical 

monolayer images were recorded on a video tape and analyzed as discussed above 

(Chapter 2 and Appendix A). 

Although the apparatus had capabilities for stirring the subphase with magnetic 

stirrers (Figure 7 .1, bottom), the vesicular subphase was not stirred, as stirring (30-50 

cycles/minute) aggregated the monolayer phase domains, and made the monolayers 

extremely inhomogeneous in visual appearance. The general shapes of the condensed 

domains forming the aggregates though were the same in stirred and un-stirred systems. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7.31) Adsorption E'rom lipid vesicles. 

Surface pressure versus time (1r-t) isotherms of DPPC + 1 mol% R-PE formed 

by adsorption frorru. vesicles are shown in Figure 7.2 (top) and typical images observed 

at the 1r indicated l:»y letters in the isotherms are displayed (bottom). Sonicated vesicles 

(SV) of DPPC adsorbed more rapidly (reaching a 1r - 9 mN/m in 30 min) than multi-

lamellar vesicles ~V) (0.1 mNim in 30 min). As shown in Figure 7.2 (bottom), 

image (A). the surrface monolayer initially formed by adsorption from rvn..v had gas 

phase domains (dark areas) coexisting with fluorescenc liquid expanded (LE) phase (light 

areas). Typical in:Jages of adsorbed monolayers fanned from SV are shown in Figure 

7.2 (bottom; (B), (C) and (D)). These images show distincr liquid condeosed (LC) 

domains (dark are:as) coexisting with the fluorescent liquid expanded (white regions) 

phase. Images (B)· and (C) are L1ken from a monolayer formed by adsorption from a SV 

suspension contai.IIIing 0.04 mg/ml of DPPC and image (D) is from monolayer adsorbed 

from SV at 0 .06 nng/ml. The bright areas indicated by arrow marks in images (C) and 

(D) might be fluorescent vesicles attached to or near the surface monolayer. 

It is apparent from images in Figure 7.2 that DPPC monolayers undergo gas to 

LE to LC phase ttransitions because of increasing surface pressure during adsorption. 

Gas and LE phas-e domains which were seen previously in highly expanded solvent-

spread DPPC momolayers at 1r - 0 mN/m also appear in the spontaneously adsorbed 

ones (Figure 7 .2, bottom, (A)) at similar 1r. The increase in surface pressure during 
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Figure 7.2 Surface pressure - time (1r-t) isotherms ofDPPC + 1 mol% R-PE adsorbing 

from vesicles (top) and typical images from the surface monolayers formed (bottom). 

Letters A-D represent the 1r at which the images in the lower panel were obcained. The 

light regions indicate the LE phase into which the probe R-PE panitioned. The bright 

areas indicated by the arrow marks in the lower panel (C and D) may be vesicles in close 

proximity to the interface. Scale bar is 25 p.. 

MLV (0.06 mg/ml) of DPPC (v) adsorbed o nly to a 1f - 0.1 mN/m in 30 

minutes and the surface monolayer formed showed gas phase (dark) domains coexisting 

with LE phase (A). Sonicated vesicles (e) (0.04 mg/ml) of DPPC adsorbed more 

rapidly than ML V. but slowly enough to show typical kidney bean shaped LC phase 

(dark) domains (B). which increased in size with time and come in contact around 11"' -

9 m.N/m (C). Sonicated vesicles (SV) of DPPC (0) at 0.06 mg/ml adsorbed to reach 

a similar 11"' as in C but in shorter time, and showed smaller and more numerous LC 

domains (D). 
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adsorption (between poinrs Band C in Figure 7.2, top) occurred due to increased packing 

density of the lipids, and is equivalent to the increase in 1r seen during compression of 

solvent spread monolayers. The LC domains of DPPC in solvent-spread monolayers tbac 

have been compressed relatively slowly display a kidney bean shape (Fl6rsheimer and 

Mohwald, 1989; McConnell. 1991; Nag et al., 1990; Weis aod McConnell, 1985), aod 

these are seen at similar 1r in the adsorbed monolayers (Figure 7 .2. bottom, B). 

Spread monolayers of DPPC and of other lipids, when compressed relatively 

rapidly showed a different LC domain distribution compared to that seen in slowly

compressed ones (Chi et al. 1993; Nag et al, 1991; Shimomura et al., 1992; Weidman 

and Volhardt, 1996). Fast compression leads to large numbers of small-sized LC 

domains compared to those seen in monolayers which have been slowly compressed to 

f equivalent 11" (Nag et al. 1991; Shimomura et al. 1992). This pattern of dependency of 

size and number of condensed domains on compression rates is also seen here in 

adsorbed monolayers. The condensed domains in Figure 7 .2, C (slower adsorption) are 

larger in size and less numerous per image compared to those shown in D (faster 

adsorption). The monolayer formed from the higher concentration of lipid in the 

subphase (D) bad more material adsorbed at a shorter time (analogous to fast 

compression of a spread monolayer) than the one seen in C (analogous to slow 

compression of spread monolayers). 

Schindler (1979) proposed a model sequence for adsorption from Lipid vesicles 

which agrees with our experimental observations. A diagram of the adsorption process 

from dry lipids, large and small vesicular strucru.res and bilayer forms to form surface 
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monolayers is shown in Figure 7.3 (Lawrie et al., 1996). Schindler's (1979) model 

proposes that bilayer vesicles disintegrate at an open air-water imerface at 11" - 0 mN/m. 

This disintegration leads to monolayer formation at the interface and an initial rapid 

increase in 11". Once the monolayer is formed no further vesicular disintegration occurs 

due to the absence of an open interface and a layer of vesicles can form under che 

monolayer, which may come in contact with che monolayer (Schindler, 1979). Slow 

exchange of material then occurs becween the outer leaflet of the bilayer vesicles and the 

surface monolayer with more material moving from the bilayer to the monolayer than in 

the opposite direction. The exchange occurs because of exclusion of free water between 

monolayer and vesicles (or dehydrated headgroup regions) as polar lipid head-group 

contacts are transiently formed. This absence of free water decreases the free energy. 

and allows the hydrophobic chains to transfer from one layer to the other, until a steady

state or equilibrium surface pressure is reached. OPPC vesicular adsorption seems to 

follow this sequence. A surface monolayer was formed relatively quickly (a rapid rise 

in 11" in the frrst few minutes). Once the initial DPPC monolayer was formed possible 

transfer of material from the bilayer occurred more slowly (a decreased slope in the 11"-t 

curve after 10 minutes), and was accompanied by growth of LC domains. LC domains 

grew relatively slowly, allowing for tilt and orientational order to set in, thus producing 

the shapes and sizes of LC domains that are typical of a slowly-formed condensed 

monolayer (figure 7.2, (C)). With the higher concentration the rate of transfer was 

greater and the condensed monolayer was achieved faster (Figure 7.2, (D)). Once the 

condensed monolayers were formed (as evidenced by the high amounts of LC phase 
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Figure 7.3 Diagram of the adsorption of lipids to an air-water interface, from various 

vesicular and aggregated forms [Reprinted from Lawrie et al., (1996), with che kind 

permission from the author and publisher, ICEisevier Science Ireland Ltd. , Ireland]. 

Dry lipids (a) (anhydrous) can disperse at an air-water interface to form films. 

Different bilayer forms such as uni-lamellar or multi-lamellar vesicles which can be 

prepared by dispersing such lipids in water, adsorb at different speeds to an air-water 

interface w form monolayers ((b) and (c)). Some of the lipids in the films or in their 

anhydrous bulk forms (a), can "sink" or "squeeze-out" of che films to form other 

structures in the bulk phase (myelinic and liposomal structures). 
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lipids in Figure 7 .2, (C) and (D)), the bilayer-monolayer lipid transfer process appeared 

to be approaching directional equivalence or a steady-state. 

7.32] Adsorption from lipid-protein vesicles. 

Monolayers made by adsorption of vesicles containing lipids and proteins from 

biological membranes have been used to study lipid-protein interactions and protein 

functions (Pattus et al., 1981; Schindler, 1989; Schurholz and Schindler, 1991). The 

lipid-protein ratios of such adsorbed monolayers were found to be close to those of the 

vesicles from which they were fanned (Panus et al., 1981; Scbiirholz and Schindler, 

1991). Such adsorbed monolayers have been used to fonn black lipid (or Lipid-protein) 

membranes (BLM} by special techniques (Schindler, 1989). [on channel proteins in such 

reconstiruted BLM were found to he functionally fully active (Schindler, 1989). 

Formation of such adsorbed lipid-protein monolayers has shown that che adsorption of 

lipids was enhanced in the presence of membrane proteins. The transbilayer pans of 

most membrane proteins are a-helical in their strucrure and some of these proteins can 

be incorporated into the monolayers (Pauus et al. 1981; Schindler, 1989). Pulmonary 

surfactant protein SP-C is mainly a-helical in lipid environments (Morrow et al., 1993b) 

and promotes the adsorption of lipids to the air-saline interface (Curstedt et al., 1987; 

Simatos et at., 1990; Takahasi and Fujiwara, 1986; Yu and Possmayer, 1990). 

Incorporatiog 3 and 7 wt% of fluorescently labelled SP-C (F-SP-C) in MLV of DPPC, 

enhanced the rate of adsorption of DPPC as shown in Figure 7.4 (top). The surface 

monolayers formed by adsorption from DPPC/F-SP-C vesicles after 30 min are shown 
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Figure 7.4 Surface pressure - time ( 1r-t) isotherms obtained from adsorption of ML V of 

DPPC and DPPC + F-SP-C (top), and typical images from the surface monolayer 

formed (bonom) at ,. indicated in the isotherms. ML V (0.06 mg/ml) of DPPC <•> or 

DPPC plus 3 wt% ( e) and 7 wt% (0) of F-SP-C were used. Error bars indicate plus 

one standard deviation from three sets of experiments. The scale bar is 25 p.m. 

The bright part of the images (bottom) represents the fluorescence observed from 

the labelled protein obtained at points A and B noted on the adsorption isotherms shown 

on top. The highly fluorescent regions (arrow mark) in image (B) indicate possible 

protein aggregates. These were not likely vesicles, as the fluorescence intensity in dlese 

spots was much higher than that seen in DPPC vesicles adsorbing to or near the surface 

monolayer (Figure 7.2, arrow marks in (C) and (D)). 
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in Figure 7.4 (bottom). The fluorescent (light) pan of the images in Figure 7.4 reflect 

F-SP-C emission. and indicate that the protein accompanies the lipid into the monolayer 

at the air-water interface and it is in the LE or fluid phase of the monolayer. 

Increasing amounts of F-SP-C not only enhanced the rate of adsorption of DPPC 

(A toBin Figure 7.4. top). but also decreased the average size of LC domains in ilie 

corresponding monolayers ((A) to (B) in Figure 7 .4, bottom). The fact that F-SP-C 

induced a decrease in the size of condensed domains is consistent with previous results 

from spread monolayers of DPPC that contained similar amoums of non-labelled SP-C 

(Keough et al., 1992; Perez-Gil et al., 1992a), and in solvent-spread systems discussed 

in chapter 6. 

SP-C has been reponed to produce discoidal structures in certain lipid dispersions 

(Williams et al., 1991). Defects produced in the bilayer structure or the presence of the 

discoidal structures may promote rapid monolayer formation. Also SP-C seems to 

behave in a lipid environment in a similar fashion to some transmembrane proteins 

(Patrus, et aL, 1981; Schllrholz and Schindler, 1991) in enhancing monolayer formation 

over that seen for pure lipid vesicles. 

7.33] Spread and adsorbed monolayers. 

To further analyze the similarities between solvent-spread and adsorbed 

mono layers, films of DPPC + 3 wt% F-SP-C were spread from solvent and compressed 

at a rate to achieve the same 1r over the same time as a monolayer adsorbed from ML V 

of a similar mixture (e.g. Figure 7.4, top) . Figure 7.5 (top) shows typical images from 
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Figure 7.5. Typical images observed in monolayers formed by solvent spreading (0.014 

mg) and adsorption from vesicles (0.06 mg/ml) each containing DPPC + 3 wt% F-SP-C 

(top) and the percentage of LC phase observed in such monolayers at 1r - 12 and 15 

mN/m (bottom). Image (A) is from an adsorbed monolayer and (B) from a solvent

spread monolayer compressed to a 1r - 15 mN/m. 1be white scale bar at the bottom 

of image B is 25 pm. 

In the plot (bottom) the bars indicate the cypes of monolayers analyzed as 

adsorbed (black) and spread (white). The total percentage of condensed domains was 

calculated by estimating the total amount of LC phase observed per image. An average 

of ten images were analyzed at each 1r from both types of monolayers and the error bars 

indicate plus one standard deviation. 
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an adsorbed monolayer (A) at a 1r - 15 mN/m and a solvent-spread monolayer (B) after 

compression to the same 1r. The shapes of LC domains were similar in both monolayers. 

The total amounts of LC phase (black areas in the images) at 1r = 12 and 15 mN/m for 

such monolayers are shown in Figure 7.5, (bottom). The relative amounts of condensed 

phase in adsorbed and spread monolayers of DPPC + F-SP-C were similar, suggesting 

that the process by which monolayers were formed lead to similar disttibmions at the 

interface. 

Hydrophobic prmeins of pulmonary surfactant alter the 1r-A isothermal 

characteristics of some spread lipid monolayers (Longo et at., 1993; Perez-Gil et al. , 

1992a; Taneva and Keough, 1994a, 1994b; last cbapter). SP-C has been shown to 

expand spread DPPC monolayers (Perez-Gil et al., 1992a; Taneva and Keough, 1994b), 

and broaden the range of the gel to liquid crystalline melting temperarure (TJ of the 

DPPC bilayers (Shiffer et a!. , 1993; Morrow et al., 1993b). This is consistent with a 

decrease in the co-operarivity of the bilayer gel to fluid phase transition (Gershfeld, 1976; 

Simacos et al., 1990). Adsorption of fluid lipid bilayers at an air-wacer interface is more 

rapid than that from gel state bilayers (Gershfeld, 1976, 1989; Heyn, et al. 1990). F-SP-

C may increase adsorption of DPPC bilayers by "fluidizing" the chain packing of such 

lipids or producing defects in lhe packing of the system. In spread mono layers of DPPC 

containing similar amounts of SP-C to those in this system, the protein increased the 

amount of LE phase at any given-1r in comparison to that in pure DPPC (Keough et al. 

1992; Perez-Gil et al., 1992a), and in systems with F-SP-C as discussed in chapter 6. 

In adsorbed monolayers the decreased size of che condensed (LC) domains (Figure 7 .3, 
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bonom, A to B) seen when the amount of F-SP-C was increased is consistent with a 

decrease in the co-operativicy of an isothermal phase transition. 

The results of the direct visualization presented here, taken together with previm.lls 

flndings in other systems, suggest that these adsorbed and solvent spread monolayers ar-e 

equivalent or at Least have striking similarities in the phase strucrures observed in both 

systems. The protein SP-C enhanced monolayel:" formation, and is excluded from t.bte 

liquid condensed regions of adsorbed DPPC monolayers, as also seen in the solveiL.lt 

spread-ones. Establishing the equivalence of adsorbed and spread mono layers reinforces 

the use of either system to srudy monolayer characteristics as they pertain to pulmonary 

surfactant or as models for biological membranes. 

[This chapter and the figures have been published as Nag et al., 1996 in Biophysical 

Journal (Appendix B, No. 4); and reprinted with permission from the co-authors and thle 

publisher] 
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Chapter 8 

SURFACTANT PROTEIN- B 

(SP-B) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Surfactant protein B (SP-B) was first recognized in lipid extracts of pulmonary 

surfactant (PS) as another hydrophobic protein which co-isolated with SP-C. Figure 8.1 

(a) (top) shows the gene, RNA, SP-B and the active form of the protein in a lipid bilayer 

(box) (Weaver aod Whitsen, 1991). The active 79 amioo acid SP-B peptide is produced 

by the proteolytic cleavage of a pro-SP-B (Figure 8.1, a, top), generating a peptide 

containing 7 cysteines, and having a molecular weight of 8.7 kDa. The 7 cysteine 

residues allow the active SP-B peptide to form inter- and intra- molecular disulphide 

bridges (S-S bonds) that ultimately form oligomers of 17 l<Da (dimer), 26 l<Da (trimer) 

and 35 kDa (tetramer). Amino acid sequences of the protein in surfaccant of different 

mammalian species show that SP-B is extremely well conserved (Bruno et al., 1995; 

Glasser et al., 1987; Hawgood et al., 1987; Whitsen et al., 1995). The protein was 

found to enhance the surface activity of PS lipids when tested in vitro. Targeted 

disruption of the SP-8 gene in vivo caused altered surfactant homeostasis and rapid 

respiratory failure in newborn rats, indicating the functional significance of the protein 

in pulmonary surfactant (Clark et al. , !995), as was also found for SP-C. 

Figure 8.1 (b) shows the secretory pathway of SP-B in type II cells (top) aod the 

localization of the protein in mono and bilayers (bonom) (Whitsen et al., 1995). SP-B 

is found in the lamellar bodies, secreted into the air-alveolar fluid interface, and is also 

possibly present in tubular myelin (Figure 8.1 (b), top). Maru.re SP-B can form 

amphipathic helixes (cylinders with + signs in Figure 8.1 (b), bottom) due to a number 
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Figure 8.1 Gene, rnRNA and the pre-protein fonn of SP-B (from which the active 

peptide is cleaved) and the 8. 7 lcDa active peptide possible localization in a lipid bilayer 

(box) are shown (a). The secretory pathway of the protein in the type- II cell (top), and 

the possible localization of the amphipathic helices of SP-B in mono and bilayers in 

(bottom) are shown in (b). [Reprinted with permission of the authors and publishers, (a) 

from Weaver and Whitsett, (1991), <>The Biochemical Society & Portland Press, UK; 

and (b) from Whitsett et al ., (1995) , <>American Physiological Society] 

The helical (coil) parts in (a) or cylindrical scrucrures in (b. bonom) indicate the 

ampb.ipathic helices of SP-8. These helices are proposed to localize in the headgroup 

regions of the phospholipids in mono- or bi- layers. 
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of charged amino acids dispersed throughout its sequence. The hydrophobic face of the 

first helix contains leucine, valine and isoleucine and imparts the protein its 

hydrophobicity. [n lipid bilayers as shown in Figure 8.1 (a). (bottom) such amphipathic 

helices are suggested to be Located near the lipid headgroups or the membrane surface 

(Baatz et aL, 1991; Gustafsson et aL, 1996; Keough, 1992; Morrow et aL, 1993a; 

Waring et al, 1989). This is a distinctly different arrangement than the ones seen from 

the transmembrane a·helix of SP-C (see Figure 6.9, A). The strucrure of SP-B exhibits 

about 40-50 % of a::-helical motifs (Figure 8.1, box) inter .connected by some 13-rum and 

random coil secondary structure (Cruz et aL, 1995; Waring et aL 1989; 1994). Also the 

proteins sequence suggests, it has kringle domains. Kringle domains or strucrures posses 

disulphide bonds between their first and last cysteine residues, and SP-B has some 

sequence homology with other proteins colitain.ing kringle dpmains such as fibronectin 

and haptoglobin (Johansson et al., 1991). 

The protein facilitates interfacial adsorption of PS lipids (Takahasi and Fujiwara, 

1986; Yu and Possmayer 1990), re-adsorption and re-spreading of DPPC in monolayers 

(Taneva and Keough, 1994), and insertion of lipids to pre-formed monolayers 

(Ooscerlaken-Dijksterhuis et al., 1991a; 1991b). Also synthetic peptides from various 

strucrural domains of SP-8 together with DPPC can reproduce some of the surface 

properties of native PS in virro (Gustafsson et al. , 1996; reviewed by McLean and Lewis 

1995). Although most of the structure-function studies of SP-B to date have been 

performed in solvent and lipid vesicles or dispersions (Morrow et al., 1993a; 1993b; 

Shiffer et aL, 1993), recently similar studies have also been performed in monolayers 
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(Cochrane and Revak 1991; Longo et al., 1993; Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al. L99la; 

Pastrana-Rios et al. , 1995; Taneva and Keough, l994a). Some studies witll synthetic 

segments of SP-B in lipid ftlms suggest that cbe amphipathic a-helices interact with the 

anionic lipid headgroups, which allows the fllms to anain higb 1r (Longo et al. 1993), 

and such segments are possibly oriented mostly at the polar interfacial area of the films 

(Cochrane and Revak 1991; Gustafsson et al., 1996; Lipp et al . , 1996). 

Fluorescence microscopy of films containing native, porcine SP-B in DPPC 

monolayers was performed in iliis study. By quantitatively analyzing the visual features 

observed in the DPPC/SP-8 monolayers under different 1r, and protein concentration, the 

packing changes induced by tlle proteins on the lipid could be determined. In the next 

chapter we report comparative srudies be[Ween fluorescently labelled SP-B and SP-C in 

DPPC films, and a mixture of both proteins in such ftlms. Therefore this study with 

unlabelled, native SP-B was performed to get a preli.minary understanding of the 

interactions of this hydrophobic protein of pulmonary surfacont with DPPC, and its 

comparison with unlabelled SP-C in DPPC ftlms (Perez-Gil et a!. , 1992a). 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

DPPC and NBD-PC were obtained and checked for purity as discussed in the 

previous chapters. Porcine SP-B was isolated and purified by Dr. Jesus Perez-Gil, 

University of Madrid, by modification of the method of Curstedt et al.( l987) discussed 

by him elsewhere (Perez-Gil et al. 1993). 

The SP-B and DPPC was dissolved in chloroform.:methanol (3: l vol/vol) and 

mixed in desired weight proportions. The proportions were, DPPC plus 10, 20 and 30 

wt% of SP-B (or 0.6, 1.03 and 1.9 mol% of SP-B respectively based on the molecular 

weight of SP-B monomer). The higher concentration range of SP-B was chosen after 

preliminary observations that SP-B in 2-10 weight percent did not show any significant 

effects on DPPC films (isotherms), compared to native SP-C used in previous 

experiments in similar concentration range (Perez-Gil et al., 1992a). The mixtures were 

spread on a 150 mM NaCI solution made with doubly distilled water, buffered to a pH 

of 6.9 with 5 mM Tris-HCl, in the epifluorescence microscopic surface balance. All 

experiments were performed at an ambient room temperarure of 22 ± 1 °C. The 

monolayers were compressed slowly in steps at an initial rate of 0.13 A2 .mot·1 .sec·1 (20 

mm2-sec·1), the surface pressure - area (1r - A) monitored and the images of the 

monolayers were video recorded and analyzed as discussed above. 
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RESULTS 

The surface pressure-area (1r-A} isotherms of DPPC monolayers containing 0 to 

30 wt % SP-B are displayed in Figure 8.2 (top), and typical images observed from such 

films from NBD-PC fluorescence at a 1r of 12 mN/m are shown (bonom). The plateau 

region in the isotherms of DPPC at 1r - 7-10 mN/m, indicated the phase transition of 

OPPC from a Liquid expanded (LE) to a liquid condensed (LC} phase, whereas in the 

ones with 20 and 30 % SP-B, this plateau was not very distinct. The change in slope at 

the higher ,. of 43 mN/m in the DPPC plus 30 wt % SP-B isotherms (Figure 8.2, top) 

arose from the characteristic "squeeze out~ of the prmein. These characteristic plateaus 

were previously seen in DPPC monolayers containing similar amounts of SP-B (Taneva 

and Keough, 1994a). This squeeze-out plateau of SP-B in DPPC fllms occurred at a 

Lower surface pressure than those seen for equal amounts of SP-C in such films (Taneva 

and Keough, 1994a; 1994b; L994c). The typical images observed in such monolayers 

(Figure 8.2, bottom) with increasing amounts of SP-B indicate that the protein decreased 

the size of the LC domains at equivalent 1r, as was previously seen with SP-C (Perez-Gil 

et al., l992a) and with fluorescent labelled SP-C (Chapter 6). 

Figure 8.3 shows the average size (A), number (B) and total amount (percentage) 

(C) of liquid condensed (black) phase seen in monolayers of DPPC plus 0-30 wt% of SP

B. The protein changed the distribution of condensed domains of DPPC. Increasing 

amounts of SP-B decreased the average size and amount of LC phase in the DPPC films, 

whereas the number of domains in the films (with 20 and 30 wt% of SP-B) was 
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Figure 8.2. Typical surface pressure -area (1r-A) isotherms of DPPC plus 1 mol% NBD

PC films containing 0 - 30 weight % SP-B (top) and the typical images observed from 

such films at a 1r of 12 mN/m (bottom). 

The black regions in the images represent the liquid condensed phase and the 

white regions the fluorescent (from NBD-PC) liquid LE phase. 
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Figure 8.3 The size (A), number (B) and percentage (C) of condensed (black) phase in 

the films of DPPC plus 0 - 30 wt % SP-B- The error bars indicate ± one standard 

deviation for 10 images analyzed at each surface pressure. 
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increased. These results indicated that the packing of DPPC films was perturbed by SP-

B since, at equivalent 1r smaller amounts of condensed phase were formed in the 

DPPC/SP-B films compared to those of the lipid alone. 
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DISCUSSION 

SP-B affected the liquid expanded (LE) to liquid condensed (LC) phase transition 

of DPPC films in a concentration dependent manner, and altered the amoum of lipids 

which could pack into the LC phase at any given 1r. In other words higher surface 

pressures was required to attain similar amounts of condensed phase with increasing 

amounts of protein. (n DPPC bilayers, SP-B have been shown to reduce the 

calorimetrically detectable gel to fluid chain melting transition. This suggests that the 

protein "removed" some acyl chains from undergoing transition to the gel phase, and our 

results complement those srudies (Shiffer et al. 1993). This packing perru.rbation induced 

by the protein in bilayers has been suggested to enhance the adsorptivity of DPPC (by 

creating defect in packing of gel phase DPPC) to an air-water interface (Haagsman 1994; 

Keough 1992; Perez-Gil et al., 1992b). Antibodies directed against SP-B inhibit rapid 

adsorption of pulmonary surfactant, confirming the role of the protein in the adsorption 

process (Suzuki et al .• 1986). Protein-induced monolayer packing changes may also 

enhance the adsorption of further lipids from the bulk subphase as suggested by others 

(Haagsman 1994; Oostarlaken-Dijksterhuis et al., 1990). Figure 8.4 shows the possible 

localization of SP-B dimer in a phospholipid bilayer (A) and in monolayers in (B) and 

(C). 

The studies presented b.ere indicate that SP-B perturbed the packing of DPPC in 

films, probably differently than did SP-C, and the reason could probably be the 

localization of SP-B near the phospholipid headgroup region (Figure 8.4 (B)). The 
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Figure 8.4 Possible arrangement of a SP-B dimer in bilayers (A), and monolayers (B 

and C). [Figure was graciously provided by Dr. Jesus Perez-Gil of University of 

Madrid]. 

SP-B is probably localized in the headgroup region of the phospholipids (small 

circles in (A)) although some parts of the protein may penetrate the chain region. In 

monolayers at low surface pressure (B) some parts of SP-B (hydrophobic regions) are 

probably localized at or near the hydrocarbon region of the phospholipid (due to low 

packing density of the phospholipid). At high surface pressure. the protein may be 

easily squeezed-out of the fllms into the water subphase, due to the highly polar nature 

of its amphipathic helices and their close localization to the air-water interface or the 

lipids headgroup (C). 
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higher amounts of SP-8 required to perturb lhe DPPC films and lhe difference in 

~squeeze-out" surface pressure of DPPC/SP-8 films (Figure 8.2) compared to DPPC/SP-

C films, may be an indication of such a lipid-protein association. Previous studies on 

SP-Bfphospholipid bilayers have indicated that the prmein, having a number of positively 

charged residues spread over the entire polypeptide chain, can make several electrostatic 

interactions with anionic phospholipid headgroups (Johansson et aL, 1994a). About 11 

wt% of SP-B only minimally affected the acyl chain mobilicy as detected from the first 

moments of 2H NMR spectra in DPPC bilayers (Morrow et aL, l993a), and by 

fluorescence anisotropy measurements in DPPC:PG systems (Baatz et aL, 1990). 

Fluorescent antibody, directed against SP-B, bound to surfaces of giant bilayer vesicles, 

indicates that the protein was localized in the polar or headgroup region of the 

phospholipid bilayers instead of being deeply embedded in the hydrocarbon interior 

(Longo e< aL, 1992; Vincent et aL, 1991; 1993). Others have indicated by electron 

microscopy that SP-B in combination with DPPC and PG can form bilayer discs 

(Williams et aL, 1991). The localization of SP-B in such a situation is probably around 

the edges of the discs where the hydrophobic faces of SP-B can associate with the acyl 

chains and the polar parts with the lipid headgroups (Morrow et aL, 1993a). The current 

structural model of SP-8 from several such studies suggests that SP-B associates with 

phospholipids in bilayers by a combination of electrostatic interaction with the 

headgroups and hydrophobic interactions with the acyl chains, and does not appear to be 

embedded deep within the hydrophobic core (Vandenbussche et aL, 1992a). In case of 

bilayer discs, parts of the protein may associate with the edges of the discs (Morrow et 
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aL, 1993a). A combination of both lipid-protein arrangements may also occur. 

Functionally, SP-B is more effective in inducing bilayer fusion and lipid insertion 

into preformed monolayers containing the protein, than SP-C (Osterlaken-Dijksterbuis 

199la, b). Taking into account the observations of others on SP-B-Lipid association, it 

is tempting to speculate from our results that since the squeeze-out 1r of SP-B in lipid 

films is lower than SP-C, and that since SP-B localized near the lipid beadgroups which 

are in water, it is easily squeezed-out of the films on minimal compression (Figure 8.4, 

C) (Taneva and Keough, 1994a). Although the DPPC/SP-B film studies presented here 

may not clarify any possible DPPC headgroup-SP-B interactions or the proteins 

localization in the films, the study does provide some indication that SP-B and SP-C may 

have different modes of interaction with DPPC in films. This possibility is explored in 

the next chapter using fluorescent labelled hydrophobic proteins individually and in 

combination in DPPC films. 
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Chapter 9 

SP-8 AND SP-C : A COMPARATIVE 

STUDY 
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INTRODUCTION 

Although DPPC films can withstand high surface pressure (1r) or low surface 

tension (y), the rate of surface adsorption from DPPC dispersions to form films and the 

spreadability of the Lipid at an air-warer interface is low compared to natural pulmonary 

surfactant (PS) (Notter eta!.. 1980b; Snik eta!., 1978). Hydrophobic proteins SP-B and 

SP-C enhance these surface properties of DPPC (Curstedt et al., 1987; Takahasi et al., 

1990; Yu and Possmayer 1990), and some lipid/prO[ein systems can reproduce many of 

the surface properties of native PS in vitro (Notter et al., 1987; Revak et al. 1991; Sarin 

et a! .. 1990; Smith et a!., 1988; Suzuki et a!., 1986; Tanaka et a!.. 1986). Also 

synthetic peptides from various structural domains of SP-8 and SP-C in conjunction with 

DPPC can reproduce many of the surface properties of native PS (see McLean and Lewis 

1995, for review). Such lipid-protein mixtures have potential for use as anificial 

surfactants in PS replacement therapies (Smith et al. , 1988; Suzuki et al., 1986; Tanaka 

et al., 1986) and can be used for treating patients with surfactant related disorders or 

deficiencies, such as Respiratory Distress Syndrome (RDS)_ Targeted disruption of the 

genes of the hydrophobic proteins have been shown to alter pulmonary surfactant 

homeostasis and cause respiratory failure in newborn animals (Clark et aL, 1995), 

indicating the critical role these proteins play in the normal respiratory dynamics of the 

lungs. From dynamic cycling experimems of monolayers containing DPPC and SP-B or 

SP-C in vitro, it was suggested that the such films can easily attain low 'Y or high 11"- The 

prmeins get "squeezed outn of the monolayer at high 1r, and since small amounts of 
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proteins may remain in che monolayers at high 71" che fllm could rapidly re-spread from 

highly compressed states (Takahasi and Fujiwara 1986; Taneva and Keough, 1994a; Yu 

and Possmayer 1986). Recently infra red spectroscopy of the proteins in DPPC 

monolayers indicated differential orientation and lipid association between SP-B and SP-C 

at the interface (Pastrana-Rios et al. , 1995). Due to structural differences of the proteins, 

it is feasible to assume that SP-8 and SP-C probably interact and associate with DPPC 

ftlms differently, although little direct experimental evidence exists to date (Pastrana-Rios 

et al .• 1995). 

Epifluorescence microscopy of lipid-protein monolayers has become a convenient 

tool for studying protein disuibution and lipid-protein interactions at the air-water 

interface (Ahlers et aL , 1991; M6hwald, 1990; see Stine 1995 for a review). By 

labelling proteins with different fluorophores, individual partitioning of lipids or protein 

in the condensed or expanded phases of the ftlms, or in the subphase can be visually 

observed (Ahlers eta! .. 1991; Dietrich et al. , 1993; Heck! et al . • 1987; Mohwa1d. 1990). 

The differential distribution of the proteins in lipid monolayers occurs because of 

different electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions between the proteins and the lipids 

(Heckl et aL, 1991; M6hwald, 1990). Protein-induced effects on lipid packing can be 

measured by estimating the amounts of each phase as a function of protein concentration 

at different monolayer lipid packing states (Heckl et al., 1987; Peschke and M6hwald 

1987; Perez-Gil et al, 1992). Although most of these lipid-protein monolayers were 

srudied as models of biological membranes under quasi-equilibrium conditions of 

compression (M6hwald, 1990), our epifluorescence balance allows studies of such 
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monolayers under dynamic conditions (fast compression and expansion and multiple 1r-A 

cycling) relevant to srudies of PS in vitro (Nag and Keough. 1993). Using this system 

we have srudied SP-B and SP-C labelled with different fluorophores (separately and in 

some combinations) in spread DPPC monolayers under conditions of dynamic 

compression-expansion cycling. By quantitatively analyzing lhe visual features observed 

in the individual protein-DPPC fllms under similar conditions of temperarure, 

concentrations, and compression speed, some comparative estimates of the interaction of 

each protein with DPPC films could be determined. This srudy (compared to the other 

srudies, chapters 3-9) was performed under fast dynamic conditions (probably non

equilibrium nor quasi-equilibrium) to obtain information about whether or not the 

proteins behave in a similar manner to those in more slowly compressed ftlm srudies 

(Chapters 6 and 8). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

9.21] Materials. 

DPPC was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO), and 

fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate (FITC) and Texas-Red" sulphonyl chloride (TR) from 

Molecular Probes Inc. (Eugene, OR). SP-B and SP-C were isolated from porcine lung 

by Dr. Jesus Perez-Gil (JPG), University of Madrid, by a modification of the method of 

Curstedt et al.(1987), discussed elsewhere (Perez-Gil et al. 1993). The saline subphase 

on which the monolayers were spread, was made with doubly glass distilled water. the 

second distillation performed from dilute potassium permanganate. 

9.22] Fluorescent labelling of SP-B and SP-C. 

Isolated SP-8 and SP-C were labelled by IPG and Antonio Cruz at University of 

Madrid. with TR and FITC respectively by the following procedures. About 300 ~g of 

SP-B or SP-C in 2 m1 of chlorofonn:metllanol (2: 1 voUvol) was adjusted to a pH of 7.8 

by adding appropriate amounts of 50 mM Tris in methanol. These SP-8 and SP-C 

solutions were then incubated overnight with 10 m.M solutions of TR or FITC 

respectively in chloroform: methanol 2:1 (vol/vol) at 4°C. The pH of the solutions was 

re-adjusted to 2 by adding appropriate amounts of 0.2 N HCI, and concentrated under 

a stream of N2 to give a final solvent volume of 0.5 mi. The solutions were then applied 

onto a LH-20 column (Pharamacia LKB, Sweden) to remove the un-reacted probes, and 

the chromatographic profiles followed by measuring absorption at 250 nm (protein) and 
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450 nm (fluorescein) or 520 nm (TR). The amounts of labelled proteins were estimated 

by quantitative amino acid analytical procedures, discussed elsewhere (Perez-Gil et al. 

1993). 

9.23] Mass spectrometry or proteins. 

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDO mass spectrometry was 

performed by Mr. Lome Taylor, University of Waterloo on a VG TofSpec spectrometer 

(Manchester, UK) on a cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid mauix by methods of Hillenkamp 

et al., (1991). External calibration of the spectrometer was performed with recombinant 

eglin-C or trypsinogen by methods of Hillenkamp et al. (l99l). Typically, 100 

picomoles of R-SP-B or F-SP-C in chloroform:melhanol (3:1 voUvol) were mixed wilh 

lhe cinnamic acid solution in 1:1 (vol!vol), and 2 Ill of lhe mixed solution placed on a 

stainless steel support. About 20 laser shoes were averaged over a mass/charge range of 

2000 - lO,OOO Da for F-SP-C and 6000 - 20,000 Da for R-SP-B. 

9.24] Dynamic r-A measurements of monolayers. 

The R-SP-B and F-SP-C in chloroform:melhanol (3:1 vollvol) were mixed with 

DPPC in the same solvent in desired weight proportions of DPPC plus 10 or 20 wt% of 

R-SP-B (0.6 and l.03 mol% respectively, based on MW of SP-B dimer) or F-SP-C ( l.9 

and 4 .19 mol%. MW of SP-C monomer) and DPPC + 10 wt% of each protein. 

The mixrures were spread on a 150 mM NaCl solution containing 2 m.M CaCL2 

at a pH of 6.9. Monolayers of the same DPPC-protein mixtures were tested 
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simultaneously by Dr.Svetla G. Taneva on a teflon ribbon-barrier surface balance 

(Taneva and Keough, 1994) which allows for prevention of leakage at high n-, and in our 

epifluorescence balance. The "leak-free" balance had a rectangular teflon tape which 

enclosed the films on all sides, and the fllm's compression and expansion was achieved 

by decreasing or increasing the area enclosed by this rectangle. Such "leak free" 

balances have been used previously by us (Taneva and Keough, 1994) and ochers (Notter 

et al., l980b) to study high compression or low surface tension (or high 1r) regimes of 

surfactant fll.ms, where the leakage of the films behind the teflon barrier is problematic 

in the normal Langmuir type balances (Goerke, 1992; see Nag, 1990). 

All experiments were performed at an ambient room temperature of 22 ± 2°C, 

in both balances. The monolayers were compressed up to a surface pressure (1r) of -

65 mN/m and expanded to 0 m.N/m for four cycles at an initial rate of 333 mm2/sec 

(0.64 A2 .mot·1.sec·1) in both surface balances, and the surface pressure-area (1r-A) data 

collected using a Wilhelmy dipping plates attached to force transducers (Nag et al. , 

1990). The surface pressure was plotted as a function of area per amino acid residue of 

the proteins, as 35 residues for F-SP-C and 79 for R-SP-B. The details of such 

measurements have been discussed previously (faneva and Keough, 1994a). In the 

epifluorescence balance the monolayers were compressed or expanded in 20 steps, and 

5 seconds was introduced in each step to video record the visual features of the films . 

9.25] Visual observations and analysis of monolayers. 

The observations of the monolayers by epifluorescence microscopy were achieved 
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by switching fluorescence filter combinations, which allowed for observing fluorescence 

emissions from either R-SP-B at 590 nm, or F-SP-C at 520 run. This technique has been 

previously used by us and others to observe various tluorophores simultaneously in lipid 

mono layers (Maloney and Grainger 1993; Montero et al. 1991). The stored images were 

processed and analyzed as discussed above, and an average of 5 images was analyzed at 

each individual 1r. The data were represented as percent condensed (black phase) as a 

function of 1r or area per molecule. The percentage of black phase was also convened 

to degree of crystallization or gelation. ¢, by methods of Heckl et aL, 1987, to estimate 

any deviation of areas of the lipid molecules induced by the proteins in the different 

phases of the lipid/protein monolayers from that of the lipid alone (as discussed in 

chapter 6). 
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RESULTS 

Figure 9.1 shows the MALDI spectra of fluorescently labelled SP-B (top panel) 

and SP-C (bottom panel) . The SP-B spectra showed a major peak at 8777 Da 

corresponding to the FW of SP-B monomer (8.7 KDa) (Curstedt, et all990). This peak 

might arise because of fragmentation of the SP-B in the MALDI process, or it may come 

from the dimer with two excess charges instead of one. SDS gels of this material 

indicated that it was essentially in lhe native, dimeric form. The minor peak at 9329 Da 

corresponds to FW of labelled SP-B (8700 Da + 625 (Texas-Red-sulphonyl) - 9329 

Da) and the one at 17463 Da to the dimer of the proteln (8700 Da x 2 = 17400 Da). 

The SP-C spectra (bottom panel) showed sharp peaks at 3744 Da and 4225 Da, 

corresponding with the fonnula weight (FW) from amino acid analysis of SP-C (3. 7 

kiloDalton) and dipalmitoylated SP-C (4.2 kDa) (Curstedt et al. , 1990). The minor peak 

at 4609 Da indicates the presence of the fluorescein-labeled form of the protein F-SP-C 

[4200 Da (native) + 376 Da (fluorescein) - 4609 Da]. The other diffuse smaller peaks 

at higher molecular weighlS are possibly SP-C labelled with more than one mol of 

fluorescein [Note the difference of this acylated, minimally labelled F-SP-C with the one 

previously discussed in chapter 6, where F-SP-C was de-acylated]. The molecular 

weights of SP-B and SP-C are in close agreement with the ones previously reported by 

Curstedt et al. (1990) using a similar MALDI type technique or plasma desorption mass 

spectrometry. SDS gels and the MALO I spectra indicated that the proteins were 

minimally labelled and intact, SP-C predominantly in its monomeric form and some SP-8 



Figure 9.1 Typical MALDI mass spectrum of Texas Red-SP-B (R-SP-8, top panel) and 

Fluoresceinated-SP-C (F-SP-C, bottom panel) plotted as relative intensity as a function 

of molecular weight in Dalton (or mass/charge ratio). The peaks at 8777 and 17463 (top 

panel) comes from the unlabelled form of SP-8 and that at 9329 Da from the labelled R-

SP-B. The peak at 4226 Da (bottom panel) arises from the unlabelled and acylated form 

of SP-C, 4609 Da from the labelled F-SP-C and 3744 Da from the deacylated protein. 

The other minor peaks indicate the presence of different forms of the labelled or 

unlabelled proteins (see [ext for delails). 
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was in dimeric form. 

Typical surface pressure - area per residue of the proteins (11"'·A) isocherms of 

monolayers of DPPC plus lO weight % of R-SP-B (top panel) and F-SP-C (bottom panel) 

are displayed in Figure 9.2 (left panel) and the typical images observed from such 

monolayers are shown (right panel, R-SP·B in the top and F-SP-C in the bottom panel). 

The dashed lines in the isocherms in Figure 9.2 indicate the fourth compression-expansion 

cycle. The letters in isotherms indicate the surface pressure (1r) at which the images in 

from R-SP-8 fluorescence (lop right) and F-SP-C fluorescence (bottom right) were 

obtained, from the ftrst compression-expansion cycles. The plateau regions in all the 

isotherms at lower 1r (7-10 mN/m) indicate the phase uansition of DPPC from a liquid 

expanded phase (LE) to a liquid condensed (LC) phase. The change in slope at the 

higher " of 43 mN/m in the DPPC/R-SP-B and the plateau area at 55 mN/m in the 

DPPC/F-SP-C isotherms arise from the characteristic "squeeze out" of the proteins. 

These characteristic plateaus were previously seen in DPPC monolayers containing 

similar amounts of native SP-B or SP-C (Taneva and Keough, 1994a and chapters 6 and 

8), indicating that the labelled proteins behaved in a manner similar to the native ones. 

The typical images observed in such monolayers (Figure 9.2, right panel, top for 

R-SP-B and bottom for F-SP-C) showed distinct LC domains (dark regions) of DPPC (A, 

A') in a homogenous fluorescent background of the proteins, indicating that the R-SP-C 

or F-SP-B partitioned in the liquid expanded (LE) or fluid phase of the DPPC. 

Increasing 1r from 14 mN/m to 63 mN/m (A or A' to C or C' in Figure 9.2, left) , 

resulted in the LC domains growing in size and amount, and deforming from more 
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Figure 9.2 Surface pressure (1r) plotted as a function of area per protein residue (1r-A) 

isotherms of DPPC plus 10 weight % R-SP-B (top left) and 10 wt % F-SP-C (bottom 

left); and cbe cypical fluorescence images seen in such monolayers at 1r indicated by 

letters A-E and A'-E' in the isotherms in the right panels are shown in (top) for R-SP-B 

and (bottom) for F-SP-C. A lipid molecule is considered as one "residue" in chis 

calculation. The long dashed lines (associated with the solid lines) in the isotherms 

indicate cbe fourth compression--expansion isotherms. The small dashed lined isotherm 

in the top panel is from a ftlm of DPPC (plus l mol % NBD-PC) compressed and 

expanded at the same rate. 

The bright regions in images indicate the fluorescence from the labelled proteins 

and the dark areas the condensed phase of OPPC. The scale bar is 25 ~-tm. 
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circular to elongated shapes. The images also indicated that some of the proteins 

remained in or very near the monotayers at high -;r - 63 mN/m (C, C'). The cypical 

coUapse 1r of the native SP-B or SP-C are around 37 - 40 mN/m (Oosterlaken

Dijksterhuis et al., 199lb; Taneva and Keough, 1994a; 1994b) with ~squeeze out~ effects 

appearing in the isotherms, but the images in C (1r > 60 mN/m) indicated that some 

amount of the proteins remained associated with DPPC above the collapse pressures of 

pure SP-B or SP-C fllms. This conclusion was also reached by Taneva and Keough, 

(1994 a; 1994b) based upon behaviour of the isotherms of DPPC containing small 

amounts of native, unlabelled SP-B and SP-C. Upon expansion of the film, with 

resulting decrease in 1r (C to E and C' toE'), the proteins were found to re-distribute or 

re-disperse in the expanded phase, indicating reversibility of protein distribution in the 

LE phase during the compression-expansion process, since images at A and A ' were 

similar to those at E and E'. Visual features of the monolayers on the founh cycle 

(dashed isotherm in Figure 9.2, left) were similar to those shown for the flrst cycle, 

suggesting that only minor changes occurred in the lipid-protein distribution in those 

monolayers from cycle to cycle. Also the visual fearures did not indicate any signiflcant 

difference becween R-SP-B and F-SP-C distributions in DPPC monolayers at the different 

1r, both proteins being associated with the fluid or LE phase. 

Figure 9.3 shows the amounts (percentage) of condensed phase or black regions 

seen in monolayers of DPPC, and DPPC containing 10 wt% and 20 wt% of R-SP-B (top 

panel) and F-SP-C (bottom panel) as a function of 1r, during the first cycle compression 

(closed symbols) and expansion (open symbols). The data were obtained by analyzing 
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Figure 9.3 Total amount of condensed phase plotted as a function of surface pressure 

for monolayers of DPPC + 1 mol% NBD-PC <•>. DPPC + !0 v.~% (•) and 20 wt% 

(•) of R-SP-B (lOp panel) and F-SP-C (bottom panel). The open symbols indicate data 

obtained from the expansion of these monolayers. The error bars indicate ± one 

standard deviations of five images analyzed at each 1r. 
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five randomly selected typical images at each 1r. The DPPC monolayer without 

fluorescent protein was observed by using low amoums (one mol%) of a fluorescent lipid 

probe 1-palmitoyl,2-nitro-benzoxadiazole-phospbatidylcboline (NBD-PC), and the DPPC 

data are shown for comparative purposes. The condensed phase packing of DPPC was 

perturbed by both proteins since at equivalent 1r, smaller amounts of condensed phase 

were formed in the lipid-protein films compared to those of the lipid alone. A similar 

pattern of perrurbation of condensed phase of DPPC ftlms by native, acylated SP·C has 

been previously observed (Perez-Gil et al., L992a), by and with native non-labelled SP-B 

(Chapter 8). Increasing amounts of the proteins from 10 to 20 weight percent decreased 

the total amounts of condensed phase. This indicated that both proteins perturbed the 

packing of DPPC in mono layers, and with higher protein content higher 1r was required 

to reach similar amounts of DPPC condensed phase or higher packing states, although 

this decrement in DPPC/R-SP-B monolayers (oop panel) was less than the ones seen for 

F-SP-C (bottom panel). Also in the DPPC/F-SP-C monolayers (bottom panel) almost 

similar amounts of condensed phase were observed at comparable 1r during compression 

(closed symbols) and expansion (open symbols), indicating that during these processes 

similar Lipid-protein distributions occurred at comparable 1r. In the monolayer containing 

R-SP·B however the amount of dark or condensed phase seen on expansion (open 

symbols, top panel) seemed to be consistently somewhat higher than on compression 

(solid symbols). These results indicate that both proteins perturbed the condensed phase 

packing of DPPC, SP-C more than SP-B, and the packing of DPPC may be different in 

the presence of equal amounts of each protein. 
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Figure 9.4 Total amounts of condensed phase plotted as a function of surface pressure 

for DPPC monolayers containing 10 wt% ofR-SP-B (e) or P-SP-C ( •) from the fourth 

compression cycle (dashed lines) and the first cycle (solid lines 0 , 0 ). The error bars 

indicate ± one standard deviations of five images analyzed at each r. 
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Figure 9 .4 shows the amounts of condensed phase seen in DPPC monolayers 

containing 10 wt% of either prmein from the frrst (solid lines) and the founh 

compression (dashed lines). The percentage condensed between the first and the founh 

cycle were very similar indicating that the distribution of lipid and protein are similar at 

similar .r between successive cycles. Since there was no drastic chan.ge of the amounts 

of condensed phase becween the first and the fourth cycle, it seems that negligible 

irreversible loss of materials from the monolayers to the subphase occurred between 

successive cycles as long as the monolayers were not over-compressed (to a 1r - 72 

mN/m) into the collapsed state. 

Figure 9.5 displays the amount of condensed or black phase (left panel) and the 

degree of crystallization or gelation, </> (right panel) of DPPC, and DPPC plus R-SP-B 

(top panel) and F-SP-C (bottom panel) plotted as a function of area per molecule of lhe 

lipid. The percencage of condensed phase plots (left panel) indicate that the amounts of 

that phase formed at equivalent area per molecule of the lipid is increased from that of 

the lipid alone, between 60 A 1 .molecule·' and 90 A 2• molecule·' . Below 60 A 2 . molecule·' , 

the percentage of condensed phase decreased for the monolayers concaining 20 wt% of 

the proteins, albeit more for F-SP-C (lower panel) than for R-SP-B (upper panel). lb.is 

suggested that the DPPC molecules could not pack to form equivalent amounts of 

condensed or gel phase in the presence of the proteins. 

As noted above, degree of crystallization or ~ (see experimental procedures) vs 

area per molecule plots of lipid-protein systems can be used to give quantitative estimates 

of the area occupied by the lipids in the different phases, and whether or not the proteins 
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Figure 9.5 The total amounts of condensed phase (left panel) and the degree of 

crystallization ¢ [see text for details] (right panel) plotted as a function of area per 

molecule of the Lipid, for mono layers of DPPC and DPPC plus R-SP-B (top panel) and 

F-SP-C (bottom panel). The data is from DPPC films containing 0 wt% (.). 10 wt% 

(T) and 20 wt% (A) protein or similar lipid-protein ratios as in Figure 9.3 . 
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alter IDe areas of the lipids in such phases (Heckl et al, 1987; MOhwald, 1990). The 

degree of cryscallization panems of DPPC plus F-SP-C and R-SP-8 indicated that the 

cryscallization or gelation of DPPC and DPPC/protein monolayers is linear between 70 

to 90 A2.molecute·l (Figure 9.5, right panel). Below this area per molecule the slopes 

changed at q, - 0.9 for the monolayers of lipid alone and the ones with 10 weight % 

of either R-SP-B (top panel, right) or F-SP-C (bottom right). The degree of 

crystallization plots for DPPC are similar to the ones seen previously by Heck.l et at., 

(1987). The change of slope at 4> - 0.9 for the DPPC monolayer implied that the 

crystallization or gelation which occurred in this system is altered at or near the limiting 

areas of DPPC (- 40 A2 .molecule-t), and is an indication that the molecules in the 

condensed phase undergo some form of re-orientation or phase transition to a "solid-like• 

phase, as suggested by others (MOhwald, 1990). In our systems this process occurred 

for DPPC and seemed not to be affected by 10 wt% of either protein, indicating the 

proteins did not substantially affect the crystallization of DPPC, at least at that protein 

concentration. By extrapolating the linear portion of the lines to ¢ = I, the area of the 

DPPC in the monolayers and the ones containing 10 wt % of either protein gave an area 

44 A2.molecute·1 which is very close to the limiting areas of the lipid (40 A2.molecute·l; 

see Chapter 2, section 2.3), and was not changed significantly by 10 wt % of R-SP-B 

and F-SP-C. By exuapolating these lines to rP = 0, an estimate of the change of the area 

of the lipids in the fluid phase occupied by the proteins could be performed. This gave 

74 ± 2 A2.molecute·1 for pure DPPC and 82-90 ± 2 A2 .molecule-1 in the presence of lO 

wt% of the proteins and indicated that the proteins indeed changed the area of the lipids 
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in the monolayer in the fluid phase. These results suggest that the proreins occupying 

the fluid phase changed the area of the lipid in that phase, but could not penetrate the gel 

or crystallized phase and thus change the area of the lipids in that phase. This is only 

possible if the proteins get subscantially "squeezed out" of the monolayer. [n mono layers 

containing 20 wt % F-SP-C, the change of slope (bottom right, up triangle) occurred at 

a lower <P of 0.6, implying that higher concentrations F-SP-C perturbed the 

crystallization of DPPC. These srudies suggests that their might be some possible 

differences between R-SP-B and F-5P-C interactions with the lipid phases. 

The 1r-A isotherms of DPPC plus 10 wt% of R-SP-B plus 10 wt% F-SP-C are 

shown in Figure 9.6 (a). Typical images seen in such monolayers from fluorescence of 

R-SP-B (left panel) or F-SP-C (right panel) are shown in Figure 9.6 {b), and the 

percentage of condensed phase as a function of 1r in 9.6 (c) (the symbols from 

monolayers containing 20 wt % of either protein are shown for comparison). The founh 

cycle isotherms are shown as dashed lines in (a) and the letters indicate the surface 

pressures at which the images in (b) were obtained. The first cycle isotherm in (a) 

indicated that although small nsqueeze out" plateaus at 1r- 43 mN/m for R-SP-B and at 

1r- 55 mN/m for F-SP-C could be observed (as with the individual protein shown in 

Figure 9.2) they were smaller than the ones seen in DPPC monolayers plus equal 

amounts of the individual protein (Figure 9.2). The images in Figure 9.6 (b) indicated 

that both proteins panitioned into the expanded phase of DPPC monolayers and mixed 

homogenously in that phase at all 1r (A, A'), they were present to some degree at high 

1r (B, 8'), and re-inserted back into che monolayer upon expansion (C, C'). The plot of 
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Figure 9.6 Surface pressure planed as a function of area per residue of protein (and 

lipid) for monolayers of DPPC + lO wt% R-SP-B + lO wt % F-SP-C, from the first 

(solid line) and the founh compression-expansion cycle (dashed lines) (a) ; the typical 

images seen from R-SP-B (left panel, A-C) and F-SP-C fluorescence (right panel, A' -C') 

in (b); and the percentage of condensed phase plotted as a function of 1r for the above 

monolayer <•. 0 ), and the ones containing 20 weight % of R-SP-B (<>)or F-SP-C ( .. ) 

(c). The letters in (a) represent the 1r at which images in (b) were obtained. The open 

symbol ( 0 ) in (c) represent the data from the expansion cycle of the DPPC film 

containing both proteins. The scale bar in (b) is 25 J.LID. The error bars represent ± one 

standard deviation of 5 images analyzed at each 1r. 
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condensed phase as a function of 1r in Figure 9.6 (c) compared to the ones with 20 wt 

% of either protein suggested that the proteins perturbed the monolayer condensed ptlase 

in a additive manner. 
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DISCUSSION 

9.41] Significance of SP-B and SP-C in pulmonary surfactaJit r.Jms. 

Pulmonary surfactant (PS) undergoes a number of transformations in the alveolar 

fluid and possibly in the alveolar air-fluid interface, such that during normal respiratory 

cycling a surface fllm is formed which is enriched in one component (DPPC) over 

others. In vitro dynamic cycling of extracted PS shows that the material undergoes 

transformation from heavy to light subtypes which can be separated by density gradient 

centrifugation (Gross, 1995a). The lighter subtypes are thought to be material eliminated 

from the interfacial PS monolayer, and do not contain any surfactant proteins (Gross, 

1995a). To maintain low surface tension at the interface, the monolayers are enriched 

in DPPC by surface refining where the unsaturated lipid or the other components are 

possibly squeezed out of the monolayer (Goerke and Clements 1986; Keough 1992). 

Clements (1977) found evidence for a DPPC rich material at the air-alveolar interface, 

since the temperarure dependence of the surface component of traospulmonary pressure

volume relationship during lung deflation closely resembled that of the chain melting of 

transition of DPPC and not that of extracted PS. It was also shown that the surface 

tension at the air-alveolar fluid interface was near 0 mN/m (or 1r - 70 mN/m) at low 

lung volumes (Schiirch eta!., 1978), and the only compooent of PS that could reach such 

values upon compression is DPPC, which suggests that it could be present in high 

amounts in the PS surface flims (Clements, 1977; Hawco et al., 1981a; 1981b). The 

models proposed for such DPPC enrichment of PS ftlms from in vitro studies usually 
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involve die selective elimination of unsarurated and other non-DPPC lipids at 

intermediate 1r during compression of monolayers (Notter et al., 1980b; Snik. et al., 

1978), or after a number of cycles (Nag and Keough, 1993). Other models suggest that 

DPPC can be adsorbed in collective packets during expansion of PS monolayers (Schiirch 

et at .. 1994), or be replenished in the monolayer from highly compressed states (Notter 

et at. , 1981b; Taneva and Keough, 1994). Some of chese models have implicated the 

role of the hydrophobic proteins in aiding such biophysical processes. This study 

suggests that SP-B and SP-C can be present in small amounlS in DPPC monolayers at 

high 1r (Figure 9.2), and the proteins are accommodated in or near the DPPC mono layers 

at such 1r (or low surface tension). Also the films were enriched with DPPC at high 1r, 

as seen through the high amounts of condensed phase fanned in such fllm.s, from 

probable squeeze out of some of the hydrophobic protein (Figure 9.3 and 9.5). An 

advantage of having some of the proteins embedded in, or associated with, the DPPC 

macrix at high 1r may be to aid in rapid re-spreading and replenishment of the monolayer 

with that lipid upon expansion (Taneva and Keough, 1994). Such proteins in the 

monolayers might also allow rapid adsorption of collective units from the subphase as 

suggested in the model discussed by Schiirch et al., (1994). The adsorption model may 

be funher supported by the fact that SP-B and SP-C in preformed monolayers can induce 

the rapid transfer of phospholipid from vesicles in the subphase (Oostarlaken-Dijksterhuis 

et aJ., 1991). Whichever may be the case our studies suggest that the hydrophobic 

proteins SP-8 or SP-C or both can remain associated with DPPC monolayers under 

various stages of dynamic compression or expansion, and such monolayers can be 
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compressed to high 1r, observations which suppon these suggestions made in a previous 

study (Taneva and Keough, 1994c). 

9.42] Comparative effects of SP-B and SP-C on DPPC packing in f"tlms. 

This study indicates lhat both proteins affected the expanded to condensed phase 

transition of DPPC mono layers in a concentration dependent manner and thus altered the 

amount of lipids which could pack into the condensed phase at any given 1r or area per 

molecule (Figure 9.3 and 9.5). In other words higher pressures or compression states 

of the lipid were required to attain similar amounts of condensed phase or degrees of 

gelation with increasing amounts of protein. In DPPC bilayers SP-B or SP-C have been 

shown to reduce the calorimetrically detectable gel to fluid chain melting transition, 

indicating that they "removed" some acyl chains from undergoing into the gel phase, 

results wltich complement this study (Sltiffer et al. 1993; Simatos et al. , 1990). In 

monolayers since both proteins occupied the expanded or fluid phase, and reduced the 

ability of the molecules to interact with each other in lhat phase, the proteins prevented 

the lipid from undergoing a phase transition to the more ordered condensed phase. 

The influence of F-SP-C on lipid packing appeared to be greater than that of R-

SP-B as seen from the percent condensed and the degree of crystallization patterns. For 

the 10 wt% F-SP-C system (Figure 9 .3, bottom) the amount of condensed phase 

increased steeply w ith 1r up to 50 mN/m where the squeeze out of F-SP-C plus lipids 

probably began, whereas in the 20 wt% F-SP-C system a more gradual increase of 

condensed phase was observed until me squeeze out 1r was reached. In case of R-8P-
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8/DPPC system there was somewhat less sharp increase of the condensed phase with 1r, 

for both concentrations of protein. The panerns of de~ree of crystallization (Figure 9.5) 

also displayed similar characteristics. For 20 wt % of F-SP-C there was a change of 

slope at around tf> - 0.6 whereas for R-SP-8 there was no noticeable change at that t/>, 

indicating possibly that the proteins penurbed the packing of DPPC molecules 

differently. Also the area per molecule calculated by extrapolating the lines to tP = 0, 

(Figure 9.5, right panel) were higher in case of F-SP-C than those for equivalent 

amounts of R-SP-B. This would indicate that F-SP-C perturbed the fluid phase DPPC 

molecules more than an equivalent amount of R-SP-8. Previously others have shown in 

a different lipid-protein system (cytochrome b-DPPC) that the change of slope at lower 

¢, is a possible indication of "squeeze out" process being detected (Heckl et al, 1987), 

and also a possible indication that lhe proteins perturbing the packing of the lipids not 

only in the fluid but also in the gel or crystalline phase. In our system it seems that F

SP-C perturbed the gel phase packing somewhat more than an equivalent amount (20 

wt%) of R-SP-B. This provides some evidence that equal amounts (weight%) of SP-C 

perturbed the DPPC monolayers more than SP-B, correlating well with previous bilayer 

srudies on such lipid-protein systems (Shiffer et al., 1988; 1993). A recent study using 

fluorescence energy transfer of labelled SP-B and SP-C in DPPC bilayers showed that 

SP-C is excluded out of the gel phase phospholipid and aggregates in the fluid phase, 

whereas SP-B has little or no preference for either phase (Horowitz 1995). This would 

be consistent with SP-B being placed at or near the surface of the bilayer or monolayers 

at high surface pressures. 
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Previous studies on SP-B/phospholipid bilayers have indicated that the protein 

having a number of positively charged residues spread over the polypeptide chain can 

make several electrostatic interactions with anionic phospholipid headgroups (Johansson 

et aL, 1994a; see Figures 8.1 and 8.4), whereas SP-C has an arrangement similar to 

transmembrane ex-helical peptides (Horowitz et al., 1992; Morrow et aL, 1993a; see 

Figure 6 .9). Although SP-C has a few positive charges localized at theN-terminal, the 

highly hydrophobic a-helical C-terminal region and the dipalmitoyl chains allows the 

protein to orient in bilayers with the a -helical axis parallel to the acyl chains, as most 

trans-membrane proteins do (Clercyx; et al., 1995; Horowitz et al. 1992; Johansson et 

al., 1995; Morrow eta!. , 1993a; Vandenbussche et al., 1992b). Also functionally SP-C 

is less effective in inducing bilayer fusion and lipid insertion to preformed monolayers 

of the protein than SP-B (Osterlalcen-Dijksterhuis 1991a, b). Thus SP-C could affect the 

lipid packing in bilayers and monolayers through different mechanisms than SP-B as 

indicated in this study from differences in the perturbation patterns of the films. 

9.43) Squeeze-Out, stability and possible orientation of SP-B and SP-C. 

The structural orientation of SP-C monomers or dimers (deacylated) in 

monolayers srudied by circular dichroism showed that the proteins have a high amount 

of a:-helical strucrures with the helix axis oriented parallel to the air-warer interface 

(Creuwels et al., 1995b; Oosterlalcen-Dijksterhuis et al. 1991a; 1991b; Pastrana-Rios et 

al. , 1995). Our MALDI data indicates that SP-C was mainly monomeric and acylated, 

and similar to the proteins studied by these authors (Creuwels et aL, 1995a; 1995b; 
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Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al. 199lb). Recent studies of SP-C indicate that the protein 

bad less a.-helix in solvents of increasing degrees of polarity (decreasing 

acetonitrile/water ratios) (Cruz et al. 1995). Also eilipsomenic studies with DPPC/SP-C 

monolayers indicate that there is an slow incr~se of monolayer film thickness between 

10 and 50 mN/m, and then an abrupt increase with increasing 1r (Post et al. 1995). Our 

data on condensed phase as a fuoction of" in. F-SP-C/DPPC monolayers (Figure 9.3) 

also indicates some possible orientational chaDges occurring in such monolayers with 

increase in 1r. The amount of condensed phase as a function of 1r showed abrupt changes 

at around 50 m.N/m. Also the 1r-A isotherms sh .. <>wn in Figure 9.2 (bottom panel) showed 

a distinct plateau at around 50 mN/m, assumed to be the squeeze-out of the proteins from 

the monolayers possibly accompanied by some lipids (Taneva and Keough, 1994b). 

Pastrana et al. (1991) had suggested that SP-C packing in a lipid matrix is very stable 

even with. large compression, so that the protein may not be squeezed out, but undergo 

some type of structural changes. Others ha"e suggested from collapse-plateau ratio 

measurements and IRAAS srudies of such lipid-protein monolayers that although most 

of the protein gets squeezed out, some may remain lipid-associated above the collapse 

1r of the protein (Pastrana-Rios et al., 1995; T<Uleva and Keough, 1994). Recenc neutron 

diffraction srudies indicate that DPPC headgrmaps in monolayers undergo conformational 

changes and dehydration at "lf> 30 m.N/m (Bromm et al. , 1994). Otb.ers have indicated 

a change of orientation of DPPC around thos-e 11'", inferred from anttaloxy-stearic acid 

probe orientation studies in such monolayers (Denicourt et al. 1994). The degree of 

crystallization patterns of DPPC (Figure 9.5) also show a change in slope of the lines at 
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or near the limiting molecular areas of the lipid, where 100 percent gelation or 

crystallization is to be expected. Also pure SP-C film's isotbenns show a distinct plateau 

region around 20- 25 m.N/m (Creuwels et al., 1995b; Perez-Gil et al., 1992a; Taneva 

and Keough, 1994a), which has been suggested to be an orientation change of the pure 

protein in the monolayer (Creuwels et al., 1995b). Thus a combination of lipid-protein 

orientational changes may be involved in accoaunodating the protein in the lipid matrix 

at high"· 

The strucrure of native SP-8 in monolayers is about 47 percent a-helical, the 

helix axis oriented parallel to the interface (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al.. 199lb). Due 

to charged amino acid residues distributed throughout ilS sequence, an amphipathic-

helical conformation has been suggested for SP-B (Bruni et al., 1991; Cochrane and 

Revak, 1991; Johansson et al., 1991; Longo et al., 1993; Takahasi et al., 1990; Waring 

et al., 1989). The positively charged synthetic antino-terminal peptide of SP-B, interacts 

strongly with negatively charged phosphatidic acid in monolayers, increasing the collapse 

1r of such monolayers (Longo et al. 1993). No significant secondary structural change 

from the predominant a-helical ( -40 %) conformation of the SP-B was observed in a 

DPPC bilayer environment by fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Pastrana-Rios et 

al., 1995; Vandenbussche et al. 1992), indicating that the protein probably has stable 

orientations in mono- or hi-layers in its native sttucrural form. The N-tenn.inal domain 

of SP-B bas been suggested to contain amphipathic helical sections in membrane-mimetic 

bilayer or monolayer systems (Fan et al.. 1991). The R-SP-B/DPPC isotherms (Figure 

9.2) and the percentage of condensed phase- "plots (Figure 9.3, top panel) show, that 
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at 1r - 40 mN/m there was only a small plateau and the amount of condensed phase 

increased with 1r in a different pattern from that seen in the F-SP-C/DPPC system 

(Figure 9.3, bottom panel). There was no abrupt increase of the condensed phase at any 

1r (as was seen in the F-SP-C/DPPC fllms), suggesting that the minimal perturbation of 

DPPC condensed phase by R-SP-8 was constant as a function of -n-, also indicating 

possible different associations and orientation of the protein compared to SP-C in DPPC 

films. 

Recent infra-red spectroscopy studies of DPPC/SP-B or DPPC/SP-C ftlms suggest 

that SP-B may not re-adsorb back into films after compression as efficiently as SP-C 

(Pastrana-Rios et al., 1995), and the lipid-protein structures formed at high 1r or collapse 

phases may differ between these two proteins. In our study, during expansion of R-SP-

8 /DPPC monolayers higher percentage of condensed phase was observed (Figure 9.3, 

top panel, open symbols) in such monolayers at comparable r than observed from 

compression (closed symbols), possibly indicating that more DPPC was present in the 

films at equivalent 1r during expansion than during compression. This may indicate that 

upon expansion SP-B spreads less rapidly back into the monolayer than SP-C. As 

spreading of phospholipids to an air-water interface is dependent on hydration. it is 

tempting to speculate that R-SP-B may be indirectly "hydrating" the DPPC headgroups, 

after they have been dehydrated due to compression (Denicoun et al . 1994; Dietrich et 

al., 1993). Such hydration may be due to the amphipathic helices having some water 

associated with them laying near the headgroup regions of the lipids. or by other 

electrostatic interactions of the protein charged residues and the lipids headgroup. Thus 
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the orientation of SP-8 in the headgroup or polar region of the phospholipid in fllms may 

be of significance to previous ftndings that SP-8 was more effective in inserting 

phospholipid to preformed monolayers than SP-C, and SP-8 containing vesicles adhere 

to each other more than SP-C containing ones (Oosterlaken-Dijksterhuis et al., 199la; 

!99!b). 

9.44] Association of SP-B with SP-C in DPPC Films 

The study of the monolayers containing both R-SP-8 and F-SP-C (Figure 9 .6) 

showed that the proteins mixed with each other quite homogenously in the fluid or 

expanded phase of DPPC. With the amounts of protein used, both proteins also reduced 

the ability of DPPC to form condensed phase. A previous study on similar lipid-protein 

mixtures showed that the proteins and some accompanying lipids were separately 

squeezed out of the monolayer. SP-8 at - 43 mN/m and SP-C - 55 mN/m, indicating 

independent behaviour of the proteins in the presence of each other (Taneva and Keough, 

1994a). The percentages of condensed pbase in the monolayers of DPPC + 10 wt% R

SP-8 + 10 wt% F-SP-C (Figure 9.6c) are roughly intermediate between those obtained 

for DPPC monolayers containing 20 wt% of either protein alone. This indicated that the 

proteins may perturb the DPPC monolayers in an independent and additive fashion. 

However some of both proteins remained associated with the DPPC monolayer at lligh 

1r as seen in the images 8, 8 ' in Figure 9.6 (b), and both were located in the same 

regions of the monolayers (fluid phase) under all conditions of compression and 

expansion (Figure 9.6b). 
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These monolayer results may have significance to pulmonary surfactant function 

and dynamics at the air-alveolar fluid interface. [nstillation of such lipid-protein mixtures 

into the alveoli has been reponed to improve lung function in PS-deficient experimental 

animals (Smith et a!. 1988; Suzuki et a!. 1986; Tanaka et a!. 1986; see McLean and 

Lewis, 1995, for a review). The hydrophobic proteins individually perrurbed the 

monolayer packing of OPPC by dispersing in the expanded phase of the monolayers, but 

some remained in or near the monolayers at high 1r. These factors may allow for 

replenishment ofDPPC in to the surface monolayer (Taneva and Keough 1994), and after 

monolayer collapse on over-compression at high 1r, since some of the protein remain 

associated with the lipids to enhance re-spreading. Transfer of OPPC from surfactant 

secreted complexes to a preformed monolayer (Haagsman, 1994; Oosterlaken

Oijlcsterhuis et al ., 1991a), or movement of collective units of lipids from the subphase 

to the interface (Goerke and Clements, 1986; Schiirch eta!., 1994), without interfering 

with OPPC monolayers reaching high 1r or low surface tension may be accomplished by 

the presence of the proteins. Also by increasing the fluidity of the DPPC monolayers, 

the proteins may enhance oxygenation of the air-alveolar fluid imerface as suggested 

previously (Taneva and Keough, 1994b), since highly packed monolayers (i.e. DPPC at 

high 1r) exhibit greater resistance to gas exchange than fluid or expanded ones (Birdi, 

1989). The results presented and discussed here are quite consistent with the role 

ascribed to these proteins in vivo, and with their potential positive benefit of their 

inclusions in synthetic surfactant. [This chapter has been submitted for publication in the 

Bioplrysica/ Journal, (Appendix B, No. 1)]. 
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Chapter 10 

SURFACTANT PROTEIN- A 

(SP-A) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pulmonary surfactant protein - A (SP-A) belongs to the lectin family of water 

soluble glycoproteins. As detected by gel chromatography, the monomeric molecular 

weight (MW) of SP-A is around 28,000- 36,()(X) Da, depending on the protein's levels 

of glycosylation. Native SP-A in association wich surfactant lipids isolated from lung 

lavage is an octadecamer (18 monomers) of MW - 700,000 Da. Figure 10.1 shows the 

assembly and structure of human SP-A from its genomic (chromosome LO). pre-

translational to post translational to its mono-, tri- and fmal octadeca- meric (18 

monomers) stage (Weaver and Whitsett, 1991). The protein is associated with the more 

dense fraction of lavaged surfactant lipids which mainly consist of lamellar bodies and 

rubular myelin (Wright et al, 1984). The amino acid sequence of SP-A is highly 

conserved from species to species, and human SP-A consists of 248 amino acids (White 

eta!., 1985). Two dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of rat SP-A 

showed bands of around 38. 32 and 26 kDa. and each of these units were found to be 

cross-linked by disulphide bridges (Katyal and Singh, 1981). The monomer of SP-A 

contains near its N-terminal. collagenous domains of 24 repeating triplets of Gly-X-Y, 

similar to the ones found in other collagenous proteins (King, et.al. 1989). In SP-A, X 

is any amino acid and Y is hydroxyproline in 13 of the 24 repeats. This collagenous 

domain of SP-A can form a collagen-like triple helix (as found in tropocollagens of 

keratinous tissue), aligning the monomers to form a trimer. At 80 residues from the N-

terminus of SP-A, the collagenous domain terminates, and is followed by a sequence of 
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Figure 10.1 Proposed protein structure of human SP-A. 

The SP-A gene is encoded by 5 exons (filled boxes) on chromosome 10, bas a 2.2 

kilo base mRNA which gives rise to a post-translational protein with a 20 amino acid 

signal peptide. Post ttanslational modifications of the pre-protein such as cleavage, inter

and intra- chain disulphide bond formation, glycosylation and the hydroxylation of 

proline residues leads to the formation of a tropocollagen like helix in a SP-A trimer 

(tape like region, in the trimer). Marure and non-denatured SP-A consists of six trimer 

linked by disulphides w fonn the flower bouquet-like octadecamer (18 monomers) of 

molecular weight - 700,000 Da. [Reprinted from Weaver and Whitsett, (1991). with 

the kind permission of the author and publisher, 10 The Biochemical Society and Penland 

Press, UK]. 
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30-40 amino acids which form the lipid binding domain of SP-A (Ross et al., 1986). 

After the 120111 amino acid in the sequence of the SP-A monomer, the C type lectin 

domain occurs, and this domain stretches up to the carboxyl terminal residue. The Lectin 

region of SP-A, called the carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD). contains a triple

antennae oligosaccharide chain linked w the asparagine-187 residue (Munalcata et aL, 

1982). Each of the triplets can combine to form a 18 subunit ocradecamer of molecular 

weight around 700,000 dalton (King at.al. 1989), 6 trimers being linked to each other 

by inter-chain disulphide bonds. The huge 20 nm x 20 nm, SP-A octadecamer can be 

seen by electron microscopy to form a "flower bouquet" , those being similar to ones seen 

in other collectins such as mannose binding protein (Van Golde, 1995). The quaternary 

structure of SP-A indicates that the protein is globular (prolate ellipsoid) with a Stokes 

radius of 110 A, and sedimentation coefficient of 14 Svedberg (King et.al. 1989). The 

sttucrure of SP-A has been reviewed and discussed in detail by Hawgood, (1992). 

SP-A plays important roles in physio-chemical, metabolic and host-defence 

functions of pulmonary surfactant. The protein enhances the rate of adsorption of 

surfactant hydrophobic lipid extracts to an air water interface (Schiirch et aJ., 1992b; Yu 

and Possmayer, 1990), and helps in the surface setting of such lipids to enrich 

pulmonary surfactant interfacial films with DPPC (Schiirch et al., 1992b). Surfactant 

lipid-protein reconstitution srudies in vitro indicate that SP-A is required along with 

DPPC, PG, SP-B and calcium ions to form tubular myelin (TM) (Suzuki et al., 1989), 

and that SP-A is localized at me comers of the square lattices of the TM (Voorhout et 

al. , 1991). As TM is considered to be a reservoir for, or precursor to, the alveolar 
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surfactant ftlms. SP-A plays important roles in strucrura! transformation of PS from its 

secretory stages in lamellar bodies co surface fLI.m. SP-A has been found to have altered 

activity in its interactions with surfactant lipids. and lipid binding ability, under the 

influence of mono- and di-valent (calcium) ions (Efrati et al .• 1987). Also the protein 

removes the inhibitory effect of several plasma proteins on pulmonary surfactant in vivo 

(Yukitake et al., 1995) and in vitro (Venkitaraman et al. , 1990). Other than the roles 

SP-A play in pulmonary surfactant transformations. the protein inhibits the secretion and 

stimulates the metabolic re-uptake (or clearance) of surfactant lipids by type -II 

pneumocytes (Kuroki et al., 1996; Wright, 1990; Ueda et al., 1995). One of the ftrSt 

non-surface active roles of pulmonary surfactant protein detected was from studies 

indicating that SP-A plays some pan in the immune host-defence functions of the lungs. 

The protein stimulates chemotaxis and oxy-radical generation in alveolar macrophages. 

which are required for macropbages to remove bacteria from the alveoli (reviewed by 

Van Golde. 1995). There is still some controversy regarding how SP-A elicits such 

responses in macro phages, although there is evidence to suggest that the process occurs 

via binding of SP-A tospecific receptors ·on the macrophage surface (Pison et al.,1992) 

leading to a cellular~~nse via- the phosphoinositide/calcium signalling pathway 

(Ohmer-Scht6ck et ah,'· 1995). SP-A and SP-D are now considered to belong to the 

family of proteins . called collectins, proteins which can selectively recognise 

carbohydrates that are present on the cell walls of pathogenic bacteria or viral surface 

proteins (reviewed by Van Golde, 1995). 

Studies by King and co-workers have shown that SP-A affects the gel to liquid 
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crystalline phase transition of DPPC in bilayers, and that the protein binds to the 

phospholipids in the gel phase (IGng and Macbeth, 1979; King et al. 1986). Later others 

have shown that the lipid binding of SP-A was cation dependent, and limited and specific 

to long chain phosphatidylcholines such as DPPC (C 16:0: 16:0) or DSPC (C 18:0: 18:0), 

but not to similar chain length phosphatidylethnolamine (PE) or phospbatidylglycerol 

(PG) (Kurok.i and Akino, 1991). Also recent studies on binding of liposomes to isolated 

type-II pneumocyte membranes have suggested that by binding to DPPC of pulmonary 

surfactant in vivo, SP-A directs the lipids to the type-IT pneumocytes for uptake and 

recycling (Kuroki et al., 1996). Specific studies on the interaction of SP-A with DPPC 

in films are limited, but a recent srudy by Taneva et al., (1995), have indicated that SP-A 

enhances the re-spreading of lipid films compressed beyond collapse, and small amounts 

of the protein remains in the lipid films at high surface pressure. Others have shown dtat 

SP-A either causes the selective adsorption of DPPC into the interface or has a 

compression-independent mechanism for removal of non-DPPC components from 

monolayers of pulmonary surfactant, enriching the films with DPPC (SchUrch et al., 

1992a). 

As lipid fllms observed by fluorescence microscopy can easily show the surface 

pressure dependent separation of two dimensional phases, we have utilized the technique 

to srudy the distribution of fluorescent labelled SP-A in DPPC films, and thereby t!1e 

association and interaction of SP-A with the two-dimensional lipid phases. Some limited 

srudies on the interaction of SP-A with DPPC:DPPG (with and without calciwn) and with 

SP-B in such films were also performed, since such lipid-protein combinations are 
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required for formation of tubular myelin. Since SP-A is water soluble, the methods used 

[0 study lipid-protein film in this study were somewbat different from the ones used [0 

study hydrophobic pro[eins. SP-A was adsorbed from a buffered subphase into the 

DPPC monolayers, instead of spreading the protein in conjunction with the lipids at an 

air-water interface as done by Taneva et at.. (1995). 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

10.21) Materials. 

DPPC, DPPG-sodiumsalt (DPPG-Na) and NBD-PC were purchased from Avanti 

Polar Lipids (Pelham, AL) and checked for purity by TLC as above. Texas-Red 

isothiocyanate (TR-ITC), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and concanavalin A

rhodamine conjugate were purchased from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR), and used as 

received. 

10.22]lsolation and labeling of SP-A. 

The isolation, purification and labelling of SP-A and some of the experiments 

were performed in collaboration with our colleagues in Spain, Dr. Jesus Perez-Gil (JPG) , 

Miguel L. F. Ruano (MLFR) and Christina Casals (Department of Biochemistry and 

Molecular Biology, University of Madrid). Porcine SP-A was isolated, purified and 

labelled with Texas-Red by MLFR using methods of Casals et al., (1993) , and this 

protein gave a single broad band between 32-36 kDa. Details of such methods are 

discussed in Ruano et al. , (1996). The labelled R-SP-A was dissolved in a buffer (0.15 

M NaCl, 5 mM Tris-HCI, pH-7.4) and stored in lO l'glml aliquots at - 2CJ'C, and 

analyzed using MALDI mass spectrometry at University of Waterloo, by Mr. Lome 

Taylor. SP-B was isolated and labelled with fluorescein by JPG by methods discussed 

in the Last chapter. 

10.23] Video microscopy of dual labels in Upid r.Jms. 
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Figure 10.2 Schematic diagram of the epifluorescence microscopic surface balance 

method of studying fluorescent labelled SP-A (R-SP-A) adsorbed on to lipid monolayers. 

For clarity, to show details of the insm.nnentation and to fit the diagram in the 

same page the lipid (DPPC) and the protein (SP-A) sizes are not drawn to scale [L lipid 

molecule = 40-80 A2; whereas 1 SP-A molecule = 40,000 A2]. The colours represent 

the fluorescence observed by eye from the lipid probe (green) and the fluorescent pr01ein 

(red) respectively. The images were video recorded in black white for image analysis 

due to the limitation of our charge coupled device (CCD) video camera to record in 

colour. They were subsequently coloured in the figures based upon their examination by 

eye. 

A Wilhelmy plate was used co measure surface temion of the air-saline interface, 

which was converted to surface pressure (1r) to obtain 1r-A isotherms. The monolayer 

images were observed at individual 1r independently by switching excitation-emission 

filters between NBD-PC (emission-green) and R-SP-A (Texas-Red, emission-red). The 

individual excitation colour of each fluorophore (blue and green) is shown by the small 

coloured bars in the monolayer images. 
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The Texas-Red labelled SP-A (R-SP-A) was dissolved in a 150 ml subphase buffer 

(0.15 M NaCI, 5 mM Tris-HCI, pH-7.4 and 4.0), made with doubly distilled deionized 

water. Amounts of 0, 10, 20 and 40 J.Lg of R-SP-A were dissolved in 150 ml of the 

buffered subphase giving a final concentration of 0, 0.06. 0 .13 and 0.26 p.g/ml. Control 

experiments were performed using 0.13 ,u.g/ml of fluorescently labelled concanavalin A 

in the subphase. The lipids (20 nanomoles) containing 1 mol% of lipid probe NBD-PC 

were spread from chloroform.:methanol (3:1, voVvoL) solutions on top of the subphase 

containing R-SP-A in the epifluorescence balance. Such an arrangement of lipid film 

with protein in the subphase in the epifluorescence microscopic surface balance is shown 

in Figure 10.2. The finallipid:protein molar ratios in the experiments using monomeric 

MW of R-SP-A (35 I<Da) were approximately 80:1 , 40:1 and 20:1, assuming all the 

protein molecules in the subpbase associated with the lipid films. All experiments were 

performed at a room temperarure of 22 ± 1 °C. 

After spreading the lipid monolayers, a one hour wait period was allowed for the 

R-SP-A w equilibrate with and adsorb onw the lipid films before compressing the films 

at a rate of20 IIUli-.sec·' (or 0.13 A2 .mol:'.sec·') in steps. Monolayers were observed 

visually from the fluorescence of the lipid probe (NBD-PC) (green = 540 nm, Figure 

10.2) and then by switching the ftlter combination to that for R-SP-A (red = 610 nm, 

Figure 10.2). The images were video recorded in black and white, due to the inability 

of the video camera to acquire colour images, and Later false-coloured in 16 colour levels 

using a Windows 3.1 software (Microsoft) to display the image as they seem to the eye. 

The black and white video recorded images were analyzed using methods discussed 
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above and in Appendix A. 

10.24] Video microscopy or SP-A and SP-B: Fluorescence energy trans£er. 

Aliquots of DPPC and fluorescent F-SP-B in chloroform: methanol (3: 1 voUvol) 

were mixed in a weight proportion of 10:1 (DPPC:F-SP-B). The mixed solutions were 

spread on tlle buffer solution described above, the subphase being witll and without 0.13 

1-'g/m.l of R-SP-A. The monolayers were compressed in steps at a rate of 20 IDIIi .sec·1 

and fluorescence observed from either F-SP-B (540 nm emission, green) orR-SP-A (610 

nm. red). 

Since the excitation wavelength of the Texas-Red label on R-SP-A had maximal 

absorbency at - 589 nm (greenish-yellow), this wavelength falling in the tail end of the 

range of the broad emission spectrum of the fluorescein label on F-SP-B (500-600), 

experiments were designed to see if there was any resonant energy transfer between tlle 

fluorophores . The optics (cut-off fllters) of the microscope were modified to excite the 

fluorescein label in tlle F-SP-B and to observe (without switching ftlters) tlle emission 

from R-SP-A (615 run maximal emission; red). !£the fluorophores (and thus the proteins 

SP-B/SP-A) were located very close to each other. tllen fluorescein would transfer its 

emission energy to excite the Texas-Red via resonance energy transfer . 



.• 

RESULTS 

The MALDI mass spectrum of Texas-Red labelled porcine SP-A is shown in 

Figure 10.3. The lhree major peaks shown at 28,220, 33,954 and 37,438 Dalton 

indicated the deglycosylated, glycosylated and the Texas-Red labelled forms of SP-A (R

SP-A), respectively. The other sm:iller peaks (i. e . 29,832; 35,080; 38,308 Da) 

indicated the prOEein with different levels of labelling and glycosylation. The peak at 

37,438 Da indicates the native glycosylated, monomer of SP-A (MW- 36,800, from 

PAGE analysis) labeled with one mol o~ Texas-Red (36,800 Da + 625 (MW of Texas

Red) = 37,425 Da). The native monomeric form of this porcine SP-A as seen by PAGE 

showed a small band around 28,000 Da, and a broad band between 33,000-37,000 Da, 

since the extracted porcine SP-A reduced to its_.,monomeric form, was a mixture of 

isoforms with different levels of glycosylation as discussed elsewhere (Ruano et al., 

1996). Katyal and Singh (1981) had reponed that rat SP-A prepared by detergent 

solubilization and i.mmuno-affinity chromatography showed bands at 38, 32 and 26 kDa 

by SDS-PAGE, the 38 kDa band being the richest in its amount of attached 

polysaccharide. The peaks in the mass spectrum in our porc~-SP-A indicared that 

the protein was a mixture of monomeric deglycosylated, glycosylated and Texas-Red 

labelled isoforms. 

Typical images seen in DPPC monolayers with adsorbed R-SP-A (0.13 1-'g/ml 

dissolved in the subphase) are shown in Figure 10.4 (a) (pH-7.4) and (b) (pH-4.5), and 

from a DPPC monolayer spread over similar amounts of labeled concanavalin-A in buffer 

l 
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Figure 10.3. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) mass spectrum of 

tluorescently labelled SP-A in buffer (0.15 M NaCl, 5 mM Tris-HCL, pH-7.4). 

The plots indicates that R-SP-A was mainly in its deglycosylated - 28 kDa, 

glycosylated - 33-36 kDa, and fluorescent labelled (> 37 kDa) fo_rms. 
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(pH-7.4) in Figure 10.4(c). The left panels of Figure 10.4 (a-c), indicate false coloured 

images observed from fluorescence of NBD-PC (green) and the right, from the proteins 

(red). The black regions of the images indicate the liquid condensed (LC) and the 

coloured regions the liquid expanded (LE) phase. The fluorescence observed from the 

protein (bright red. right panel) indicated that the R-SP-A aggregated between the 

condensed (gel-like) and expanded (fluid) phase boundaries at both pH. Although Con-A 

looked as though it may have aggregated at LC-LE boundaries, and that it was not 

present in the LE phase, it bad a different arrangement lhan the aggregates of R-SP-A 

at either pH. This indicated that DPPC/SP-A interactions may be specific. At the lower 

pH of 4.5 (Figure 10.4b), there was more R..SP-A present at the LE-LC boundaries 

compared to the amounts observed at the higher pH (Figure 10.4 a) . R-SP-A was 

somewhat regularly distributed all around the condensed phase, as the outlines of 

individual condensed domains (kidney shaped) could clearly be observed from protein 

fluorescence. The images of DPPC/R-SP-A (pH 7.4) at intermediate 1r between 10 to 

20 m.N/m some protein was also found to be dispersed in the fluid phase (dull-red). This 

indicated that some R-SP-A was probably dispersed in the fluid or LE phase of the lipid 

ftlms at the higher pH. The bottom right images of the DPPC/R-SP-A system (Figure 

l0.4a and b) observed at 1r - 61 m.N/m, indicated that some protein was present in or 

near the films at high 1r. 

F igure 10.5 shows the isotherms of DPPC plus 0, 0.06, 0 .13 and 0 .26 ~g/ml of 

R-SP-A films (total lipid/total protein ratio of 100:0,80:1,40:1 and 20:1, assuming all 

the dissolved protein was associated with the lipid film) on a buffered subphase (pH-7.4) 
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Figure 10.4 Typical images seen in monolayers of DPPC spread over a subphase buffer 

containing 0.13 l'g/ml of R-SP-A, at buffer pH of 7.4 (a) and 4.5 (b), DPPC ftlms 

containing Texas-Red labeUed Con-A in a similar buffer of pH 7.4 (c). The images in 

the left panel were observed from NBD-PC fluorescence and the right panel from R-SP-

A (or Con A in (c)) at the 1r shown at the corners of the images. The black regions 

represent the LC phase and lhe coloured regions the LE or fluid phase. The scale bar is 
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Figure 10.5 Typical surface pressure - area per molecule of the lipid ( 1r-A) isotherms of 

DPPC flim.s containing 0- 0.26 l'g /ml of R-SP-A dissolved in the subphase (top), and 

typical images observed in such monolayers at 1r - 12 mN/m (bottom). The black in 

the images indicate the liquid condensed and the grey regions the fluid phase. The 

images are represented in black and white as observed through the ceo camera and 

video recorded from the NBD-PC fluorescence. The scale bar is 25 J.LID. 
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(top), and cypical images observed in such monolayers from NBD-PC fluorescence at 

a 1r - 12 mN/m (bottom). [ncreasing amounts of R-SP-A caused a shift of the 

monolayer isotherms to the right from that of the lipid alone and this shift appeared to 

be pronounced between a 1r of 10-30 mN/m. The shifts in the isotherms indicate that the 

protein or some parts of it possibly penetrated the monolayer and affected me phase 

rransition of DPPC. 

Figure 10.6 shows the average area (A), number (B) and total amount (C) of die 

black or LC domains seen in flims of DPPC containing 0- 0 .26 l'giml of R-SP-A in the 

subphase as a function of surface pressure. The average area (A) and the total number 

(C) of LC domain proftles indicated that increasing amounts of R-SP-A decreased the 

size and the total amount of the black phase in the monolayers of DPPC at comparable 

1r, although the number of domains (B) remained constant except for the highest amount 

ofR-SP-A (0.26 ~-t&fml) used. This indicated that at equiva!em surface pressures, R-SP-A 

decreased the amount of condensed phase of the DPPC films, and higher 1r were required 

to form equivalent amounts of condensed phase and suggested that R-SP-A perturbed che 

packing of DPPC flims. 

To observe if there was any electrostatic interaction between R-SP-A and che 

lipids, visual inspections of monolayers of DPPC containing some acidic lipid 

(DPPC:DPPG, 7:3, moVmol) and in the presence of modified ionic environments of the 

protein (altering the pH and inclusion of calcium in the subphase) were performed. 

Typical images seen in monolayers of DPPC:DPPG (7:3, moVmol) with 0.13 ug/ ml of 

R-SP-A in the subphase at a pH of 7.4 and 4.5, and with 2 mM calcium (at pH 7.4) in 
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Figure 10.6 Average size (A), number (B) and total amount (C) of the black regions or 

LC phase seen in monolayers of DPPC containing 0 (0), 0.06 (e), 0.13 (v) and 0.26 

(•) J.Lglml (key in C) ofR-SP-A plotted as a function of surface pressure. Ten randomly 

selected images were analyzed from such films at each individual 'll". The error bars 

represent ± one standard deviation. 
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Figure 10.7 Typical images seen in ftlms of DPPC:DPPG (7:3 , mol/mol) containing 

0.13 J.Lg/ ml ofR-SP-A. The green regions indicate fluorescence observed from NBD-PC 

(left) and the red from R-SP-A (right) at .,.. indicated at the top of each image. Scale bar 

is 25 J.Lffi . 

The conditions of subphase of the films are: panel A - DPPC:DPPG (7:3, 

mol/mol) pH 7.4; panel B - DPPC:DPPG (7:3, mol/mol) pH 4.5; panel C -

DPPC:DPPG (7:3, mol/mol) + 5 mM calcium, pH-7.4. 
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the subphase are shown in Figure 10.7. These images suggested that by altering the 

ionic condition of the films (using acidic lipid DPPG) (panel A, Figure 10. 7) or by 

changing the ionic conditions of R-SP-A environment (pH-4.5 or 2 mM calcium, panel 

B and C, Figure 10. 7), lhe interaction of lhe protein wilh the lipids was altered. Using 

small amounts of acidic lipids changed lhe distribution of the protein aggregates around 

the gel phase boundaries, calcium caused aggregation of the protein into large circular 

domains. [Details of these interactions will be discussed elsewhere by M. L. F. Ruano 

in his PhD thesis and to be published as Ruano et al., 1997). 

The images observed in DPPC films containing 10 wt% fluorescein labelled SP-B 

(F-SP-B) with 0.13 JL&Iml of R-SP-A in the subphase, seen from the fluorescence of the 

proteins alone. are shown in Figure 10.8. The images in the left panel indicate that 

fluorescent labelled SP-B (F-SP-B, green) in the p<esence of SP-A had a different 

arrangement in DPPC films. than in its absence (Chapter 9 , Figure 9.2). Fluorescent 

labelled SP-B in the absence of SP-A occupied the fluid or LE phase of DPPC films 

(Figure 9.2), whereas in the presence of R-SP-A (Figure 10.8) the protein aggregated in 

the LE-LC boundaries. This indicated that SP-B in the presence of SP-A mostly 

segregated out of the fluid phase, and formed aggregated soucrures or domains which 

attached to the LC domain (black) phase boundaries. These aggregates of F-SP-B also 

fluoresced when observed through the R-SP-A fluorescence (right panel, Figure 9.2) 

indicating that SP-A and SP-B closely associated with each other in the presence of the 

lipids in films. 

Since the fluorescein label of SP-B has a broad emission spectrum between 480 
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Figure 10.8 Typical images observed in solvent spread fllms of DPPC + 10 wt % of 

F-SP-B. with 0 .13 ~tg/ml of R-SP-A dissolved in the subphase. at the 1r given above each 

image. Scale bar is 25 p.m. 

The green in the Left panels represents the fluorescence observed from fluorescein 

labelled SP-B (F-SP-B) and the red in the right panel the fluorescence from Texas-Red 

labelled SP-A (R-SP-A). The excitation and emission wavelengths (or colour) of each 

tluorophore is shown in the coloured bars in top of each column. 
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Figure 10.9 Typical images observed in a DPPC film containing F-SP-B and R-SP-A (as 

in last figure), from excitation of fluorescein (F-SP-8) and emission of Texas-Red (R-SP-

A) by fluorescence resonance energy transfer. The excitation and emission wavelength 

of each fluoropbore is indicated by the coloured bars in the top. Scale bar is 25 ~m. 

The red patches in the images are fluorescence observed from the R-SP-A/F-SP-B 

aggregates as seen individually in the Figure 10.9 as green or red, from fluorescence of 

the individual proteins. 
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and 600 nm, the tail end of wbich includes the maximum excitation wavelength of Texas-

Red label of SP-A (-589 run), the emission energy of F-5P-B (fluorescein) could be 

transferred to excite the R-SP-A by resonance energy transfer (Texas Red-excitation 589 

and emission- 615), if such fluoropbores or the proteins were in close proximity to each. 

other. Figure 10.9 indicates images from a DPPC/F-SP-B!R-SP-A 111m with increasing 

1r which were obtained by excitation of F-SP-8 and fluorescence from R-SP-A (red). 

The images in Figure 10.9 indicated that SP-A and SP-B or their fluorescent labels were 

in close proximity to each other with some fluorescence energy transfer occurring 

between the two fluorophores. 
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DISCUSSION 

10.41] SP-A associates with LE-LC pbase boundaries of DPPC. 

From the studies of Kurok:i and Akino (1991) using radio-iodinated 1251-SP-A 

binding to specific phospholipids on thin layer chroma[Ography (TLC) plates, it was 

shown that the protein had strong afftnity for DPPC, although the structural orientation 

and phase of the lipids on TLC plates are not easily defined. Their studies also indicated 

that the binding was strong for pbosphatidylcbo line (PC) having chain lengths greater 

than 14 carbons. such as DPPC (16:0) aod DSPC (18:0). but not for unsaturated PC. 

possibly indicating that the lipids bad to be in a gel-like state (rigid chains) for binding 

to occur (Kuroki and Akino, 1990). From turbidity measurements of DPPC/SP-A 

suspension, King and co-workers observed that the protein removed the usual 

calorimetrically detectable sbarp pbase transition of DPPC at 42'C (King aod Macbeth. 

1979}. They later showed from measurements of temperature sensitivity of SP-Nlipid 

associations that SP-A had more affmity for the lipids in gel phase l:han in liquid 

crystalline phase (King et al., 1986). Their other studies have indicated that Lipid-protein 

association was strongest when such suspensions contained DPPC plus small amounts of 

other lipids, suggesting that association may have been linked with phase boundaries 

(King eta! .• 1983). The association of fluorescently labelled SP-A (R-SP-A) with DPPC 

fllms as seen in this study seems to indicate similar lipid-protein association, since the 

protein was mainly found surrounding the condensed (or gel-like) and fluid phase 

boundaries (Figure 10.1 a and b). Whether such R-SP-A/DPPC association indicates 
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"binding" of the protein to the lipid, or exclusion of the protein by the gel-like phase, 

with the possibility that most of the protein being found aggregated at the phase 

boundaries, is inconclusive from this srudy. Albeit comparison between the DPPC/R-SP

A images with those of DPPC/Con A (Figure lO.lc) and SP-NDPPC:DPPG (Figure 

10.7) films tended to suggest that the SP-A/DPPC association is somewhat specific. 

10.42) Specific or preferential association of SP-A with DPPC. 

This srudy indicates that SP-A penetrated the DPPC fllms from the subphase, 

mainly aggregated around the edges of the condensed phase domains, although some 

protein was also present in the fluid or loosely packed phase at low surface pressure 

(Figure 10.1 (a), duU red fluorescence is seen in the fluid phase) and that the protein was 

probably squeezed-out of the lipid monolayers at high 1r. Srudies on interaction of water 

soluble proteins with lipid films tend to indicate that the proteins penetrate the lipid 

monolayers at low surface pressure (1r) and are squeezed out of such films at high 1r, 

without any specific lipid-protein interactions occurring. Figure 10.10 shows the 

conceptualised arrangement of SP-A in bilayers (A) and mono layers (B). 

Taneva et al. (1984) had shown that serum albumin in lipid fllms bas a different 

conformation than in the bulk phase, and is desorbed (squeezed out) from the lipid films 

in high compression states. Hepatitis A viral protein VP3 inserted in[O lipid fllms of 

DPPC, DSPC and DOPC, with maximal insertion occurring at w- between 2-6 mN/m {the 

1r at which LE-LC phase coexist in DPPC and DSPC ftlms, but not in the DOPC films) 

(Bogdam et al., 1994). This may be due to the preference of the VP3 protein to 
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Figure 10.10 Possible arrangement of SP-A in bilayer (A) and a monolayer (B). 

SP-A adsorbed onto the condensed-fluid (or LC-LE) phase boundaries in 

monolayers (B), although some protein was probably present in the expanded phase. [The 

figure was generously provided by Dr. Jesus Perez-Gil, of University of Madrid] 
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insen in the LE-LC phase boundaries of DPPC fllms, but not in the completely fluid 

DOPC flims (Bogdam era!., 1994). By fluorescendy labelling cyrochrome b/c and 

bacterial antennae proteins others have shown that the proteins non-specifically and 

slowly adsorbed or penetrated into the fluid phase of phospholipid monolayers (Heckl et 

al., 1985; MOhwald, 1990; Peschke and MOhwald, 1987). Also recently it was 

demonstrated by fluorescence microscopy that, insertion of wheat lipid transfer protein 

into spread DPPG films increased the surface area of the lipid monolayers held at 

constant 1r, and insenion was accompanied by an increase in the size of condensed lipid 

domains (Subirade et al., 1995). Our srudies of fluorescent labelled SP-B and SP-C 

suggested that the hydrophobic proteins were panitioned in the fluid or loosely packed 

phase of DPPC monolayers (Chapter 6, 8 and 9). These studies of interaction of various 

proteins with lipid films compared co the one with SP-A would suggest that the 

interaction and association of SP-A with DPPC in films may have both non-specific (such 

as adsorption to the fluid phase), and specific (aggregation at the boundaries of the LC 

phase) components. ln the alveoli, SP-A has been found to direct DPPC for uptake by 

the type-IT pneumocytes for subsequent recycling into the secreted material (Kuroki et 

al., 1996), and such SP-A/DPPC interactions such as those seen here may have some 

relevance in vivo. 

The arrangemenc and distribution of SP-A aggregates surrounding the gel or LC 

phase of DPPC is somewhat more directed and less punctate than its more random 

distribution in DPPC:DPPG films (Figure 10.8), or in comparison to the more random 

appearance of Con A in DPPC films (Figure !O.lc). This indicares <he possibiliry of 
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some specific interactions of SP-A with DPPC. The protein Con A is also a Lectin type 

glycoprotein having no specific interaction with DPPC, and it tended to arrange in a 

more random fashion in DPPC films, similar to R-SP-A arrangements in DPPC:DPPG 

fllms (compare Figure lO.lc with Figure 10.7, Con A panel). Other proteins have also 

been seen near or surrounding LC phase boundaries. Specific hydrolysis of DPPC in 

films by phospholipase A2 in the subphase has been shown to occur at the boundaries of 

LE-LC phase (Grainger et a!., 1990), the LC phase is hydrolyzed and the enzyme attach 

to the edges of the condemed (or LC) domains. No binding or hydrolysis of the DPPC 

ftlms were observed when the D-a-isomer of the lipid was used (Grainger et al., 1990). 

Specific recognition and formation of two-dimensional domains of biotin-labeled lipid by 

streptavidin protein have been demonstrated by measuring shifts in -rr-A isotherms and 

the binding of the protein to the condensed phase domains (Ahlers et al., 1989). Others 

however have suggested that the aggregation of fluorescently labelled Con A around the 

condensed domains of DMPE films is an example of non-specific, lipid-protein 

interactions (Haas and MOhwald, 1989; MOhwald, 1990; Netz et al., 1996). When small 

amounts of glycolipid which specifically binds w Con A were included in such films, no 

aggregation of Con A around the condensed domains was observed, rather the shape of 

such domains changed (Haas and Mohwald, 1989). 

10.43] Significance or Upid binding or SP-A in pulmonary surractant. 

The binding of SP-A to DPPC may have relevance to pulmonary surfactant 

dynamics. The protein by binding to DPPC may allow for "surface sorting" or specific 
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adsorption of DPPC to the air-alveolar interface, thereby enriching the surface fllms with 

the DPPC (&:hiirch eta!. , 1992b). Also specific binding of DPPC, allows for it to be 

directed to the cype-U cells for re-utilization as suggested by others (Kuroki et al., 1996) . 

Since some small amount of SP-A is present in or near films of DPPC at high surface 

pressure, this may cause enhancement of lipid re-spreading upon film expansion as 

suggested by others (Taneva et al., 1995). Recent in vitro srudies have shown that the 

adsorption of pulmonary surfacrant to an air-water interface was inhibited by C-reactive 

protein (CRP) as <his protein specifically binds to phospbatidylcholine (PC) headgroup 

(McEachren et a!., 1995). If SP-A binds to DPPC, it may prevent the inhibitory effects 

of CRP (or other inhibitory proteins), by specifically protecting the PC molecules from 

CRP attachment by a competitive process, although this needs yet to be tested. 

Similarly, removal of inhibitory effects of plasma proteins by SP-A on pulmonary 

surfactant has been observed in vivo, and SP-A has been suggested to play a protective 

role in pulmonary surfactant activity (Yultitake eta!., 1994). 

10.44) Effect or SP-A on the phase transition or DPPC. 

Earlier studies on SP-A/DPPC interactions by turbidity measurements of 

suspensions showed that upon SP-A binding to the lipid in presence of calcium, the usual 

phase transition of DPPC was abolished (King and Macbeth, 1979). Later King et al. , 

(1986) observed from DSC melting curves of SP-NOMPC, that SP-A shifred the main 

cransition temperature only slightly. They concluded that the interaction of SP-A with 

the lipid could induce only smaU perturbation of the bilayer packing of the lipid. Others 
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have shown using FTIR of deuterated DPPC-<42:DPPG (85: 15, mol/mol) suspensions 

containing high amounts (1:1 , lipid:protein, moVmol) of SP-A that although the effect 

of the protein on the melting of DPPC was small, the protein ordered the chains of the 

lipids in the liquid crystalline (fluid) phase (Reilly et a!. , 1989). Eohanced intrinsic 

fluorescence observed from tryptophan of SP-A in presence of DPPC but not egg-PC 

tends to indicate that the protein conformation changed in the presence of gel state lipids 

(Casals eta! .. 1993). 

Our S[Udy indicates that increasing amounts of SP-A slightly decreased the size 

and amount of condensed phase formed at equivalent surface pressures (Figure 10.6c). 

These results taken in consideration with the other models proposed in bilayers suggest 

that SP-A probably "removes" some lipids {by binding them ?) from undergoing their 

usual disorder-order (expanded - condensed) phase transitions in mono- or bi- layers. 

This conclusion is further substantiated by the way the SP-A interacted with 

DPPC:DPPG films. In this system the protein formed large aggregates. and with 

calcium even larger protein domains (Figure 10. 7). Preliminary analysis of the data from 

this system (not presented here, see Ruano et al., 1997) indicated that there was 

absolutely no perturbation of the condensed phase packing by SP-A, although R-SP-A 

could be observed to penetrate such films (Figure 10.7, DPPC:DPPGIR-SP-A panel). 

This would indicate that SP-A'did not affect the expanded to condensed phase transitions 

of DPPC:DPPG films, since it could not bind the phospholipids in either phase, and thus 

could not deter them from undergoing transitions from one phase to the other (fluid to 

condensed). 
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10.45] Interaction of SP-A with SP-B in DPPC r.Jms. 

Previous studies on the effect of SP-A on lipid mixing between vesicles suggested 

that there was increased lipid exchange between vesicle populations containing SP-A. 

when small amount of SP-B was present in such vesicles (Poulain et al., 1992; 1996). 

As mentioned, SP-B and SP-A are required for in vitro recoostirution of tubular myelin 

in presence of surfactant lipids and calcium (Poulain et al., 1992; Williams, 1992). 

Recent studies have suggested that the process of membrane fusion induced by SP-B is 

enhanced 2-3 fold by the presence of SP-A (Poulain et al. , 1996). Others bave shown 

that SP-A-lipid mixtures showed lower adsorptivity compared to mixtures containing 

small amounts of SP-B in addition to SP-A (Efrati et al., 1987) . These studies would 

tend to indicate that there are possibly additive or "synergistic" effects of SP-A and SP-B 

on each other (Efrati et al., 1987; Poulain et al. , 1992; 1996; Ross et al., 1986). To 

produce such synergistic effects, the proteins would likely have to interact and be in close 

proximity in lipid systems, with each other. As seen in our film studies, SP-A and SP-B 

associated (or interacted) with each other in DPPC ftlms. Individually the proteins 

associated with the DPPC ftlm pbases in one fashion, SP-A with the LC-LE pbase 

boundaries (Figure 10.4a) and SP-B being distributed throughout the LE phase (Figure 

9.2), whereas the results here (Figure 10.8) tend to indicate when SP-A and SP-B are 

present together, a marked attraction or association of the proteins with each other occur 

in lipid films. The association of the proteins as seen from the fluorescence resonant 

energy transfer experiments (Figure 10.9) tend to suggest that SP-A and SP-B can form 
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compact aggregates (green or red patches in Figures 10.8/10.9) in the presence of lipid, 

so that fluorescence energy transfer between the proteins fluorphores can easily occur. 

Such association between the proteins may be involved in the transformations seen in 

pulmonary surfactant during assembly of tubular myelin (Efrati et a1. , 1987; Poulain et 

al., 1992; 1996), or in enhancing adsorptivity of pulmonary surfactant lipids. 

10.46] Electrostatic interactions of SP-A. 

SP-A bas been shown to self associate and aggregate under the influence of 

divalent cations such as calcium (Hawgood, 1992; Ruano et al .• 1996). The strucrure, 

surface activity and assembly of tubular myelin are strongly dependent on presence of 

millimolar amounts of calcium ions (Efrati et al., 1987). Also it has been indicated that 

the in vitro reconstitution of tubular-myelin like structures in the absence of calcium was 

possible when the pH of the medium was lowered from 7 to 4.4. suggesting strong 

conformational and activity changes of SP-A under different ionic environments (Efrati 

et al., 1987; Hawgood, 1992). OUr studies on lipid-SP-A films under different 

conditions of pH (Figure 10.4), acidic phospholipid PG and calcium (Figure 10.7) tend 

to suggest that the interaction and association of the protein with the lipids can be altered 

by ionic changes of the proteins environment. At a lower pH of 4.5 (Figure 10.4), more 

SP-A associated with the LE!LC phase boundaries, than occurred at higher pH. With 

calcium in the subphase and in DPPC:DPPG fll.m.s the protein probably self aggregated 

into large domains (Figure 10. 7), and such domains may not tend to interact with the 

phospholipids (The quantitative analysis of these ionic/SP-A systems are to be presented 
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in Ruano et al. , ( 1997). 

The alteration of activity and structure of SP-A under conditions of lower pH have 

been attributed to the neutralization of the COOH termini of the protein (Efrati et al., 

1987). and as our swdies suggest this charge neutralization bad a profound effect on the 

association of SP-A with the lipids in films. The large SP-A domains seen in films of 

DPPC:DPPG films (Figure 10.7), tend to suggest that R-SP-A although adsorbed on to 

such films, were immiscible with its surrounding lipids. Taneva et al. , (1995) have 

suggested from 1r-A measurements on DPPC:DPPG/SP-A films, that electrostatic 

repulsions between SP-A and the acidic DPPG in the film, accounts for the immiscibility 

of the protein with the lipids. When the charge of the COOH termini of SP-A was 

neutralized by lowering the pH (Figure 10. 7/panel (C)or the films of DPPC:DPPG/SP-A 

at pH 4.5), the protein associated completely with the fluid phase of the phospholipids. 

These film studies of SP-A with phospholipids indicate that there are ionic and 

probably specific interactions of the protein with the major lipid components of 

pulmonary surfactant. Also some of the lipid-protein associations presented here may 

indicate the general arrangement of glycoproteins in lipid matrices as models of 

biological membrane. 
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Chapter 11 

PORCINE LIPID SURFACTANT 

EXTRACTS (LSE) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Surface active material of lungs, or pulmonary surfactant (PS), Lines the air-

alveolar fluid interface, with a surface active monomolecular film and prevencs lung 

collapse at low volumes. The current understanding of the complex lipid-protein material 

secreted by the type-ll pneumocytes is that the material undergoes multiple 

transformations at the air-alveolar fluid interface. PS is secreted in multi-lamellar 

(bilayer) form called lamellar bodies (LB) which transform into unusual tube-like 

structures with bilayer walls called rubular myelin (TM) wbich are thought to be the 

precursor of the surface active fl.lm. In vitro PS shows rwo specific surface active 

properties, rapid adsorption to an air-water interface to form surface active films and the 

reduction of the surface tension of the interface to low values on compression of such 

films. These two propenies are currently the basis of many studies of functional 

implications of pulmonary surfactant. 

PS is normally obtained by lavaging or washing lhe alveoli and studying lhe 

extracted material by centrifugation. l.avaged material from the Lungs shows various 

sub-fractions under centrifugation, varying in their biochemical composition, 

morphometry and surface activity (see Figure 1.3). Nonnally three distinct subfractions 

at 3000-10,000 g, 60,000 g and 100,000 g have been identified (Gross, 1995a; Gross and 

Naraioe, 1989; Magoon et al., 1983; Putz eta!. , 1994). Analysis of the morphology of 

each of lhese subfractions reveal various strucrural forms such as ones rich in vesicular 

aggregates, tubular myelin and lamellar bodies (Benson et al. , 1984; Williams, 1992; see 
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sections 1.2 and 1.3 for discussion on tllese structures). Biochemical analyses of the 

material indicates different proportions of surfactant lipids and proteins in sucb 

subfractions (Gross and Naraine, 1989; Hall et a!., 1992; 1994; Knells et a!., 1995). 

The cbaracteristics and properties of the subfractions have helped us to model the 

strucrure-function relationship of surfactant components in the alveolar lining and has 

been termed as the "extracellular metabolism of pulmonary surfactant", to ultimately 

achieve and maintain surface active films in the alveoli (Gross, 199Sa). The lining film 

undergoes enricbment with DPPC by either selective adsorption of "pools" of secreted 

materials from the subpbase of the film, or by non-DPPC materials being "squeezed out" 

of the film during successive cycling of the surfactant at the air-alveolar fluid interface 

or a combination of both processes (Goerke and Clements, 1986; Keough, 1992; Scblirch 

eta!., 1992a; 1994; Schiirch and Bachofen, 1995). The excluded materials are found as 

vesicular and other types of aggregates in the alveolar fluid (or the subphase for the 

films), and some of the excluded materials are probably destined for alveolar type - IT 

cells for recycling (Gross, 199Sa; Wrigbt, 1990). Therefor the material extracted from 

the lungs known as "pulmonary surfactant" may contain various products or remnants of 

extracellular metabolism and possibly tbe materials whlcb make up the alveolar film. 

Although films of surfactant materials have been recently demonstrated to exist in the 

alveoli (Schiirch and Bachofen, 1995), it is not clear to date what the composition of such 

ftlms are in vivo or in vitro, and if aU or some of the components of PS are involved in 

maintenance of such films. 

Numerous srudies exist to date on analysis of fllms of the material extracted from 
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the lungs in Langmuir and adsorption balances, bubble sutfactometers and captive 

bubbles, and some of the resultant sutface chemistry of the material in vitro has been 

reviewed (Goerke and Clements, 1986; Possmayer, 1991; Keough, 1992). Fro-m the 

information gained from such studies it has been inferred that surfactant fllms in the 

alveoli are almost solid-like in density and highly enriched in DPPC (Bangham, J.987). 

However there are only a few reports in che literarure to date on studies of the pbysical 

states of such films or their phase properties (Dluhy et at. 1989; King and Clennents, 

1972b; Triiuble, et al., 1974) or extracted whole sutfactant in bilayers (Ge et al., 1995; 

Gulik et al., 1994; Hook et al. , 1984; Keough et al., 1985; Mautone et al., 1987; 

Triiuble, 1974; Teubner et al., 1983). 

Two decades ago King and Clements, (l972b; l972c) detected th;at the 

compressibility of surfactant ftlms in surface balances change abruptly in a small 

temperarure range. Later some physical properties of surfaclant in bilayers detecmined 

using fluorescence probe orientatiom and light scattering indicated, that the IDI.aterial 

underwent a broad thermotropic phase transition, and that pulmonary surfactan• films 

may also undergo phase ~itions at the air-alveolar fluid interface (Keough, 1992; 

Keough et al., 1985; Triiuble, 1974). Later, other studies bave indicated that the: broad 

thermotropic transition of surfactant from most mammalian species occurred betwe-en 10 -

4Q<'C, and was influenced by certain factors (Keough, 1992). The phase transinion of 

surfactant was influenced by the b.ydration states (Teubneret al., 1983), unsaturated lipid 

content (Hook et al .• 1984) and calcium (Mautone et al., 1987). These studies also 

indicated that the thermotropic phase ttansition of pulmonary surfactant is a diffusely co-
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operative chain order-disorder type transition. Such order-disorder phase transition was 

also detected from surfactant films from infra-red spectroscopic measurements of C-H 

stretching modes of lipids chains (Dluhy et al., 1989}. Recently it was shown that the 

ordering of the chains and the phase transition of surfactant in bilayers could be 

influenced by calcium and surfactant protein-A (Ge et aJ., 1995). Other than an 

unpublished repon (noted in Keough, 1992). some of our previously unpublished 

observations, recently Hall and co-workers have demonstrated using fluorescence and 

Brewster angle microcopies, that an expanded to condensed, two-dimensional phase 

transition in solvent spread calf lipid surfactant extracts (CLSE) ftlms occur wich 

increasing packing of such ftlms (Hall et al.. 1995a; 1995b; Kocakova et aL, 1996a; 

1996b). These workers showed that condensed domains in CLSE fllms occur at 

intermediate packing of the films, and by semi-quantitative analysis of the domain 

structures justified that they are made of mainly DPPC (Discher et al., 1996). 

We have studied the various components of pulmonary surfactant in films utilizing 

fluorescence microscopy (Chapters 3-10). Here we show the phase transitions in spread 

and adsorbed films of porcine lipid surfacL1nt extracts (l..SE} using epifluorescence 

microscopy of such films. We determined the effects of compression rates. dynamic 

cycling, calcium ions and surfactant protein - A, on the phase structures of LSE films. 

We also indicate some specific properties of the phase transition in LSE films which 

correlate well with our previous srudies on simpler surfactant component ftlms. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Pulmonary surfactant was extracted by broncheo-alveolar Lavaging porcine lungs 

and purified by Dr. Svetla G. Taneva and Mrs. June Stewart in our laboratory by 

methods discussed in detail elsewhere (Keough et al., 1988). The general procedures 

were the following. Freshly obtained porcine lungs were lavaged intratracheally with 

0.15 M NaCl (4°C). The lavage was centrifuged to remove cell and debris for 10 

minutes at 1000 x g , and the supernatant obtained at 20,000 x g for 1 hour to pellet the 

surfactant. The pelleted surfactant was used to extract the hydrophobic materials using 

chlorofonn:methanol:water combinations by the method of Bligh aod Dyer (1956). LSE 

normally contains all the pulmonary surfactant components except the water soluble 

proteins (i.e. SP-A aod SP-D). The extracted material probably contained all the lipids 

and the hydrophobic protein compnnents of pnrcine pulmonary surfactant (SP-B aod SP

C), and is referred to as the lipid surfactant extract (LSE). The phospholipid content of 

the LSE was determined using a phosphorous assay of Banlen. (1959) as modified by 

Keough and Kariel (l987). Fluorescently labelled SP-A (Texas-Red-SP-A or R-SP-A) 

was obtained as above (Chapter lO). 

The LSE inchloroform.:methanol (3:1. voVvol) was mixed with 1 mol percent of 

fluorescent phospholipid probe NBD-PC (obtained as above) in the same solvent, based 

on the phospholipid content of LSE. This was spread on a buffered saline subphase (150 

mM NaCl, 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH-6.9, ± 5 mM calcium), in the epifluorescence 

microscopic surface balance to form solvent-spread LSE monolayers . Suspensions of the 
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material formed by vonexing dried LSE ftlms in the same buffer were injected into the 

modified adsorption balance (discussed in chapter 7), to form the adsorbed LSE 

monolayers. The solvent spread LSE ftlms were compressed and expanded at an initial 

rate of 20 (slow) or 707 (fast) mm2 .sec·1 in 20 or 50 steps, and compressions were 

stopped for 1-5 minutes at each of the 20-50 steps for visual observation and recordings. 

The images were observed, video recorded and analyzed by methods discussed in 

Appendix A. 

Suspeosion of LSE containing l mol% NBD-PC were prepared by drying the 

chloroform:methanol solutions of LSE (plus probe) in glass vials under a stream of Nv 

and vonexing such dried LSE materials in buffer. Adsorption of LSE suspensions was 

monitored by the fluorescence emission from the monolayers formed at the air-buffer 

interface in the modified adsorption balance. In some experiments small amouncs of 

tluorescently labelled R-SP-A (0.13 ,ug/ml final concentration) were dissolved in the 

subphase buffer and LSE films were solvent-spread on top of this subpbase. 
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RESULTS 

The surface pressure - area ( -n--A) isotherms obtained during dynamic cycling of 

spread films of lipid surfactant extract (LSE) (top), and the surface pressure - time (1r-t) 

adsorption isotherms of an adsorbed LSE film (bottom) are shown in Figure 11.1. The 

1r-A isotherms indicated that spread LSE film could be compressed to high surface 

pressure - 70 m.N/m or a low surface tension of -1 mN/m over a number of 

compression cycles. Upon expansion the 'IT of such films dropped to 0 mN/m. The 

isotherm (top) also indicated that there was a plateau in the compression isotherms~ at 

around 45 mN/m. The plateaus persisted for a number of cycles, although their width 

decreased with increasing numbers of 1r-A cycles. The difference of area between the 

compression and expansion pan of the cycles or hysteresis, changed with increasing 

number of cycles. The adsorption isotherm in Figure 11.1 (bonom) was obtained by 

injecting 70 1-'g/ml (final concentration) under a buffered subpbase in the modified 

adsorption apparatus (discussed in chapter 7), and by monitoring the surface pressure 

over time. The adsorption isotherm (bottom in Figure 11.1) indicates that LSE adsorbed 

rapidly to an air-buffer interface and a equilibrium 1r of 45 mN/m was reached in a few 

minutes. These surface properties of LSE were in close agree~~nt with the ones 

previously reported on pulmonary surfactant extracts !tOm ~ (King and Clements, 

1972b) or porcine lungs (Keough, 1992). 

Typical compression isotherm and images observed from a LSE plus 1 mol% 

NBD-PC ftlm, performed on a buffered saline subphase (without calcium) are shown in 
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Figure 11.1 Surface pressure - area per phospholipid molecule (11"-A) compression

expansion isotherms of lipid extracts of pulmonary surfactant (I.SE) (top), and a surface 

pressure -time adsorption isotherms of a 0.07 mg/m.l LSE suspension to an air-buffered 

saline interface (bottom). 

The 1r-A isotherms were obtained by dynamically compressing and expanding 

solvent spread films at a relatively fast rate of 707 mm2.sec·1 on an air-buffer interface 

at a temperature of 22°C. 
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Figure 11.2. The isotherm was obtained by compressing the LSE film at a relatively 

slow rate, in 50 steps, and a five minute waiting period was introduced between each 

step, giving a overall compression speed of 0.38 A2.molecule·l.min·1 (based on initial 

area and phospholipid load) . Such a relatively slow speed was chosen to observe any 

quasi-equilibrium features of condensed domains in such films (such as the typical kidney 

bean shaped domains of DPPC). The typical images observed after the 5 minute wait 

period after each step indicated that at low surface pressure of around 5 m.N/m the 

monolayer was homogenously fluorescent (A). The condensed (black or LC phase) 

domains appeared at ;r above 13 m.N/m grew in size (B and C) with increasing 1r, and 

then "decreased" in size at 1r above 40 m.N/m (D). Above the plateau region at 45 

mN/m, the condensed domains mostly disappeared and the monolayer fluorescence 

became heterogenous (E) and appeared to be a meshwork of thin black ftlamentous 

regions coexisting with regions of intense fluorescence. The filaments in the mesh-work 

seemed to be very thin and almost beyond the optical resolution of the camera

microscope combination. Such images as in (E) were also difficult to visually observe 

and video record, since the heterogeneous distribution of fluorescent probe, decreased 

the contrast between the black (ftlamentous) and fluorescent regions. 

Some of the images seen at intermediate 1r in Figure 11.2 (Band C), showed 

some condensed domains (black regions) which appeared to be kidney bean shaped (see 

arrow mark in C), as was observed in DPPC films under equilibrium conditions 

(FIOrsheimer and MOhwald, 1989; Nag et aL, 1991; Weis and McConnell, 1990 and 

Figure 2.5). Some of the unusual (visual) features of LSE films, such as appearance and 
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Figure 11.2 Surface pressure - area per phospholipid isotherm of porcine LSE containing 

1 mol % NBD-PC (top) and lhe typical images obtained from such films- at surface 

pressures indicated by the letters in the isotherms (bottom). The film was spread from 

organic solvents onto an air-buffer interface (without calcium) at an temperaru.re of 22 

± z•c. 

The films were compressed at a slow rate of 20 m.m2 .sec.·1 in 50 steps. with a 5 

minute wait period inuoduced at each step (the total time for compression of the ftlm was 

4.5 hours). The black regions in the images (A-D, bottom) represent the condensed or 

gel phase and the white the NBD-PC probe containing phase. The scale bar is 25 ~-tm. 
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disappearance of condensed domains with increasing 1r, have also been reponed also by 

others in films of calf lung surfactant extracts (CLSE) studied using fluorescence 

microscopy and without fluorescent probe by Brewster angle microscopy (Hall et al., 

1995a; 1995b; Kocakova et al., 1996a; 1996b). Such features of decreasing size of 

condensed domains with increasing 1r were also observed in simple DPPC/DOPC fllms 

(Nag and Keough. 1993; chapter 3). 

The frequency distributions of condensed domains for relatively fast and slow 

compression of LSE films are shown in Figure 11.3 (a), and the distribution at a similar 

surface pressure with images (inset) at that 1r in (b). The pattern in Figure 11.3 (a) 

indicated a difference in the frequency distribution of the condensed domains sizes for 

the rapidly and slowly compressed LSE ftlms. In the ftlm compressed at the faster rate 

the largest sizes of condensed domains were about 50 square 11-rrf at 28 mN/m, whereas 

in the slowly compressed film at the same 11", the maximum size was 100 11-nt. The 

figure also indicates that in case of the fast compression, greater numbers of smaller 

domains were formed compared to the slowly compressed ftlms. An example of these 

properties is displayed in the inset images figure 11.3 (b) which were obtained at a 

similar 1r of 29 mN/m. Also, the distribution of the condensed domains in the case of 

the fast compression was less dispersed at all1r compared to those of slowly compressed 

fllms. The patterns indicate that the frequency and size of condensed domains in LSE 

films are controlled by the rates of compression of the !tlms, with kinetic factors 

probably controlling the nucleation, size and distribution of such domains. A similar 

pattern of the effect of compression rate on domain size and frequency has been 
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Figure 11.3 Frequency distribution of sizes of condensed (black) domains seen in LSE 

films compressed at relatively fast (left panel) and slow (righ[ panel) ra[es (a) ; and the 

typical frequency disttibu[ion from these films at a 1r of 29 mN/m wit.h inse[ images 

observed at t.hat 1r (b), t.he [Op panel from fas[ and the bottom from slowly compressed 

films . The frequency distribution of size of condensed domains were obtained by 

analyzing 10 randomly selec[ed images at 1r indicated on [Op of tile plots. 
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previously observed by us in films of DPPC compressed at different rates (Nag et al., 

1991). Some of the condensed domains in LSE films had typical kidney bean shapes as 

seen in films of DPPC, suggesting that such domains were made of or enriched with that 

lipid. 

Figure 11 .4. shows the average size (A), number (B) and total amount of black 

or condensed phase (C) plotted as a function of 1r, for LSE films compressed at slow and 

fast rates. The domain sizes are larger and their numbers lower in the films compressed 

at the slow rate compared to the fast, whereas the total amount of the condensed or black 

(C) phase is not significantly different in the cwo systems with different compression 

conditions. This may indicate that the condensed regions in LSE films are a panicular 

phase formed due to the process of phase transition (say from fluid to gel-like states) 

since the process is independent of the conditions used to transit from one phase to the 

other. The other interesting fearure of the LSE films phase transition is that the 

condensed phase decreased at 1r above 30 mN/m, a phenomenon previously observed in 

simple films of DPPC with DOPC (Chapter 3). We had previously explained this 

process in the DPPC/DOPC fllms as an effect of the probe on the lipids phase transition. 

In light of the recent studies on calf LSE f"Ilms by Hall and co-workers (Hall et aL, 

1995a; 1995b; Discher et al. , 1996), using Brewster angle microscopy (which does not 

require fluorescent probes), which reported that a similar decrease of condensed phase 

with increasing 1r above a critical value · occurred, we speculate that there may be a 

second phase change occurring in LSE ftlms at 1r above 30 mN/m. This phase transition 

may be of a type where the condensed phase (black regions) merges into a 
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Figure 11.4 Average area (A), number (B) and che total amounts (C) of condensed 

(black) domains in fllms of LSE plotted as a function of surface pressure for the 

relatively slowly (open symbols) and fasc (closed symbols) compressed systems as in 

Figure 11.3. The data were obtained by analyzing 10 randomly selected frames at each 

1r. The error bars indicate ± one standard deviation. 
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more solid-like phase, and lhe solid-like phase increases with increase in 1r at the expense 

of the condensed phase. The images at 1r above 50 m.N/m (Figure 11.2) would tend to 

indicate that the solid-like phase of LSE film was made of filamemous domain 

meshwork, and dte probe was excluded from this phase into small regionalized 

aggregates distributed heterogeneously in the ftlms. 

The typical 1r-A isothenn of a LSE fllm dynamically compressed and expanded 

eleven times, spread at a initial 1r of 35 rnN/m (top) , and the typical images seen in the 

first and eleventh compression (bonom) are shown in Figure ll.5 (a). The data on 

number (A). size (B) and total amount (C) of condensed domains, plotted as a function 

of 1r from the f"lrst and the eleventh compression are shown in Figure 11.5 (b). The 

images in 11.5 (a) indicate that the distribution of the domains are different in the 

eleventh cycle compared to the first. The total amoUnt, size and number of domains are 

also increased at equivalent 7r during the eleventh compression compared to the first. 

The amount of condensed phase in the eleventh compression is about 5 % higher than 

that seen in the first compression. This indicates that the amount of the material forming 

the black or condensed domains in LSE films is increased. or that the film in the eleventh 

cycle is enriched in the component which forms black domains in such films. It is 

possible that some of the components are irreversibly lost from the surface ftlm, a 

process tenned as nsqueeze out", with the materials which are lost from the film being 

ones which do not form condensed domains. These results support our previous 

assumptions that fluidizing lipids (Chapter 3, 5) and protein components (Chapter 9} may 

be squeezed out of pulmonary surfactant films, eventually refining and enriching the 
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Figure 11.5 Typical tr-A isotherms of a LSE film compressed and expanded 11 times 

(top) (at a rare of 20 mnt.sec-1 for the first and llth cycle and 707 mm2.sec-1 for the 

cycles in between) and the typical images observed in the fl!St and the eleventh cycle at 

a similar.- (bottom) (a); and the size (A); number (B) and total amoum (C) of condensed 

phase estimated from a first (open symbol) and the 11th compression (closed symbols) of 

LSE fllms (b)_ Scale barin (a) is 25 I'm- The standard deviatioMoare for 10 randomly 

selected images analyzed images at each 1r. [Similar dynamic compression-expansion 

cycling was performed for DPPC/DOPC fllms to monitor irreversible squeeze-out of 

materials from such ftlms, and was discussed above in section '3.3 and 3.43] 
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films with DPPC. 

The slowly compressed 1r-A isothenns of a LSE ftlm containing l mol % NBD-

PC on a buffered subphase containing 5 mM calcium and £he cypical images observed in 

such films are shown in Figure ll.6(a). The number (A), size (B) and amount (C) of 

condensed domains in such a film planed as a function of 11"', compared to the ones 

without calcium under similar conditions are shown in Figure 6 (b). Although the 

isotherm of the LSE film in Figure U.6 (a) is not significantly different than the one 

without calcium (Figure 11.2. top), the images, especially those at 1r above 40 m.N/m 

were quite different from chose seen in the films without calcium (Figure 11.2, bottom). 

The visual features at 1r above 40 m.N/m in the films in the presence of calcium, had 

bright circular regions or fluorescent (wttite) domains dispersed in a background of grey 

phases. These whire regions or domains also had small black spots in the centre (image 

E in Figure 11.6 (a)). Such domains or fluorescent regions may be a separate phase 

induced by calcium in LSE fllms. and indicate that there may be an altered packing of 

t.be lipids and proteins under such induction. Although above 1r of 45 mN /m, the total 

amounts (Figure 11.6 (b), C) of the dark domains decreased, their numbers (B) and 

average size (B) were increased drastically at all 1r in the ftlms containing calcium 

compared to the ones without. At a 1r of 40 - 45 mN/m, the amount of condensed phase 

in LSE fl.lms with calcium is about double the amount in the ones without calcium. 

Eventually at high 1r ( > 45 mN/m) the total amount of condensed phase decreased in the 

films with calcium. This fact indicated that calcium increased the condensed phase or 

condensation in LSE films, as was observed previously in simple films of DPPC/DPPG 
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Figure 11.6 Typical rr-A isotherms of LSE films on a buffer subphase containing 5 mM 

calcium (top}, compressed at a relatively slow rate as in Figure 11.2, and the typical 

images observed (bottom) in such ftlms at 1r indicated by letters in the isotherms (a); and 

the size (A), number (B) and total amount (C) of the condensed (black) phase observed 

in such rllms (b). Scale bar for the images in (a) is 25 ;<m. 
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(Chapter 4). The increased ordering in LSE films induced by calcium seemed also to 

somewhat increase the upper limit of~ a[ which such coodensed domains were observed. 

As discussed earlier (Chapter 4), calcium probably bound the acidic lipid headgroups of 

LSE lipids, and increased the condensation of such films or increased the amount of the 

dark phase domains. 

Typical isotherms and imag~ of adsorbed LSE films ~rmed by injecting LSE 

suspensions containing 1 mol% of fluorescent probe, under air-buffer interface are shown 

in Figure 11.7. The isotherm in Figure 11.7 (top) is from the adsorbed film where 

higher amoUnts (0.06 p.g/ml) of lSE suspension were injected and the one in the bottom 

from a ftlm where a ten fold lower concentration Of LSE suspension' (0.006~g!~) was 

injected. The material when injected under a buffered subpJ:iase at the higher 

concentration (top) increased the surf~e pressure of the air-buffer interface in a few 

seconds to 45 mN/m. The images observed at 45 mN/m from the adsorbed LSE ftlms, 

showed a grey phase with regions of aggregated probe (Figure 11 .7, A). When injected 

at the lower concentration of 0.006 mg/m.l (bottom) the surface pressure increased slowly 

to 10 mN/m after 15 minutes, and the adsorbed films had the appearance of an almost 

homogenous fluid phase (B). In this system (bottom) the surface pressure reached about 

15 mN/m after 30 minutes, and condensed domains appeared (C) in the field of view. 

Such domains increased in number and size (D and E) over a 2 hour period of further 

adsorption. These observations suggested that the process of an expanded to condensed 

phase transition seen in spread LSE films with compression (Figure 11.2) also occurred 

in adsorbed fllms formed from LSE suspensions as a function of increasing amounc of 
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Figure 11.7. Typical1r-t isotherms and images of LSE + 1 mol % of NBD-PC adsorbed 

Itln1S formed by injecting different amounts of LSE suspensions under the air-buffer 

interface (0.06 ,gtml; top, and 0.006 ,gtml; bottom). A smaller amount of LSE 

suspension was injected under the buffer (bonom), to obtain a slowly adsorbing film in 

which the fluid to condensed transition could be observed. The arrows indicate the 

surface pressures at which the images were oblained. The scale bar is 25 ~tm. 
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materials adsorbing into such films with time. The similarity of strucrures seen in the 

adsorbed and spread LSE films indicated that both types of films may be equivalent at 

similar packing densities or ,..., as seen previously for films of simple mixcures of 

components of pulmonary surfactant (Chapter 7). 

Films of LSE were solvent spread and compressed on wp of a buffered subpbase 

containing fluorescent labelled R-SP-A, to observe any effect of the protein on such 

spread LSE films. The cypical images observed in such spread LSE films at a ~ of 35 

mN/m (with subphase containing 0.13 1-'g/ml of tluorescently labelled SP-A; methodology 

discussed in chapter 10) are shown in Figure 11.8. The images on the top panel are 

without and the bottom with 2 mM calcium. The images in the left were observed from 

the fluorescence of NBD-PC and the ones in the right from the fluorescence of R-SP-A. 

The images indicated that che distribution of condensed domains in the LSE films were 

modified in the presence of R-SP-A. and that the condensed domains were aggregated 

compared to the ones without the protein (Figure 11.2). The images in the right panel 

(BIB'), observed from the fluorescence of the protein (R-SP-A), indicated that SP-A also 

adsorbed into or was present very near the LSE fllms, and in case of the films containing 

calcium, that R-SP-A aggregated inw Large domains (Figure 11.8, bottom right image). 

Visual observations of such films(± calcium) at high,..., by switching the optical filters 

very quickly to observe the same field of view from lipid probe and R-SP-A 

fluorescence, indicated that the aggregated condensed domains of LSE had R-SP-A 

located in such aggregates. These results indicate that R-SP-A bad interactions with LSE 

fllms and associated with tbe condensed domains (somewhat differently) as seen in some 
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Figure 11.8 Typical images observed in solvent spread LSE ( + 1 mol % NBD-PC) films 

containing 0.13 ~t&lml R-SP-A on the buffered subphase without (top panel) and with 5 

mM calcium (bonom panel), at a 'll'" of 35 mN/m. The images in the left (A, A') were 

observed from the fluorescence of NBD-PC and the right from R-SP-A (B, 8 '). The 

scale bar is 25 JLID. 
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of the simpler systems of pulmooacy surfactant components (Chapter 10). 
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DISCUSSION 

11.41] Condensed domains in LSE are made or mainly DPPC. 

From early studies on the thermotropic phase cransitions of pulmonary surfactant 

or its lipid extracts (LSE). it was proposed that the principle component of the surfactant 

responsible for an ordered to fluid transition during heating was DPPC (Trauble et al., 

1974). Others have detected by changing the temperarure of canine surfactant mms, that 

the "squeeze-out" plateau and surface compressibility changed abruptly over a 

temperature range of 30-3SOC (King and Clements, 1972b). Electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) studies of rabbit surfactant suspensions have indicated that the material 

is fluid at room temperature, and the fluidity was due to the presence of a significant 

amount of unsarurated lipids (Hook et al., 1984). Others have indicated by OSC 

measurements of rabbit surfactant suspensions that the material is panly fluid at 37°C and 

not very fluid at room temperature (Keough et al. , 1985). Dluhy et al. (1989), using 

infrared spectroscopy of surfactant suspensions and films have indicated that a continuous 

decrease of the CH2 stretching frequency of the C-C bonds of the acyl chains of 

surfactant lipids occurred with increased packing of such films, and that in highly 

compressed bovine surfactant fllms, most of such chains were in all trans configuration. 

The ordered or condensed domains observed in the porcine LSE films studied here 

support these observations, that a fluid to ordered transition occurs in pulmonary 

surfactant ftlms with increasing packing or compression. The kidney shape of some of 

the condensed (dark:) domains in the I.SE films observed when the fllms were compressed 
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at quasi-equilibrium conditions (slowly), would tend ro indicate that such domains are 

probably enriched in, or made of, DPPC. Recent calculations performed on the amounts 

of condensed phase in spread fLlms of calf lung surfactant indicate there is a direct 

proportionality of the amount of DPPC present in surfactant with the highest amount of 

condensed phase found in such ftlms (Hallet aL, 1995a; Korcakova et al. , 1996; Discher 

et al., 1996). The decrease in total amounts of condensed domains at higher pressures 

can also be due to disintegration of such domains in either sub-micron strucrures which 

are not detectable by optical microscopy. The images observed at 1r above 50 mN/m in 

LSE ftlms also tend to indicate that fme filamentous structures exist which are barely 

visible through fluorescence microscopy. This may indicate that possibly the condensed 

domains may undergo some form of transition to more fllamentous sub-micron range 

phases, not detectable by optical microscopy (Hwang et al.. 1995). 

There are also significant differences between the phase properties of LSE and 

DPPC fLlms. At higher surface pressures in LSE films, the appearance of heterogenous 

irregular probe distribution (Figure 11. 2) and the decrease of observable condensed phase 

(Figure 11.3, C) would indicate that the phase transitions in LSE films are not a simple 

liquid expanded (LE) to liquid condensed (LC) change as seen in fllms of pure DPPC. 

AJso the appearance of condensed domains in LSE ftlms at a higher 1r - 11-15 mN/m 

(Figure 11 .4) indicates that such films are more fluid than DPPC at equivalent 1r. Some 

of the features such as the appearance and disappearance of condensed domains in LSE 

films with increase in 1r, show that LSE films behave more like simple lipid mixtures 

(DPPC/DOPC) compared to ftlms of pure DPPC. Also, since calcium increased the 
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amount of condensed phase in LSE films compared to those without the cation at 

equivalent 1r. this indicated that the LSE condensed domains or at least some of them 

contained acidic lipids. as also seen in films of DPPC/DPPG (Chapter 4). The increased 

fluidity of the LSE films at all packing densities compared to DPPC films, can be 

understood as the effect of unsaturated lipids, cholesterol, and the hydrophobic proteins 

SP-B/SP-C on DPPC film packing, since all these components are presem in LSE and 

perrurb the packing of the DPPC in such fllms (Chapters 3-9). Hall and co-workers have 

suggested that the condensed domains in films of lipids of calf lung surfactant (without 

SP-B and SP-C) are larger thao the ones observed in the CLSE fllms at similar .-, and 

also suggested that the amount of cholesterol or neutral lipids of surfactant may be the 

main deciding factor controlling the size and amounts of condensed domains (and thus 

the fluidity) of lung surfactant fllms (Hall et al., 1995a). 

The functional significance of condensed domains in pulmonary surfactant in virro 

is not clear, but an interesting proposition has been put forward by Bangham, (1987) (see 

also Keough, 1992). This proposition is based on the observations that the surfactant 

ftlm in the lung alveoli are almost made of condensed or "solid lipids" or DPPC. Such 

ftlms can have regions or "solid islands" existing in a "sea" of fluid lipids (Bangham, 

1987). The solid lipid regions act as small "splints" in the alveolar wall, and prevent 

them from collapsing with decreasing alveolar wall area or volume (Bangham, 1987; 

Keough, 1992). Such splinting would occur if each of the alveoli is assumed as a 

"geodesic dome" or a dodecahedron (Kimmel and Budiansky, 1991) or the inside surface 

made of many small flat surfaces, where each side of the alveolar wall would provide a 
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surface on which such splints reside (Keough, 1992; Bangham, 1987). Whether the 

condensed domains in LSE fLlms can fulfil the properties of such splints in situ in the 

alveoli may be too speculative from this in vitro srudy, but the existence of condensed 

domains of micrometer size in pulmonary surfactant fllm.s , may open up new possibilities 

in modelling pulmouary surfactant at lhe air-alveolar fluid interface. 

11.42] Fluidity of LSE r.Jms and squeeze out. 

The pressure • area dynamic cycling of LSE films (Figure 11.5) aud the decrease 

of condensed phase with h.igher 1r (Figure 11.4), would indicate that the effects of 

fluidizing lipids and probably proteins on such films are quite profound. Since we have 

reported earlier that in films of simple DPPC/DOPC mixrures (Chapter 3) that the 

condensed phase decreased in such ftlms at high 1r, it seems that the LSE ftlms are also 

influenced by its fluid components. Upon dynamic compression and expansion some of 

the fluid components were probably squeezed out or irreversibly lost from the ftlms, 

enriching the LSE ftlms with DPPC (as also seen in ftlms of DPPC/DOPC, Chapter 3). 

As shown in Figure 11.5, there was a small (5%) but probably significant increase in the 

amounts of condensed phase in the eleventh cycle compared to the first, and the 

appearance of the black domains occurred at a lower 'lr (10 mN/m) in the eleventh cycle 

compared to the fust. These factors tend to indicate that the film was enriched by DPPC 

possibly by about 5% . Since the number of condensed domains were also increased in 

such ftlms in the eleventh cycle (Figure ll.5, B), the enrichment of DPPC probably 

occurred in the eleventh cycle with increasing DPPC rich areas or nucleations compared 
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to the trrst cycle. The difference of the amounts of condensed phase seen between the 

frrst and eleventh cycle was not very prominent, since LSE fllms probably contained 

other components which were not irreversibly lost during compression, but were rapidly 

re-adsorbed back into the fllms upon expansion. These components could be the 

hydrophobic surfactant proteins SP-B and SP-C, which were found to remain in ftlms on 

high compressions and after number of cycles in the simpler surfactant component fUm 

srudies (Chapter 8 and 9). Also the dynamically cycled fllms of LSE studied here were 

solvent spread (and did not allow for selective insertion from a subphase pool) and did 

not contain SP-A, and thus may not reflect the exact properties of lung surfactant ftlms 

in the alveoli, and some of the processes such as selective enrichment as may occur in 

situ. 

In the lungs the surface tension of the air-alveolar fluid interface is near 

0 mN/m (Schtirch et al., 1976}, and probably the only component of surfactant which 

can reach such low values upon compression was indicated to be DPPC (Goerke and 

Clements, 1986; Keough, 1992; Possmayer, 1991). Later detailed theoretical and 

experimental studies in vitro on surface activity of pulmonary surfactant have indicated 

that the material near an air-water interface showed a rich variety of complex 

phenomena, such as molecular adsorption-desorption. squeeze-out, spreading-re-

spreading, a combination of one or all these processes is involved in achieving lung 

stability in situ (Otis et al., 1994; Scarpelli and Mautone, 1994; Yu and Possmayer, 

1993). In excised rabbit lungs, measurements indicated that the alveolar geometry, 

pressure-volume (P-V) and surface tension-volume ('y-V) characteristics showed 
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hysteresis loops (Bachofenet a!., 1987; Pattie, 1977; Schiirch eta!., 1985) indicating that 

probably some of the surface pressure - area characteristics of surfactant fllms contribute 

to these phenomena. Upon dynamic cycling of rat surfactant adsorbed films in captive 

bubbles, it was shown that after a few cycles of compression-expansion of the material, 

the -n--A hysteresis became negligible, and the surface tension. collapse rates and 

compressibility were decreased (Schtirch et al., 1992a). These and other studies of 

dynamic cycling of pulmonary surfactant have suggested that the surface films are 

eruiched by DPPC, and the enrichment probably occurred by loss of low surface activity 

components (Gross, 1995a; Gross and Naraine, 1989) or selective adsorption of higher 

surface active component such as DPPC (Schiirch. 1992; 1994). Similarly in this study 

the LSE films were somewhat enriched by a more surface active component, possibly 

DPPC. Others have indicated that some of the subfractions (squeezed-out material from 

alveolar films ?) detected in extracting pulmonary surfactant (Magoon eta!., 1983; Putz 

et al .• 1994), showed lower surface activity (Gross. 1995a), which would tend to indicate 

that a process of surface refming may also occur in situ. Schiirch et al. (1992; 1994), 

have suggested that surfactant adsorbed films have a reservoir or pool of lipids under the 

surface ftlm which enriches the surface with DPPC, and SP-A and calcium enhances the 

adsorption of DPPC to the surface (Schiirch and Bachofen, 1995). Since the LSE fLlm.s 

srudied here in the dynamic cycling experiment were spread from solvent, and the 

subphase possibly could not have contained any reservoir, the enrichment of such films 

was probably nominal but conservatively 5 %, after eleven cycles, consistent with the 

"squeeze out" of some components occurring. The condensed domains of LSE need to 
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be studied in adsorbed ftlms, and in combinations with SP-A. so that a closer 

examination of the dynamics and phase state of the pulmonary surfactant in siru. can be 

comprehended. 

11.43] Ionic interactions of LSE with calcium. 

It was known for some time that ionic conditions determine morphology and 

functional propenies of pulmonary surfactant. A number of previous studies have 

indicated that the physical and surface propenies of pulmonary surfactant can be altered 

by altering pH and ionic changes in the environment of bilayers and Illms. Removal of 

calcium ions changed the strucrures of tubular myelin, which were restored by their 

addition(Bensonet al., 1984). In vitro studies have shown that increasing the pH of the 

subphase of surfactant films above 7. decreased the ability of calf lung surfactant to reach 

low surface tension upon compression (Amirkhanian and Merrit, 1995; Amirkhanian and 

Taeusch. 1993; Haddad eta! .• 1994). Calcium and acidic pH increased the ability of 

surfactant to adsorb at an air-fluid interface (Efrati et al., 1987). Recent surface balance 

studies have indicated that the surface activity of pulmonary surfactant was also lowered 

by cationic polyamino acids (Brummer et al., 1995). Proteins which may bind to one 

or more phospholipid headgroups of surfactant such as C-reactive protein to DPPC, 

inhibited surfactant adsorption to the air-water interface (McEacbren and Keough, 1995). 

These studies tend to indicate that some hydrophobic components of pulmonary surfactant 

have specific electrostatic interactions with ions, although proteins such as SP-A which 

have strong interactions with calcium are likely also affected. Our study of LSE fJ.lms 
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directly indicates the sensitivity of such electrostatic interactions, as seen by the higher 

amounts of condensed phase in LSE films induced by millimolar amount of calcium in 

the subphase compared to the ones without calcium present (Figure 11.6b). Since our 

LSE films srudied with calcium (Figure 11.6b) did not contain any SP-A the ionic 

interactions were probably between acidic phospholipid in the ftlms and calcium in the 

subphase. 

Teubner et al., (1983) reponed, from measuring thermal transitions by DSC of 

pulmonary surfactant (PS) suspensions of sheep, under different states of hydration, that 

fully hydrated PS showed a 20°C change of the peak transition temperature (Tc) compared 

to dehydrated samples. They suggested that hydration of some of the specific 

components of PS was responsible for thermotropic properties of pulmonary surfactant 

(Teubner et al., 1993). Others have observed by FfiR of surfactant suspensions from 

rabbit, that 5 to 10 mM calcium increased lhe onset Tc of the thermotropic transition of 

the material, and the ion bound to the phosphate head group of the lipids, detected by 

measuring the phosphate stretching frequencies directly from such suspensions (Mautone 

et al., 1987). Recent studies using FTIR of calf lipid surfactant extracts (CLSE) have 

also indicated that millimolar amounts of calcium interacted with acidic phospholipid of 

surfactant, and increased the molecular order of such extracts (Ge et al., 1995). We 

have observed previously in Illms containing acidic lipid (DPPG) that calcium was able 

to increase the amount of condensed phase compared to neutral lipid films (Chapter 4). 

The amounts of condensed phase (Figure 11.6 (b), C) observed in f"tlms of LSE under 

the influence of calcium were observed to persist to a somewhat higher 'lr before 
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disappearing, compared to the films without the cation. The number of condensed 

domains observed in such ftlms containing calcium were also increased as much as two 

fold at similar 1r (Figure 11.6b, B) compared to the LSE fllms without calcium. These 

results suggests that calcium by increasing the number and amounts of condensed 

domains. induced an ordering or condensed LSE films. 

In the LSE-calcium ttlms, the fluorescent aggregates (Figure 11.6, E) observed 

at higher 1r were absent in films without the cation (Figure 11.2a, E), and tends tO 

suggest that the divalent cation also caused possible re-arrangements of materials in LSE 

films at high 1r. The re-arrangements at the high 1r could be an indication of phase 

segregation of acidic lipid aggregated by binding of calcium. The presence of probe in 

the aggregates or domains would tend to indicate that lheir internal constiruents were 

mostly fluid (the probe NBD-PC prefers the fluid phase). Since pulmonary surfactant 

also contains fluid acidic lipids, it is tempting to speculate that calcium regionalized the 

fluid acidic lipids into domains, and such regions could be easily squeezed out of the 

[tlms upon further compression, as suggested previously by others (Boo oman et al .• 

1987; Egberts eta!. , 1989; Fleming and Keough, 1988; Keough, 1992). 

11.44] Adsorption of LSE. 

Previous srudies on adsorption of simple mixtures of surfactant components have 

indicated that unsarurated lipids, and SP-8 and SP-C , enhance the adsorption of DPPC 

(see Chapter 7, and references there in). Since qualitative examination of the visual 

fearu.re of adsorbed LSE rUms do not indicate any drastic difference wilh their solvent-
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spread counterpans, although I.SE-suspensions adsorption was more rapid compared to 

DPPC (Chapter 7), the hydrophobic proteins and unsaturated lipids indeed increased the 

rate of adsorption of DPPC in LSE. The typical visual features of adsorption of LSE 

suspensions (Figure 11.7) to an air-saline interface suggested that adsorbed and spread 

f"tlms of surfactant are similar, at equivalent 1r. Also, the adsorbed LSE films underwent 

fluid to condensed phase transitions. as seen from the appearance and growth of 

condensed domains with increasing packing of the materials at the interface. Previously 

we indicated that some spread and adsorbed films of surfactant components were similar 

at equivalent packing densities (Chapter 7), the studies on LSE suspensions also fu.nher 

support the proposal that spread and adsorbed LSE films are equivalent. Although such 

adsorbed LSE films were not studied in detail, this srudy indicates that some of the 

components of LSE such as DPPC (which form condensed domains) do reach the air

water interface in the LSE adsorbed ftlms, and that such ftlms are not further enriched 

with this component compared to their solvent spread counterparts. This would suggest 

that the processes discussed above such as selective adsorption or enrichment of adsorbed 

pulmonary surfactant films with DPPC, may require more complex processes rather than 

simple adsorption. Dynamic cycling of such adsorbed LSE f"tlms and ones containing SP

A may indicate if such processes do occur, and should be performed in future. 

lnstrumental limitations restrict us from doing such studies at present, since the 

adsorption balance is not modified enough to allow for compression-expansion of 

adsorbed ftlms (see chapter 7, for details). 
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11.45] Association or SP-A with LSE r.Jms. 

As discussed previously (Chapter 10), pulmonary surfactant protein SP-A 

may specifically interact and associate with surfactant lipids in films. The preliminary 

observations made in this study (figure 11.8) indicate that SP-A interacts and induces 

condensed domain aggregation in LSE films. SP-A penetrated or adsorbed onto LSE 

ftlms at low 1r, and the protein by itself formed large aggregates or domains in the LSE 

ftlms in the presence of calcium. The condensed domains (black regions) in Figure 11.8, 

show that SP-A aggregated the condensed domains into large clusters. This may be due 

to the binding of SP-A to the condensed lipid domains, since observation of the 

fluorescent label of SP-A from the film indicated that the protein was localized with the 

condensed domain clusters. As in the previous study of imeraction of SP-A with 

DPPC/DPPG films (Chapter 10), the association of the protein with condensed lipids or 

gel-like phases is also observed in fllms of LSE. 

This arrangement of condensed domains in LSE ftlms induced by SP-A 

(aggregation of domains) seems to be somewhat different from those lipid-protein 

arrangements previously seen in simpler systems such as in DPPC/SP-A films, where the 

protein associated with lhe liquid condensed (LC) domain boundaries only but did not 

aggregate the condensed domains (Chapter 10). This difference of arrangement of SP-A 

in LSE fLlms compared to the ones seen in DPPC system, may be due to the fact that 

LSE fllms contained other components such as hydrophobic proteins and other lipids, 

which possibly allowed SP-A to interact with lipids differently with such ftlms compared 

to the ones seen in simpler systems of surfactant components. It was previously observed 
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by a number of workers that SP-A caused extensive aggregation of vesicles of pulmonary 

surfactant lipid extracts. This process was indicated to occur by binding of SP-A to 

individual lipid vesicles, and such vesicles showing tendency to aggregate and fuse 

around the protein (see Casals et al., 1993; Ruano et al., 1996 and the references 

therein). This LSE film study with SP-A tend to reflect similar aggregation induced by 

SP-A, except in this case it occurred with condensed domains of LSE. This may 

implicate SP-A in aggregating vesicles by binding to specific phase structures of the 

bilayer of vesicles and thereby aggregating them. 

The study indicates that pulmonary surfactant lipid extract f"tlms undergo liquid-

expanded to liquid-condensed and perhaps higher order phase transitions upon 

compression. The condensed domains of such ttlms display some similar propenies to 

those of simpler pulmonary surfactant components. Spread and adsorbed f"tlms of lipid 

surfactant extract (LSE) are similar and calcium and SP-A interact with such mms. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Pulmonary surfactant lines the air-alveolar fluid inrerface with a putative 

monomolecular film which is responsible for lowering surface tension of that interface 

and maintaining alveolar stability. Monolayer fllms are also good models for biological 

membranes. It is somewhat unclear to date, how the lipids and proteins of surfactant 

associate, interact and organize in fthns at an air-water interface, nor if some or all of 

the components responsible are present in the alveolar fllms. The purpose of this thesis 

was to answer some of these questions, utilizing a novel technique of epifluorescence 

microscopy of films of surfactant components, and especially to observe the interactions 

of surfactant lipids and protein with its major component DPPC. The epifluorescence 

microscopic surface balance technique allowed us to quantitatively study the microscopic 

organization of surfactant lipids and proteins at an air-water interface. Such organization 

also pertain to models of lipid-protein association in biological membranes. 

These studies indicated that unsaturated lipid can alter the organization of rigid 

or condensed domains of DPPC films, increase the fluidity of such films, and probably 

be squeezed out of such films allowing the films to be emiched in DPPC. Increased 

fluidity of surfactant can allow it to rapidly adsorb at the air water interface. Enrichment 

of surfactant ftlms with DPPC, may allow such fllms to achieve low surface tension at 

the air-alveolar fluid interface. Phosphatidylglycerol can mix with DPPC in ftlms in 

condensed and fluid phase. Calcium can condense such films. Condensed films can 

reach low surface tension upon maximal compression, and such fllms may exclude or 
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segregate other surfacca.nt components allowing for funher enrichment with DPPC to 

achieve low surface rension. Cholesterol altered the packing of DPPC condensed 

domains, increased the fluidicy of DPPC-cholesterol films, and it remained in such films 

at high packing density. By increasing fluidity, cb.olesterol may allow surfactant fllms 

to rapidly re-spread from its highly packed states achieved at high surface pressure or 

low surface tension. 

Hydrophobic surfactan< pro<eins SP-8 aod SP-C penurbed <he pacldng of DPPC 

fllms, some amounts remained in such ftlms at Low surface tension and increased the 

adsorption of this component to the air-water interface. The proteins were found to 

affect the DPPC phase structures differently, indicating their individual structure-function 

relationships may be an important factor in surfactant dynamics and lipid-protein 

associations. The hydropb.obic proteins may allow for surfactant films to be rapidly 

formed (by adsorption) at the air-alveolar interface, and rapidly re-spread from highly 

compressed states. The water soluble glycoprotein SP-A associated with (or bound to) 

the condensed fluid phase boundaries of surfactant phospholipid films, and interacted 

with the hydrophobic protein SP-B as well as the phospholipid. Such interactions were 

modulated by films ionic environment. SP-A. by binding to condensed or gel-phase 

phospholipids in surfactant, may allow for the material to be re-directed towards t:ype-II 

pneum.ocytes for re-utilization. By interacting with SP-B and calcium in DPPC 

environments, SP-A may allow for formation of the unusual tubular myelinic structures, 

which are presumed surfactant film precursors. 

Hydrophobic surfactant extractS formed similar films at an air-water interface 
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either from solvent spreading or by adsorption. Such fUms exhibited fluid to condensed 

phase transitions upon compression, and such transitions were affected by dynamic 

cycling, calcium and SP-A. The condensed domains of surfactant films exhibited 

characteristics of DPPC, and such films displayed propenies which could be co-related 

to the ones exhibited by simpler surfactant lipid-protein component films. 

These studies thus indicate most of the components of pulmonary surfactant 

components associate and interact at the air-water interface in fllms, and the micro-

organization of such films are similar whether they are adsorbed or solvent-spread. Not 

only are spread and adsorbed surfactant films similar, fluorescent probes can be easily 

incorporated in adsorbed films. This opens up future possibilities of studying 

organization of films of adsorbed natural surfactant and its subtractions, especially the 

elusive surface active film (if such layers can be isolated intact from the lungs), using 

fluorescence microscopy. Also biophysical processes involved in such film formation, 

maintenance, inhibition and re-utilization may be studied in surface balances, allowing 

for development of anificial surfactants which show all or most of their properties. If 

such films can be transferred into solid-substrates, using recently developed techniques 

such as atomic force, scanning runnelling, near field scanning and plasma desorption 

microcopies, in combination with neutron diffraction, synchrotron radiation methods, 

would yield further information of the molecular and atomic organization of surfactant 

in the lungs. 
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APPENDIX A 

Image processing and analysis were performed using JAVA 1.4~ (Jande! Video 

Analysis Software. Jande! Scientific, San Rafael. CA) software. in a IBM 486 personal 

computer. The programme (JAVA 1.4) requires a TARGA M8~ (Truevision, AT & T. 

San Francisco, CA) video frame grabber board and a minimum memory of 612 kilo 

bytes or more. A video cassene recorder (VCR). feeds the frame grabber (installed in 

the PC) with analogue black and white images. which are frame grabbed by T ARGA M8 

and saved in memory of JAVA 1.4 digitally. Each image requires at least 198 kbyte of 

memory. These stored digital images can be later displayed on a TV monitor connected 

to the TARGA board, for processing and analysis. The total area of the images have 

been calibrated in the programme to be 7700 1Lm2 (or 100 JLID (breadth) x 77 J.Lffi (length). 

Randomly selected frames of monolayers (which look the most clear co the eye on the 

TV monitor) are frame grabbed, saved, processed and analyzed by the following steps: 

Frame Grabbing: 

The JAVA L4 is executable by typing in "newjava" at the DOS C:\ prompt. 

Once entered the programme displays the screen with menus as shown on the right 

Figure (A). By moving the mouse cursor to function F3 lnten, the intensity menu is 

entered. In this menu the F2 Freeze function frame grabs any image being played in the 

VCR. The frame grabbed image is saved by entering the F6 Disk command, and by 

typing in a name for the image (maximum 8 characters), and such images are stored as 
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"".TIFF files ( 198 kbytes) in the hard disk of the computer. 

Image Processing: 

The typical saved 

images (* TIFF • are 

processed by loading them 

from the disk menu by 

successive commands of F2 

Image, F7 From Disk and F2 

Load (Figure B shows a A 
typical loaded/ digitized 

image). Then in the 

morphomettic menu (Figure 

A). by using 'FJ lruen and 

IP the image processing 

menu can be entered. In this 

menu an area of interest FB 

AOI (rectangulas box in the 

Figure (B) is selec:ed for 

image processing, by moving 

the mouse cursor to the four 
B 

ends of a rectang.l~ or a 
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selected area of interest. Tbe 

contrast of the AQ( is 

increased by using F3 

Conr.En cursor in the Log 

[ntensity Histogram (Greyish 

histogram in Figure C) twice, 

and a typical processed area 

of interest (high con[I'a.St. 

rectangular box) as shown in 

Figure (B) is obtained. 

Image Analysis: 

The image analysis is 

performed by using the 

Object Number menu (D). 

This menu can be accessed 

by using 'FI Ooj N in the 

image processing menu. In 

the object number menu a 

threshold for the images is 

set by executing the F7 Thres 

..... .... -.. . -... ......... -.... ,_,. ,.,, ,_,, ,,..,, 
t .. .... . .. .... 

- . ..,_uso 
- { O. UII .. <e.-t ............ 

,_, .... , ...... _ .... 

c 

·-· ... ···----· ..... -........ -·-· Cl ~,. ot- ... ,_ • . -=·· ···----··· . __ , ··---
D 

command, to subtract the ~:hite background of the images and leave the images 
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whh only black pixels (condensed domains) to be measured. To measure and coum such 

objects the F6 Counc command is used twice. first to count and measure the objecrs and 

then co transfer the measurements to a data work sheet file. The counting is performed 

by the programme by measuring the number and x.Jy axis location of each black pixel in 

the image, and the movement of small black lines on the two end of the boxed image in 

Figure (B) which indicates ilie progress of such measurements. Then by entering ... F5 

Data. the data work sheet is accessed. 

[n the data work sheet the data is saved as area. number and pixel amounts in 

various columns. The data work sheet can be saved by using F3 AscData and FB ToDisk 

commands and are saved as *.PRN or DOS accessible print Illes. Such data is analyzed 

by the statistical sub-programmes (transforms) found in this menu. 

The tO[al amount of condensed (or black) phase is calculated from the 

amounts of black area per frame. normally for 10 frames, at each surface pressure. 

These are converted to percentage condensed by using % condensed = (average black 

area per frame (,um~/total frame area or area of interest (,um~") x 100). Other analysis 

of the data such as the individual area of the condensed {black) domains, their number 

and frequency distributions can also be performed using the various statistical sub-

programmes (rransfonns) in the data work sheet menus of JAVA 1.4. 

[The Figures A. C and 0 are reprinted from the JAVA 1.4 manual with the permission 

from publisher, CJandel Scientific, San Rafael, California). 
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